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Abstract 

In this research work an introduction to an innovative control method, concerning 
horizontal axis wind turbines, is presented. The concept refers to variable tip swept rotor 
blades, that have the ability to pivot collectively aft, (in-plane movement) about an axis 
located at the blade tips. The swept tip can be either part of the main blade with an internal 
mechanism or an added surface (add-on) to the blades. The idea of this active control feature 
is to increase power production at specific operating areas and reduce fatigue loads and 
extreme blade loads during a wind gust passage through small sweep angle variations in the 
tip area. The investigation is carried out with a modified Blade Element Momentum (BEM) 
model that takes into account variable tip swept rotor blades and the modifications are based 
on results from a lifting line theory based model. The latter model was also compared to 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) results and speed optimized with the use of CUDA 
platform before it was used as reference for the modified BEM model. The simulations refer 
to the 5MW NREL reference wind turbine that incorporates a suitable controller and the first 
results show beneficial behavior in all of the investigated areas.   
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

 

1.1 Brief Historical Review Of Wind Turbines 

Wind energy is one of the most common forms of renewable energies that are still 

been utilized by man since he managed to tame wind power. At first, (nearly 4000 BC) he put 

sails on boats in order to travel around the globe and discover new land. Then, at the 1st 

century AD, the Greek engineer, Heron of Alexandria [1] introduces the earliest known wind-

driven wheel that powers his peculiar device called Pneumatica [2]. Later, windmills helped 

man to grind grain, pump water and through that expand the economy of each society. In 

Netherlands much of today’s land was covered with water until it was drained by wind pumps 

in the 13th century and many arid regions in US and Australia flourished due to them.  

It was no earlier than the late 19th century since these windmills and wind pumps were 

connected to an electric grid in order to provide electric energy to rural areas and thus evolve 

to the wind turbines as we know them today. In Denmark Poul La Cour was pioneer 

researcher in this field and one of the first to investigate rotor aerodynamics through 

experiments in a wind tunnel. However in the early 20th century the interest in wind turbines 

was not so high as it was supposed to, as engines took over most of the production of electric 

energy. So, turbines came back in background after the Second World War where fossil – fuel 

supply was scarce and many countries such as US, Denmark, UK, Germany, France and 
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USSR carried out research in the direction of improving their efficiency. A milestone in this 

period is the construction of the largest wind turbine in Vermont - US with a full span pitch - 

regulated rotor of 53m in diameter,  power output of 1.25MW and flapped blades. However, 

in 1945 it ceased its operation because of a catastrophic failure after one blade broke – off. 

Another trigger for this effort was the oil crisis in 1973 where large government funds 

by many countries were approved for research programs concerning wind turbines in order to 

become less oil-dependent. This of course led to the development of many prototypes 

including two – bladed horizontal axis turbines, vertical axis turbines (“the Darrieus concept - 

Canada”) and progressively to the three – bladed wind turbine equipped with an asynchronous 

AC generator, widely known as the “Danish” concept (figure 1.1). So, after 1990 when these 

concepts became mature enough, along with the global effort for reducing the CO2 emissions 

by utilizing renewable energy, led to the large growing pace of the wind turbine industry and 

the exponential growth of installed global capacity in wind power. It is characteristic that 

nowadays, Denmark covers more than 40% of its needs in electric energy from the wind [3]. 

 

Figure 1.1: Configuration of a modern 3 bladed axial wind turbine, source: [4]. 
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1.2 Motivation 

After connecting the first wind turbines to the grid the next challenge was to make 

them produce more power so that they were competitive against the diesel engines. So 

inevitably they became taller and larger in diameter and thus exposed to harsh weather 

phenomena which are resulted to high unsteady forces. The aim was to produce the designed 

electric power for over 20 years without catastrophic failure in a wide range of operating 

conditions with low cost and also working unattended. For this reason there has been plenty 

of research in the field of wind turbine control which is basically divided in two categories, 

passive and active. Passive load control is achieved when changes in wind speed are 

counteracted through the passively adapting (aerodynamic or aero-elastic) response of the 

rotor blades. Traditional concepts of passive control are stall control (aerodynamic response) 

or the use of blade tension–torsion coupling, bend–twist coupling and sweep–twist coupling 

of the rotor blades (aero-elastic response) [5]. On the other hand, active control (also referred 

as smart rotor control) refers to an integrated system equipped with sensors, actuators and one 

or more microprocessors that operate in a feedback loop and control the blade aerodynamic 

loads. The latter is achieved either by enhancing the flow around the blade with the selective 

deployment of microtabs and use of boundary layer control methods (like vortex generators 

and active synthetic jets) or by altering the shape of the airfoil utilizing camber control, active 

twist or flaps [5].  

However, according to the author’s knowledge and the current status in the control 

field of wind turbines that results from the literature review, it seems that the idea of 

controlling actively the wind turbine parameters such as power production and loads through 

tip swept rotor blades has not yet been systematically examined. So on one hand, the target of 

this thesis is to study the effect of tip sweep on wind turbine rotor blades and the impact on 
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the wind turbine itself and on the other hand to develop an active control method that 

improves its performance and reduces the blade loads. It will also be tried to incorporate this 

feature in a model which is based on a theory that inherently cannot take it into account.   

1.3 Phd Overview 

This thesis is structured as follows: 

In the next chapter a brief overview in the theory and literature review concerning the 

subject of the thesis is outlined. 

Chapter 3 presents the methodology that was followed in order to achieve the target of 

the thesis. 

In chapter 4 the effect of tip sweep on a fixed wing is investigated and useful 

conclusions are obtained utilizing two different theoretical backgrounds – Unsteady Lifting 

Line theory (ULL) and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). 

In chapter 5 the investigation of tip sweep effect is extended to a typical wind turbine 

rotor but only with a ULL theory based model. 

In chapter 6 tip sweep feature of rotor blades is incorporated in a Blade Element 

Momentum (BEM) theory based model which is known for its speed and good predictions 

compared to more analytical methods (ULL and CFD). This is achieved through an 

improvement in the calculation of a factor which is critical in the calculation of rotor blade 

loads. 

Chapter 7 presents the application of wind turbine active control through varying tip 

swept blades in a typical wind turbine and it consists of three parts: improvement in energy 

production, fatigue blade load reduction and gust load alleviation. 
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In chapter 8 the conclusions of the thesis are drawn and future work that can follow is 

proposed. 
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Chapter 2. Literature Review 

In this chapter a review in the theoretical background concerning 3 bladed horizontal 

axis wind turbines (HAWT) and some of the most common control methods concerning their 

operation are presented. It starts with the presentation of the models that are currently been 

used by researchers and industry in order to study and predict the performance of wind 

turbines, in a decreasing fidelity order. Then, the chapter describes the challenging operating 

environment of the wind turbines and ends with the discussion for the current state of the art 

in passive and active control methods with a focus in the geometric feature of sweep. 

2.1 Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) 

In the research field of fluid mechanics, CFD is the most recent and also most 

promising method from the perspective of detailed analysis of the flow. By this method many 

parameters can be calculated such as pressure distribution, velocity field or even the transition 

point from laminar to turbulent flow around an airfoil. A typical problem that is solved with 

CFD could be the flow around the wing of an aircraft or an entire airplane, the flow of a fluid 

through a pipeline, the flow field inside a combustion chamber and numerous others. It is 

classified in the numerical methods that are solved with algorithms and the need in 

computational resources is usually very high. So, nowadays with the development of super-

computers CFD methods are constantly improved and more attractive than ever.  
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( ) 0u
t
 
 




    2( )
3

Tu u u p u u u I F
t

                 
  

CFD is the approach to solve the Navier – Stokes (N-S) equations by numerical 

methods. They are always solved together with the continuity equation 2.1 which represents 

the conservation of mass: 

 

( 2.1 ) 

where: 

 ρ is the density of the fluid 

 u is the flow velocity 

  is the del operator 

N-S equations describe the viscous flow of  fluids based on the 2nd Newton law of motion 

and thus represent the conservation of momentum. One of the most general forms of the N-S  

equation (Equation. 2.2 ) is written for compressible Newtonian fluids. In other words for 

fluids that their density ρ is not considered constant and their viscous stresses are linearly 

proportional to the local rate of change of the fluid’s deformation or else to the velocity 

gradient. 

 

( 2.2 ) 

where: 

 p is the pressure 

 μ is the fluid dynamic viscosity 
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Re uL




 I the identity matrix 

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 . 0
0 0 0 1

nI

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 F the external force applied to the fluid 

Originally derived by Claude-Louis Navier and George Gabriel Stokes in the middle 

of 19th century it was not until 1960, the T3 group of the Los Alamos National Laboratory 

made the first steps in the development of numerical techniques that used the N-S equation in 

order to solve fluid flow problems [6]. Since then, new methods have appeared and along with 

the evolution of computational power, the application of the N-S equations for solving more 

complex flows, such as three dimensional (3D) flows, was feasible. However, the N-S 

equations have no analytical solution for most problems of engineering interest, except for 

simple flows such as  Poiseuille flow or Couette flow [7]. So, in order to use the N-S 

equations in a wide range of flows (notably turbulent flows) a special formulation was 

developed which is called Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes or else RANS. 

Depending on the flow characteristics some terms of the N-S equations can be 

neglected. One characteristic number is the Reynolds number Re (Equation.2.3 ) from which 

it is determined whether the flow is laminar (low Re number) or turbulent (high Re number). 

It represents the ratio of the inertial forces to viscous forces. In the N-S equation, the left term 

of equation 2.2 stands for the inertial forces and the right side consists of the pressure forces 

plus the viscous forces plus the external forces. So, it is clear that flows of low Re number can 

be solved easily using a more simplified form of the N-S equation. 

 

( 2.3 ) 
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( , ) ( ) ( , )u x t u x u x t 

However most flows are turbulent and the effects of turbulence should be modeled by 

a suitable model. One of the most common, is the RANS turbulence model by which a 

different approach is considered with the so called Reynolds decomposition. In particular, 

variables such as velocity and pressure are decomposed into a time-average motion and a 

turbulent fluctuation according to equation 2.4 which in turn results in solutions of much 

lower computational cost.  

   

( 2.4 ) 

where: 

 ( )u x  is the time averaged velocity in the x direction 

 ( , )u x t  is the fluctuating term 

Moreover, the RANS turbulent model introduces “new” stresses, also called Reynolds 

stresses, that model the effects of turbulence fluctuations. Among other models, the ones that 

are widely used in modern engineering applications are the, Spalart–Allmaras (S–A) [8], k–ε 

(k–epsilon) [9] and SST k–ω (k–omega) [10]. Yet further analysis about RANS turbulence 

model and Reynolds viscosity models is beyond the scope of this chapter.  

There also other turbulence models worth to mention in the field of CFD with 

different computational cost depending on the resolution of the turbulence scales – (finer 

resolution leads to higher computational cost): 

 Large Eddy Simulation (LES): In this model only the large and more important eddies 

are resolved in the N-S equation while the smallest ones with lower contribution to the 
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flow are not taken into account through a suitable filter. This results in lower 

computational cost.  

 Detached Eddy Simulation (DES): In this model the flow is solved with the LES 

method in areas where the length scale of eddies are larger than the grid dimension 

and with the RANS equation in the rest areas through a sub-grid, where more 

resolution is needed. Such areas usually, are the solid boundaries of the emerged body 

and thus, grid generation is more complex due to this sub-grid model. A good example 

of this method is described in [11] by Spalart et Al. 

 Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS): In this model the N-S equations are solved with 

all of turbulence scales (spatial and temporal) resolved and so, the computational cost 

is raised significantly, proportional to Re3. This method could work as a good 

substitute for cases where a real experiment is not possible but the computational cost 

often makes it prohibitive.   

In a typical CFD engineering problem the domain is split into a finite number of 

control volumes, also called mesh or grid, then a number of boundary conditions such as Inlet, 

Outlet and Walls are defined and finally the N-S equations along with one of the above 

mentioned turbulence models are solved numerically for every dimension (x, y, z) through a 

suitable algorithm. The results include fluid velocity and pressure distribution over the 

geometry of the domain from which many other parameters can be calculated like vorticity 

and pressure force. However, grid generation is often a difficult task and requires skill in 

order to create it. One basic requirement for accurate predictions is the careful grid 

generation, so that the smallest eddies of the used turbulence model are resolved. Moreover, it 

is proven that increased accuracy is also achieved, by better prediction of the transition area 

from laminar to turbulent flow and so, several relative models exist in CFD [12]. 
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CFD methods have proven their efficiency shortly after their development in 

applications like flow studies in classical fluid mechanics, aircraft design, vehicle design, etc. 

For wind turbine applications, CFD became an important tool after 1979 [13], [14] when the 

first problems of rotating flows were solved numerically. Another major step to this direction 

was contributed after 1997 through the solution of NS equations for rotor aerodynamics [15], 

[16]. However, the verification of CFD came after 2000 through the comparison of CFD 

results with measurements in real operating conditions for the National Renewable Energy 

Laboratory (NREL) Phase IV wind turbine, following the conduction of corresponding 

experiments in NASA’s Ames wind tunnel [17].  

The main difficulties encountered when using CFD methods for rotor applications are 

grid generation and the strong 3 dimensional (3D) effects of the flow. Grid generation, is 

usually dealt with, by forming unstructured grids composed of tetrahedral cells, structured 

grids composed of hexahedral cells and the more complex overlapping grids [18], [19]. With 

the unstructured grids the domain is divided into cells with a random pattern. The effort 

required by the user is relatively low and it is highly automated, but it does not perform well 

in areas near solid boundaries because tetrahedral cells can’t fit well in such geometries and 

so an isotropic image is created. With the second method, the domain is discretized in a more 

efficient way and the resulting image is usually a streamlined grid near boundaries and a 

coarse grid in areas which are out of interest. With overlapping grids the domain is divided 

into areas with different grid structures which overlap in some locations and connect together 

through interpolation. It is suitable for moving geometries like wind turbines and it is ideal 

when the whole machine is modeled (rotor – tower – nacelle) because the results are more 

physically correct. However, it requires far more experience than the other methods and some 

connectivity problems may appear that are not solved in a straightforward way. Nowadays, 
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sophisticated software such as “ANSYS” [20] includes component systems like TurboGrid  

that are specialized in solving rotor flows or Fluent which has the Moving Reference Frame 

(MRF) capability [20], [21] in which the domain is divided into sub-domains which have the 

ability to rotate with respect to an inertial frame.  

On the other hand, the strong 3-D effects of rotational flows is still under further 

development and improvement [18]. Prediction of transition in 3D flows is much more 

difficult than 2D and also, as much important for accurate calculations [22]. New methods 

exist concerning the derivation of 3D airfoil parameters in rotor CFD applications, like the 

“reduced axial velocity method” [23]. In fact, 3D yawed flows usually encountered by wind 

turbines and effects like dynamic stall require different approach in relation to 2D flows and 

inevitably they are more computationally expensive. 

CFD methods have become now a powerful design tool for wind turbine industries 

after years of development in modeling techniques and evolution of computer power. They 

are chosen as an experiment substitute for new concepts in rotor blades and in cases where 

other models of lower order do not perform well. Research is still active and extends to 

coupled CFD – aeroelastic models that include the whole device (rotor – tower – nacelle).  

2.2 Vortex Methods 

Over the last 20 years an almost equally effective yet less complex numerical method 

compared to CFD is widely used to solve problems concerning 3 dimensional separated or 

non–separated flow areas. This method was proposed by the German scientist Ludwig Prandtl 

in 1909 in order to calculate more accurately the generated lift from a wing and the 

corresponding loss due to the flow at the tip area [24]. The demands in computational 

resources in relation to the detailed analysis of the flow that is achieved with this method are 
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considered low (especially with the current status in computer power) and thus attractive for 

wind turbine applications. However, there are some configurations of the vortex method 

which can raise the computational cost as high as CFD methods and so the choice of it is not 

yet straightforward.  

Prandtl’s Lifting line theory is fundamental to vortex based models and is usually used 

with the assumption of incompressible potential flow. According to the theory the wing is 

divided into small elements (known as horseshoe elements) with all of its bound circulation 

concentrated to the quarter chord and thus, a refined and physically correct model is 

introduced having span-wise distribution of bound circulation Γ(y) [25] (figure 2.1).  

The bound circulation Γ(y) is a measure of the fluid rotation (caused by wing’s lift) at 

every element and generally, for a small open element of length dl with a fluid velocity V it 

applies that: 

cosd V dl V dl     

( 2.5 ) 

where:  

 V is the velocity on the open element 

 dl is the length of the small element 

 θ is the angle between vectors of V and dl 

 And for a closed curve C (the airfoil in this case) circulation is the line integral of 

velocity V around that curve (equation (2.6 )) 
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. . 0T E 

c

Vdl    

( 2.6 ) 

And it is connected to the vortex strength γ by equation 2.7 : 

 

( 2.7 ) 

where:  

   is the vortex strength per unit length  

This bound vorticity (or else circulation) stems from the lift which is generated by the 

flow over the wing (or blade) and is concentrated to this single point after the satisfaction of 

Kutta condition. This condition states that “The flow leaves the sharp trailing edge of an 

airfoil smoothly and the velocity is finite there”. So for a typical airfoil the velocity resulting 

from both sides (upper and lower) would vanish at the trailing edge and the corresponding 

vortex strength would be zero there, expressed by equation 2.8. In addition, bound circulation 

is connected to the wing’s generated lift, by applying the Kutta – Joukowski theorem [25] and 

is expressed by equation 2.9 . In particular, the theorem of German mathematician Kutta and 

Russian physicist Joukowski arose from the observation that in two-dimensional flow lift 

force is proportional to total circulation and with normal direction to free stream flow.   

 

  ( 2.8 ) 

where:  

0

( )
c

x dx  
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 . .T E  is the vortex strength per unit length at the trailing edge 

 

( 2.9 ) 

 

where: 

 L  is the generated Lift force by the airfoil 

   is the air density 

 U is the free stream velocity 

   is the circulation about the wing 

Having in mind [25, 26] from Kelvin Helmholtz theory that a vortex line cannot start 

or end abruptly in a fluid, when there is a vortex line strength dγ(y)/dy (in this case the bound 

vortex), a similar vorticity component is introduced in x direction (figure 2.1). This eventually 

creates the horseshoe elements as mentioned before, with circulation in each side equal to 

wing's bound circulation Γ, that grows in size according to the direction of flow and retains its 

strength. So, the discretization of the blade's bound circulation and the wake evolution in 

time, results in a vortex lattice of figure 2.1 which consists of shed and trailing vortices. 

L U  
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Figure 2.1 : Lifting line vortex representation of a wing and its wake, source: [26]. 

The trailing vortices account for the span-wise bound circulation distribution 

(dΓ(y)/dy) whereas the shed vortices account for the time rate of change of bound circulation 

(dΓ/dt) (i.e. unsteady lift) and contain the history of the wing’s lift force. This implies that in 

the steady state there are only trailing vortices and no shed - except for the ones that were 

initially created and are located in the far wake. This vortex lattice in turn, creates a 

downwash on the blade which is expressed as induced velocity and can be calculated by using 

the Biot Savart formula.  

The Biot Savart law states that a vortex segment of strength γ induces a velocity field 

around it with tangential components in every single point. A specific formulation of the law 

for a straight vortex segment, like the ones that constitute the lattice, is widely used and is 

seen in the following equation. 

 

 

( 2.10 ) 
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where: 

 indV  is the induced velocity in a single point (by nearby vortex segments) 

   is the circulation of the straight segment 

 r1, r2 the distances of the vortex edges from the point where induced velocity is 

calculated as depicted in figure 2.2 

 

Figure 2.2 : Lifting line vortex representation of a wing and its wake source: [26]. 

The induced velocities are calculated with the above formula at the so called, control 

points, which are located in the middle of every horseshoe element over the quarter chord. By 

superimposing induced velocities with free stream and blade section velocities (structure 

related or otherwise caused) results in a resultant velocity V for every section, which can be 

used directly in the three-dimensional form of Kutta-Joukowski equation (2.11 ) or for the 

determination of an effective angle of attack and finally extract lift, drag and moment 

coefficients by 2-D steady state aerodynamic data. Of course, viscous effects can be taken 

into account by using each time the suitable tabular data depending on Reynolds number. So, 

it is concluded that total wing forces and distributions of them are calculated straight from the 

vortex lattice. 
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( 2.11 ) 

Two approaches for the vortex lattice exist when using the lifting line method, the 

prescribed wake and the free wake evolution. With the prescribed method awareness of the 

wake development is needed a priori. This can be achieved only if corresponding experiments 

have preceded for the examined case and so makes this approach restrictive. However, it is 

orders of magnitude faster than the free wake approach when simulations are ran on computer 

based on corresponding algorithms. On the contrary, free wake approach lets the wake to 

develop physically as a result of interactions between shed and trailing vortices of the vortex 

lattice. In particular, induced velocities are calculated from every vortex segment on every 

point of the lattice and after the addition of free stream velocity the convection of them is 

determined. The advantage with this method is that effects like wake distortion, vortex roll - 

up at the wingtip area and wake expansion are modeled which consequently leads to better 

predictions. So, it is suitable for wind turbine applications where yawed flows are usually met 

and also, for cases where transient cases are examined (such as change in wind direction or 

wind turbine orientation or in blade geometry). The disadvantage on the other side is the high 

computational cost because of the large number of calculations needed for every lattice point 

that constantly grows in size as the wake unreels. In addition, stability problems on free wake 

algorithms can arise when wake points get close together due to singularities in the 

calculation of induced velocities.   

 One important issue is that the free wake approach does not take into account viscous 

effects in the wake which is another facet of physics. Typically, because of them, vortex cores 

of all filaments should increase in time and the tangential velocities should decrease 

correspondingly. Several models exist to model viscous effects on vortex cores like the Lamb 

 d F V dl  
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– Ossen model [27], the Ramasamy and Leishman model [28], the Squire model [29], the 

modified Lamb – Ossen model by Bhagwat & Leishman [30] and also coupled viscous - 

inviscid models by Sorensen [31].  

One common use of lifting line theory is when unsteady flows or generally unsteady 

operating conditions are encountered. In this case the span-wise bound circulation distribution 

of the wing changes continuously in time and an iterative process is applied based on equation 

2.11 which matches the bound circulation distribution with lift. Firstly the wing is divided 

into i=1:N small elements as depicted in figure 2.1 and simulation time into m time steps 

where a guess is made about the wing’s bound circulation distribution. Usually every time 

step starts with the distribution of the previous one. The trailing and shed vortices in turn are 

determined in accordance with equations 2.12 and 2.13 . Since the vortex strength of all 

segments both from the wing and the wake is known (the wing vorticity derives from the 

initial guess and the wake vorticity has already been calculated from the previous time steps) 

the induced velocity, the resultant velocity and the effective angle of attack of every element 

are calculated. So, lift coefficient is acquired from tabular data and lifting force is exerted 

from equation 2.14 and a new bound circulation is determined from equation 2.11 . Now, the 

bound circulation of the next step is given by equation 2.15  where an underelaxation factor is 

applied in order to prevent solution from diverging. This process is repeated until a user 

defined convergence criterion expressed with equation 2.16  has been obtained. 

 

( 2.12 ) 

 

( 2.13 ) 

, , 1,( ) ( ) ( )Trail i m Bound i m Bound i m    

, , 1 ,( ) ( ) ( )Shed i m Bound i m Bound i m    
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( 2.14 ) 

where: 

 LC  is the Lift coefficient 

 tanresul tV  is the sum of induced velocity, freestream velocity and blade section velocity 

(structure related or otherwise caused) 

 c is the chord of the wing element 

   is the air density 

 

( 2.15 ) 

while  repeat 

( 2.16 ) 

Besides the well known lifting line theory it is also worth to be mentioned that a more 

analytical vortex method exists, called vortex-lattice model [25], in which the wing and the 

wake is divided into small panels (Figure 2.3). According to Green’s Theorem the potential 

flow in which a lifting surface is submerged can be represented by distribution of sources σ 

and doublets μ placed on the wing’s boundary [25]. Sources σ determine the solid boundaries 

of the body by displacing the flow whereas doublets μ provide lifting force through the 

circulation that they introduce. The solution of the flow is achieved after the discretization of 

the body and the wake into panels of constant vortex strengths μ and the application of the 

2
tan

1
2 resul t LLift V C c

( )input old new oldD     

max[( ) / ] _input old old convergence criterion   
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non-entry boundary condition to the so called collocation points placed either at the center of 

the panels (Neumann boundary condition) or inside the body (or wing) (Dirichlet boundary 

condition). So, after the calculation of μ distribution on the wing, induced velocities and the 

wing’s angle of attack (AoA) are determined and finally loads are acquired from tabular data 

as happens with the lifting line model. The major difference of vortex lattice model compared 

to lifting line is that a more detailed distribution of the wing flow or loading - span wise and 

chordwise - is obtained and the thickness of the wing is taken into account thus leading to 

better predictions yet it is more computationally expensive. Further development of the vortex 

lattice method was implemented by Hess [32] who introduced a piecewise source distribution 

to the body in order to model accurately the body geometry and Chorin [33] who used 

vorticity particles instead of segments that are able to convect freely into the wake and thus 

resulting in a smoother induction velocity field, also known as vortex blob method. 

 

Figure 2.3 Representation of the discretized wing and wake according to vortex lattice 

model source: [25] 
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Prescribed vortex methods were used to study rotor aerodynamics in the late 60’s 

starting with helicopter applications [34]. At first hovering flight was investigated by 

Landgrebe [35], then Gilmore and Gartshore, Kocureck, Tangler and Berkowitz. In particular 

Landgrebe conducted experiments for over seventy rotor configurations and developed 

equations which describe the tip vortices from both ends of the rotor (inner and outer) 

whereas the intermediate ones are determined through interpolation [36]. Later in 1985, 

Beddoes developed another generalized prescribed wake model and achieved good agreement 

in vertical velocities of tip vortices in forward flight, between his simplified prescribed model 

and a free wake vortex model [36]. Then, investigations extended to free wake modeling of 

helicopter rotors with Miller (1982) [37], Bliss (1983) [38] and Bagai & Leishman (1995) 

[39]. Inevitably their work continued in the direction of reducing the computational cost of 

free wake models ([40] and [41]) either by new approaches in calculation of the wake or with 

the use of adaptive grids and also velocity field interpolation schemes.  

So, the experience obtained from helicopter applications was utilized on axial wind 

turbines with the development of prescribed vortex methods [42] and free wake methods [43]. 

GENUVP [44] is a characteristic high fidelity aerodynamic model developed by Voutsinas et 

al based on free moving vortex particles to model the wake and it is validated against full 

scale tests of pitch steps and extreme yawed operation for the TJAEREBORG 2MW wind 

turbine. It can also be combined with a beam elastic model and stand as a complete aeroelastic 

model.  

Currently vortex methods play an important role to wind energy field and they are 

commonly preferred for detailed wake analysis of wind turbines. These methods perform well 

in dynamic changes such as pitch steps, in safety stops and yawed operation of the turbine. 
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The main drawbacks are the high computational cost and the convergence issues in inboard 

sections where stalled flow is encountered.  

In this thesis both CFD and vortex methods (outlined in paragraphs 2.1 and 2.2) are 

used in order to study the effect of the geometric feature of blade tip sweep on wing 

aerodynamics and subsequently on wind turbine parameters. The reason is that both methods 

are capable of modeling such geometric features, yet the extend of their application is 

determined by the available computer power from the researcher.    

2.3 Blade Element Momentum Method – BEM 

The two preceding methods that were presented are used for a variety of applications 

where aerodynamics are to be studied including of course, wind turbines. However, Blade 

Element Momentum (BEM) method was developed only for HAWT (rotational axis parallel 

to flow). In fact this type of turbine has prevailed over years of evolution and currently 

represents 95% of all installed wind turbines [45]. HAWTs (Figure 1.1) rotate due to the 

tangential component of the lifting force that is generated by the blades (usually 3) which has 

proven to be the most efficient way to extract power from the wind. This type is amendable to 

a lot of control features for optimizing blade loads and high power gain of the order of 10MW 

[46]. The main drawback is the need of a yaw mechanism that should perform the alignment 

of the rotor axis to the prevailing wind direction (sensed by anemometers). 

On the other hand, the vertical axis wind turbine concept is met in two versions (figure 

2.4 ) the one which rotates based on drag force of the rotor blades (Savonius rotor) and the 

well known Darrieus concept (common to H – rotor design) which has two curved blades 

connected to the vertical axis and rotate due to the combination of lift and drag blade forces. 

Despite the fact that they do not need a yaw mechanism to align them with the flow they have 
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other design disadvantages such as low rotational speed, inherently low power coefficient, 

unsteady loads and that they need an external power source to make them start. For this type 

of turbine a different theory exists which is based on the streamtube model, originally 

introduced by Templin [47] using one streamtube for the turbine and after modifications took 

its final form by Paraschivoiu [48] and Read and Sharpe [49] with the development of double 

multiple streamtube models. 

 

Figure 2.4 Versions of vertical axis wind turbines source: [50] 

BEM is the most widely used method to study the aerodynamics of HAWTs and is 

preferred for its high speed, low computational needs and good quality of the results. It is 

based on many assumptions and so has equivalent limitations. Many additions have been 

made through empirical corrections over the years in order to improve the results, extend its 

applicability and thus it is still the first tool that is used by industries to investigate new 

designs. It was originally developed by Glauert in 1932 [51] and combines the 1-D 

momentum theory developed by Froude in 1878 with a 2-D blade element analysis. In 

principle this method divides the flow over the actuator disk considered by momentum theory 

into annular streamtubes, solves the momentum equation by which induced velocity is 

determined and matches it with the rotor’s torque and thrust (figure 2.5 ).  
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Figure 2.5 BEM model representation source: [52] 

 The basic assumptions of BEM method include incompressible, inviscid, 

axisymmetric, unyawed and steady-state flow. In addition, the aerodynamics of blade sections 

are determined from 2-D steady state loading data and there is no interaction between radial 

sections of the actuator disk. Therefore, BEM would be unsuitable for unsteady loading 

conditions. One other limitation which is explained later is the break down of the theory for 

axial induction factor (equation 2.19 ) over 0.5 - in other words operating conditions of high 

thrust or loading.  

 The actuator disk in 1-D Momentum theory is an idealized thin surface that extracts 

energy from the mean flow, assuming infinite number of blades, resulting in the streamtube of 

figure 2.6 . The streamtube starts from the undisturbed flow upstream and ends far 

downstream with a characteristic slow down and expansion of the flow. In figure 2.7 the 

corresponding streamlines and velocity – pressure spatial variation is depicted. 
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 Figure 2.6 1-D Momentum theory representation source: [4] 

 

Figure 2.7 1-D Momentum theory velocity and pressure source: [4] 

 From the conservation of mass it is implied that the mass flow rate is equal 

everywhere in the streamtube so: 

 or  

( 2.17 ) 

0 1m m m    0 0 1 1V u u      
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where:   

 0 and 0V are the cross section area and velocity far upstream 

 A and u are the cross section area and velocity at the actuator disk 

 1  and 1u  are the cross section area and velocity far downstream 

It is seen from figures 2.6 and 2.7 that as the actuator disk extracts energy from the 

wind stream there is a pressure rise right before the rotor disk, a discontinuous pressure drop 

over it and then a gradual recovery to the atmospheric value 0p . This variation in pressure is 

translated in gradual velocity drop across the streamtube and a corresponding rise in the cross 

sectional area. So, an axial force T acts on the fluid control volume due to this pressure 

difference. Moreover, according to 3rd Newton’s law an equal axial force acts on the actuator 

disk which is called thrust T and is calculated from the following equation: 

 

  ( 2.18 ) 

where: 

 p  is the pressure drop over the actuator disk 

 A the cross sectional area of the rotor equal to 2R  

The velocity deceleration is expressed through the axial induction factor a and it is 

defined according to the following equation and depicted in figure 2.11 . 

 

( 2.19 ) 

T p  

0(1 )u a V 
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According to 2nd Newton’s law thrust force is also equal to rate of change of 

momentum across the streamtube or else thrust equals to: 

 

( 2.20 ) 

Pressure difference can be also found from Bernoulli’s equation by applying it to both 

sides of the rotor. 

 

( 2.21 ) 

 

( 2.22 ) 

And the pressure difference derives from: 

 

( 2.23 ) 

So, after combining equation 2.23 with equation 2.20 : 

 

( 2.24 ) 

Which then results in: 

 

0 1 0 1 0 1 0( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (1 )d uT p p p A m V u Au V u A V u V a            

2 2
0 0

1 1
2 2

uV p u p   

2 2
1 0

1 1
2 2

du p u p   

2 2
0 1

1 ( )
2

d up p V u  

2 2
0 1 0 1 0

1 ( ) ( ) (1 )
2

V u A A V u V a    
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( 2.25 ) 

Which means that the velocity deficit in the far wake is twice as much that of the 

corresponding velocity deficit in the actuator disk as it is seen in figure 2.7 . After combining 

equation 2.20 with 2.25  yields a different expression for thrust: 

 

( 2.26 ) 

Having in mind that: 

 

( 2.27 ) 

After combining equations ( 2.19 ), ( 2.26 ) and ( 2.27 ) power is expressed by: 

 

( 2.28 ) 

 The available power for the cross section of the actuator disk is determined by the 

equation below: 

 

( 2.29 ) 

 So, the power coefficient is defined as the fraction of the produced power divided by 

the available power: 

1 0(1 2 )u a V 

2
02 (1 )T AV a a 

P Tu

3 2
02 (1 )P AV a a 

3
0

1
2availP AV
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( 2.30 ) 

 Thrust coefficient is defined as the ratio of the thrust force on the actuator disk divided 

by the maximum thrust that can be felt by the disk: 

 

( 2.31 ) 

 Substituting in equation ( 2.30 ), equation ( 2.28 ) and in equation ( 2.31 ), equation 

(2.26 ) results in the following expressions for PC  and TC  as a function of the axial induction 

factor a : 

 

( 2.32 ) 

 

( 2.33 ) 

 Equation 2.32 is very important because from this, the upper limit of the power 

coefficient is determined after differentiating: 

 

( 2.34 ) 

3
0

1
2

P
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 Thus, maxPC is 16/27 = 0.593 for axial induction factor 1
3

a   which corresponds to an 

ideal wind turbine rotor with all of the assumptions mentioned earlier for the BEM method 

and it is called Betz limit [53]. The plot that results from equations ( 2.32 ) and ( 2.33  ) is 

seen in figure  2.8 . 

 

Figure 2.8 Plot of PC  and TC VS axial induction factor a according to ideal 1-D momentum 

theory. source: [54] 

 This limit though can be exceed with the introduction of a shrouded rotor – in other 

words a diffuser outside the rotor with the shape of an airfoil which will push more flow 

through it (figure 2.9 ). The bound vorticity created at the airfoils of the shroud resulting from 

the incoming flow will induce a beneficial velocity through the disk thus increasing the flow. 

However the benefits of this solution have to be evaluated as a whole by taking into account 

all of the additional weight, loads and cost of the turbine.   
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Figure 2.9 Shrouded rotor. source: [4] 

 In a real wind turbine, the rotation of the blades due to torque would induce a 

rotational speed to the wake due to the equal and opposite torque acting to the flow. Thus a 

corresponding induction factor α΄ (referred as tangential) is introduced and defined by 

equation 2.35 . This additional kinetic energy to the wake is translated into power losses for 

the wind turbine so it is desirable to keep the tangential induction factor low. This is generally 

achieved with high rotational speed of the turbine rotor and it is explained in figure 2.10  - as 

rotational speed rotV  increases, tangential induced velocity C (or else v) decreases  

 

( 2.35 ) 

where: 

 ω is the angular velocity of the rotor 

 r is the radial distance of the section from the rotor hub  

 

(1 ')v a r 
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Figure 2.10 Velocity triangle in the wake of a rotor section. source: [4] 

 The induction factors of equations 2.19 and 2.35 calculated from 1-D momentum 

theory are used for the determination of the resultant velocity Vresultant seen locally by the 

airfoil sections and thus the corresponding angle of attack α ( Figure 2.11 ). Angle β refers to 

the blade’s twist at that point, whereas φ stands for the inflow angle. After combining the 

generated lift ( equation 2.36 )  and drag forces ( equation 2.37 ) according to the inflow angle 

the two resulting forces are the normal force Fn (or out of plane force) expressed by equation 

2.38 and the tangential force Ft (or in plane force) expressed by equation 2.39 . The normal 

force Fn is responsible for the thrust force T experienced by the rotor whereas Ft is 

responsible for the rotor torque M.  

 

( 2.36 ) 

 

 

 

( 2.37 ) 

2
tan

1
2 resul t lL V cC

2
tan

1
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( 2.38 ) 

 

( 2.39 ) 

Where lift and drag coefficients (Cl and Cd) are acquired from 2-D tabular data and 

thus it is suitable to define a corresponding coefficient for the normal and tangential forces 

with the form of: 

 

( 2.40 ) 

 

( 2.41 ) 

 

Figure 2.11 Velocity triangle and forces of a rotor section. Source: [54] 

 The basic rule of the BEM theory is that only the forces acting on every radial section 

of the rotor are responsible for the momentum change in every annular streamtube. According 

to this concept equation 2.18 can be used in combination with equations 2.19 and 2.25 in 

order to calculate the thrust in every annuli of the streamtube:  

cos sinnF L D  

sin costF L D  

cos sinn l dC C C  

sin cost l dC C C  
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( 2.42 ) 

In addition, the torque M in every annuli is calculated by an equivalent to equation 

2.42 expression with the assumption of irrotational flow before the rotor ( 0rotV =0) and 

rotational velocity in the far wake equal to C : 

 

( 2.43 ) 

C is defined as α΄ωr from equation 2.35 and combining it with equation 2.19 for u the 

former expression becomes: 

 

(  2.44 ) 

Moreover, thrust dT and torque dM of every annuli may be written alternatively as a 

sum of thrust and torque of every blade element from every individual blade according to: 

 

( 2.45 ) 

  

( 2.46 ) 

where B is the number of rotor blades. 

2
0 1 0 1 0( ) ( ) ( ) 4 (1 )dT m V u dA u V u r V a a dr       

2
0 1( ) 2rot rotdM dm V V rC dm r dr uC      

3
04 (1 ) 'dM r V a a dr   

ndT F drB

tdM F rdrB
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 Now after substituting in equations 2.45 and 2.46 Fn - Ft from equations 2.38 and 

2.39 and dT - dM from equations 2.42 and 2.43 correspondingly the expressions of the two 

induction factors are acquired: 

 

(  2.47 ) 

 

( 2.48 ) 

Where σ is the fraction of the chord length of B blades divided by the circumference 

length in a specific annuli (equation 2.49). This is an important parameter for the 

determination of the rotor performance [54].  

 

( 2.49 ) 

As was already stated the forces on the rotor require the calculation of the two 

induction factors. This is not accomplished in a straightforward way from equations 2.47 and 

2.48 because the two parts of the equations are interdependent. The procedure that is followed 

is an iterative process in which initial values for the two induction factors are guessed in the 

beginning (usually zero), then the value of inflow angle φ, angle of attack and normal – 

tangential forces are calculated resulting in a new value for the α and α΄ . The process stops 

when convergence is achieved or else when the parameters have changed less than a preset 
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tolerance and so the final values are acquired. So total thrust and torque are provided through 

the summation of dT and dM for every blade multiplied by the number of blades. 

The concept of 1-D momentum theory assumes one uniform axial induction factor for 

the whole disk or rotor. This is rarely true for a spinning wind turbine (α΄≠0) but it can be 

proven that this assumption does not do much harm in the load calculations, yet with a 

limitation. Glauert [51] has shown (figure 2.12 ) that the Betz limit is practically achieved for 

tip speed ratios (equation 2.50) over 6. From the reference figure it is also deduced that the 

assumption of 1-D momentum theory is valid for tip speed ratios over 3 where CP equals over 

90% of the optimum value (0.593). 

 

Figure 2.12 Power coefficient in relation to Betz limit for increasing tip speed ratio λ of a 

spinning wind turbine. Source: [4] 

0/R V   

( 2.50 ) 

  The reason that the assumption of uniform axial induction factor for a spinning wind 

turbine cannot hold is explained by the simplified vortex cylinder theory. As it is seen in 
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figure 2.13 the rotating blades produce lift which is expressed as bound circulation of radially 

constant vortex strength ΔΓ. In this simplified model, a vortex of this strength escapes from 

the tip of every blade and convects downstream. This is also the case for the blade root area 

where the vortices form a line vortex of strength ΔΓ that also convects downstream. Thus the 

vortex tube is defined by the outer vortices, the bound vortices of the blades and the line 

vortex which lies down the axis of rotation. Everywhere else the flow is considered 

irrotational and with the use of Biot Savart law (equation 2.10) it is possible to calculate the 

induced velocity in every point as was already explained in the previous section. The 

approximation for no expansion of the vortex tube as flow slows down in the wake is also 

used in the simplified model. So, this vortex field alters the induction factor of the blades by 

means of lowering the angle of attack at the blade sections in relation to the actuator disk of 

the 1-D momentum theory model. This phenomenon also occurs for wings of finite span and 

expressed as tip losses. Prandtl investigated them for both wings and propeller blades in the 

early 20th century. 

 

Figure 2.13 Simplified Vortex Cylinder Theory. Source [54] 

 In order to correct BEM theory concerning tip losses (which is a characteristic of 

rotors with finite number of blades), Prandtl developed a factor which is a function of radial 
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distance r - ( )F r . Instead of using a vortex cylinder model he introduced successive discs in 

the wake that move with velocity 0(1 )a V  (equation 2.19) and separated by the same distance 

of the tip vortices described in the cylindrical model (figure 2.14). This lets part of the 

undisturbed fast moving air to enter in the wake, thus altering the induction of the rotor. Of 

course, for small radial distances – near the root area – the penetration is small and so is the 

induction difference which is translated to tip loss factor equal to one ( ( )F r =1) . For any 

other radial distance the tip loss factor is between the values of one and zero ( 0 ( ) 1F r  ). 

The final expression that is used in BEM codes nowadays is a modification to the Prandtl’s 

tip-loss factor and suggested by Glauert [51]. This factor, F(r), is applied to both the axial 

induction factor and the tangential induction factor and equals to zero, at the rotor tip. 

1( 1)
2 sin12( ) cos [ ]r

B

F r e

 



 
  

( 2.51 ) 

 

Figure 2.14 Prandtl’s consideration for the development of tip loss factor. Source [54] 
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 Goldstein [55] in 1929 has also studied tip losses of propellers and obtained a solution 

in terms of Besssel functions for the helical screw flow, yet it cannot be implemented in the 

BEM theory. Over the last years research still continues to the direction of improving the tip-

loss factor through the use of vortex methods in conjunction with the BEM method [56]. The 

benefit is important and leads to more accurate predictions of the wind turbine Annual Energy 

Production (AEP) because the largest part of total rotor torque consists of the sum of the tip 

section torque values. Of course, a similar factor can be obtained to account for the root losses 

and thus create a complete tip/root loss factor [54] but it is of lower importance in contrast to 

the tip loss factor as the root area produces small amount of torque.   

 The streamtube consideration and thus the flow field as depicted in figure 2.5 is not 

valid. BEM theory breaks down for high rotor loading or else high thrust operating conditions 

and predicts reversal flow. In reality this happens when the tip speed ratio (equation 2.50) λ 

becomes too large (high rotational speed in contrast to inflow wind velocity) and so the rotor 

tends to be an impermeable disk. In this case the slow moving air behind the rotor creates an 

area of very low pressure and the flow around the rotor disk tries to fill the gap creating a 

recirculating flow pattern in the wake, also referred as turbulent wake state (TWS). Glauert 

[57] has introduced a modification to the calculation of thrust coefficient based on empirical 

corrections and extended accordingly the TC -α curve (figure 2.15 ) for axial induction factor 

greater than 0.3.  So, equation 2.33 with the correction for tip losses and high induction factor 

cases, becomes: 

 

( 2.52 ) 

 where:  

4 (1 )T gC aF f a 
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 F is the Prandtl tip loss factor 

 gf  is the glauert correction for α>0.3 and equals to 1 (5 3 )
4

a  [18] 

 

Figure 2.15 Glauert correction to TC -α curve and the corresponding rotor states. Source [4] 

 Another issue concerning BEM theory is the assumption for non-yawed flow which is 

also rarely met in real operating conditions but continuously pursued through a yaw 

mechanism installed in the tower of the modern wind turbines. In yawed flows, when the 

incoming flow is not perfectly aligned to the rotor axis, there is an azimuthal (θblade) (figure 

2.16 ) variation in the induction field of the rotor. In particular, the downstream side has 

higher induction than the upstream side and thus, the downstream side sees lower wind speed 

than the upstream side. This eventually leads to higher loads in the upstream side that tends to 

re-align the rotor axis with the flow. In figure 2.16  V   denotes the velocity in the wake which 
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is deflected by the wake skew angle χ. W is the induced velocity and its calculation is 

accomplished by the following equation proposed by Glauert in his autogyro theory [58] 

where he predicted that the induction of the rotor would not be uniform in yawed flow. 

 

( 2.53 ) 

 where:  

 0W  is the mean induced velocity of all blades in radial position  

 blade is the azimuthal blade position 

 0  is the position of the blade when it is in the most downstream position 

 χ is the wake skew angle 

 

0 0(1 tan( ) cos( ))
2 blade

rW W
R
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differential equations (2.54) and (2.55).  At first, the quasi steady value of the induced 

velocity is determined and then an intermediate value is calculated by applying a first order 

filter for the whole rotor. Eventually the induced velocity W is calculated by applying 

successively a second (first order) filter, which is a function of radial distance r and ensures 

that the tip elements react faster than the root elements. The time constants  1  and 2  are 

calibrated with a simple vortex method [4] [equations (2.56) and (2.57) ]. 

 

( 2.54 ) 

 

( 2.55 ) 

where:  

 W is the calculated induced velocity 

 intW  is an intermediate value of the induced velocity 

 qsW  is the quasi steady value of the induced velocity  

 k is a constant and equals 0.6 

 1  and 2 are time constants 
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( 2.57 ) 

 This model has been validated with measurements for the 2WM Tjaereborg wind 

turbine showing very good agreement (figure 2.17 ). The changes in torque is a result of 

sudden changes in blade pitch whereas firstly the pitch is increased and so the angle of attack 

of the blade sections decrease and after 30 seconds blades revert to the zero pitch state. The 

basic conclusion is that every sudden change results in an abrupt surge or overshoot of the 

blade parameters and after significant time they recover in accordance with the new 

equilibrium state.  

 

Figure 2.17 BEM method with Oye dynamic inflow model validated with measurements for 

2WM Tjaereborg wind turbine after sudden pitch changes: Source [4] 

2
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 Unsteady conditions are not only met in large scales (such as the inflow field of a 

wind turbine) but also in the blade level due to various reasons. The angle of attack seen by 

the blade segments is changing continuously because of the tower effect, the wind shear, the 

atmospheric turbulence and the yawed flow. In many cases the changes are cyclic due to the 

inherent rotating motion of the rotor and the angle of attack changes according to a sinusoidal 

function.  

McCroskey [61] and Carr[62] focused on the unsteady aerodynamic loading of wings 

(buffeting) and on the dynamic stall effect by utilizing numerical methods and experimental 

data. Tolouei et al [63] studied experimentally the unsteady pressure distribution of the 

pitching airfoil EPPLER 361. In brief they discovered that there is a close relationship 

between Reynolds Number (equation 2.3 ) and the reduced frequency k (equation 2.58– the 

non-dimensional number that relates the wave length of the disturbance to the chord length 

and describes how severe it is or not) in the wake formation and the wing loads.  

2
ck

U




  

( 2.58 ) 

where:  

  is the rotational frequency of the disturbance or sinusoidal load 

 c is the chord of the airfoil 

 U  is the freestream velocity 
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They also considered that the “bubble that is formed in the leading edge of a pitching 

airfoil beyond static stall angles, convects downstream, reenergizes the boundary layer and 

allows greater lift coefficients to be achieved before dynamic stall occurs”. In cases when the 

flow remains attached and the wing is oscillating, the lift coefficient still is not a linear 

function of angle of attack (figure 2.18 ) but it is determined according to Theodersen theory 

[64] who derived an exact solution for a harmonically oscillating thin airfoil with flap. Similar 

work was conducted by Von Karman and Sears [65] who examined the case of a sinusoidal 

vertical gust inflow field. In addition, Wagner and Kussner [66], [67] studied the response of 

a thin airfoil to indicial (step or impulsive) changes in angle of attack. 

 

Figure 2.18 Lift coefficient Vs angle of attack for various reduced frequencies k calculated 

with Theodorsen theory – no static stall region: Source [36] 

One of the most widely known models concerning unsteady aerodynamics is the 

Beddoes-Leishman model [68] which includes compressibility effects (which the 

aforementioned models do not) and uses relatively few empirical coefficients. It was 
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originally developed to determine and predict the unsteady loads encountered in helicopter 

aerodynamics [36] and is also suitable for wind turbine applications. It consists of an unsteady 

attached flow module, a non-linear trailing edge separation module, a leading edge flow 

separation module and a dynamic stall module for the shedded vortices that induce loads.  

 Despite the numerous assumptions and simplicity of the BEM theory, it is 

undoubtedly an efficient tool for industries and research. It is suitable for preliminary 

calculations of adequate accuracy concerning power output and loads due to the 

aforementioned corrections that were implemented after years of evolution. Nowadays, 

sophisticated software for wind turbine applications such as FAST [69], BLADED [70], 

HAWC2 [71] and DUSWAMP [72] use unsteady BEM theory as a basis for their 

aerodynamic module. Then, combined with a structural (elastic) model – or a multi body 

dynamics model, full aeroelastic simulations can be executed.  

Research still goes on with new methods that couple BEM theory with Lifting Line 

Theory [56] that lead to more accurate tip loss factor calculations and thus correct the Annual 

Energy Production (AEP) value. In another research work [73] a near wake model, originally 

developed by Beddoes [74] , is further developed and coupled with a far wake model based on 

BEM. The near wake model calculates accurately the induction in the root and tip areas of the 

blades by taking into account the first 90 degrees of their rotation and it is based on Lifting 

Line theory. Then, it is coupled with the far wake model based on BEM theory in order to 

take into account and the rest of the wake. The results which are compared to CFD and 

GENUVP, show improved results in relation to steady and unsteady BEM modeling. In 

addition, the influence of trailed vorticity on flutter speed estimations, is determined.  
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2.4 The Challenging Operating Environment of Horizontal Axis Wind 

Turbines 

HAWT appears as a simple device to the eye of someone not familiar with it. 

However, the design of each part of a wind turbine is a result of extensive research so that it 

will be able to operate without faults for a period of 20 years (which is the typical design life). 

Power is produced from the wind and in fact, wind is a highly unstable parameter and in 

addition difficult to predict. According to equation 2.29 the available power from the wind is 

proportional to the cube of its velocity and thus, it is obvious that it plays a significant role in 

the designed rated power. Another facet of the wind’s unsteadiness is the unsteady fatigue 

loads that are encountered by the components. Figure 2.19  shows the wind speed spectrum 

after measurements at Brookhaven, New York from Van Der Hoven [54], [75] which 

indicates that the wind is never steady.  

 

Figure 2.19 Wind Speed spectrum measured by Van der Hoven at Brookhaven. source: [54] 

Synoptic peaks are of high time-scale and refer to meteorological systems that affect 

the wind flow in a region. Weather is a result of many parameters – it starts from the non-
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uniform solar heating of regions near and far from the equator, the earth’s rotation and the 

corresponding Coriolis force effects that create a global wind scheme. The angled orientation 

of the earth axis (24ο degrees) plays also a major role in the formation of meteorological 

systems. In fact the four seasons that are met in regions of temperate climate are due to this 

earth’s angle shift. In local level the weather systems are also affected by parameters such as 

altitude and the morphology of the terrain (high mountains – hills – lakes - valleys – 

proximity to the sea). Regions near the sea include diurnal peaks (24h frequency) usually 

caused by temperature differences between land and sea which creates the well known land 

and sea breezes. Regions near high mountains face strong downstreams resulting from the 

temperature differences between high and low altitude areas in a daily basis. Turbulent peaks 

refer to speed variations of small time-scales about the wind speed average and is met in all 

directions. Equation 2.59 gives the definition of turbulence intensity I which is used to 

quantify the turbulence of a flow field and is responsible for energy peaks introduced into the 

grid or load peaks sensed by the blades. Turbulence is a “chaotic” phenomenon described in 

terms of statistics, yet it obeys the rules of conservation of energy and mass. It is caused 

mainly by fluid viscosity and also thermal variations in the flow field which leads to energy 

exchange between different regions and thus flow mixing. 

 

( 2.59 ) 

where: 

 rmsu  is the root mean square of wind speed fluctuations 

 U is the average wind speed 

rmsuI
U
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Unsteady flow phenomena could also be caused by gusts, rotor yaw misalignment and  

wind shear. The first refers to abrupt changes in wind speed that happen in a relatively short 

period of time (few seconds). They are categorized according to the frequency that occur in a 

region (once a year or once in 50 years) and wind turbines are tested for such cases [76] in 

order to prove that they are capable of withstanding the extreme loads that are developed 

because of gusts. The second refers to the orientation of the wind which is rarely steady and 

sometimes changes suddenly too. The angle between the direction of the wind and the rotor 

axis is referred as Φ and it is easily proven that the produced power is proportional to Φ3. In 

addition, yaw misalignment is responsible for asymmetric rotor loading as it was already 

discussed in paragraph 2.3. Lastly, wind shear is associated with the ground boundary layer 

which is expressed as a gradual velocity rise starting from zero (at the surface) and reaching 

the freestream velocity in a specific height. Wind shear depends on the earth’s roughness 

(dense forests result in high boundary layer height whereas seas and open fields result in 

lower height), geostrophic wind strength, Coriolis effects from earth’s rotation and thermal 

effects. Except for the turbulence that is introduced because of ground boundary layer it also 

leads to asymmetric rotor loading. In particular the lower half of the rotor experiences lower 

wind speeds in contrast to the higher half. 

Apart from physical influences, wind inflow unsteadiness is also caused by structural 

design known as, tower shadow effects or by the arrangement of a wind farm, known as wake 

array effects. For rotors that have their blades in the upstream side (which is the most 

common) there is a flow deceleration right in front of the tower which in turn is translated to 

small changes in blade loads as they pass by this position. For downstream rotors the 

phenomenon is more severe, as the blades pass through Von Karman vortices [77] that are 

formed behind the cylindrical tower. This situation poses risk for blade excitations near their 
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natural frequencies and eventually structural failures may be caused. Moreover, the wake 

array effects refer to the case in which a turbine operates (partially or fully) in the wake of 

another wind turbine. It was already mentioned that the flow behind the rotor of a HAWT 

expands, rotates and decelerates. In addition, turbulence intensity increases, mainly due to the 

tip vortices that are shed from the blades and convect downstream and due to the flow mixing 

between the wake and the external undisturbed flow. This situation is met in wind farms 

consisting of many wind turbines and leads to power losses, increased fatigue loading and 

generally inefficient operation for a number of devices. 

Figure 2.20 is a descriptive presentation of the challenging - unsteady operating 

environment of HAWTs. It separates the unsteady loading caused by unsteady wind inflow in 

two main categories : cyclic loading (occurs in every revolution of the blades) and non – 

cyclic loading.  
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Figure 2.20 The challenging operating environment of HAWTs. source: [78] 

2.5  Control Methods for Horizontal Axis Wind Turbines 

A wind turbine is designed for operation in the rated speed, in order to deal with the 

continuously changing wind speed velocity and simultaneously extract as much energy from 

the wind as possible without jeopardizing its structural integrity. Figure 2.21 shows the power 

curve of a typical wind turbine according to the wind inflow. Cut – in speed is defined as the 

lowest operating speed of the wind turbine which is essential to start. Beyond this wind 
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velocity the torque produced by the blades overcomes friction and rotational inertia of the 

device including rotor, rotor axis, gearbox and generator. As wind speed increases the power 

output increases accordingly, till it reaches the rated speed (or else the speed that is designed 

to operate). Beyond the rated speed, power output could increase further but this would result 

in higher loads than the upper threshold set by the designer in order to ensure safe lifetime 

operation. So, wind turbine is controlled through suitable mechanisms that maintain power 

output and loads to the desired value. For even higher wind speeds (> Vcut-out), loads cannot 

be moderated and the wind turbine ceases its operation and locks in the parked position to 

prevent structural failures. 

 

Figure 2.21 Typical wind turbine power output in respect to wind speed at the hub. 

source: [54] 

The challenging operating environment of wind turbines described in the previous 

paragraph causes severe fatigue loading on the blades and structure. Moreover, wind turbine 

blades have already surpassed 60m of length in the name of higher power production (5MW 

NREL reference wind turbine has 63m blades) and along with the evolution of materials, they 

weigh less and thus they are more flexible. This increased elasticity leads to shape changes 
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that in turn alter the blade aerodynamic loads and again the shape and so on. So, this 

aeroelastic coupling is another facet of the challenge faced by the wind turbine designer. 

Controlling the device with a variety of systems is a solution that ensures efficient operation 

on one hand and low fatigue / extreme loads. It also provides stable operation and thus better 

quality of power output due to the absence of sharp peaks. Controlling of wind turbines is 

divided into traditional and modern methods depending on the period they were introduced 

into the industry. The most common traditional control methods utilize blade stall, blade 

pitch, yaw misalignment and speed regulation.  

Stall regulation is usually met on small wind turbines and the major characteristic is 

that they have their blades in a fixed pitch angle. As wind speed increases, the angle of attack 

of the blade sections increase accordingly until stall occurs, therefore leading to lower lift – 

lower torque (figure 2.11 ). So, the rotational speed is kept within a specified range and 

correspondingly to non-optimal tip speed ratios values ( equation 2.50). Pitch regulation is 

widely used in large wind turbines whereas a mechanism mounted on the hub turns the blades 

about their spanwise axis and adjusts the blade aerodynamic loads and thus the wind turbine 

parameters through the adjustment of the inflow angle φ (figure 2.11 ). So, in cases when the 

power production is about to overcome the rated value the blades pitch in the direction of 

reducing the inflow angle and thus the angle of attack, the produced lift and torque. Blade 

pitch can also be used to stall the blades in an emergency situation (severe weather 

conditions) by pitching them to the opposite direction and park the turbine – this is called 

active stall control through blade feathering. The blade pitch mechanism can be either 

collective (acting concurrently on every blade) or selective (acting individually), full span or 

partial span (applied only at the blade tip area). Apart from power regulation, this control 

strategy is also useful for load reduction during wind gusts. Yet, the pitch change rate of the 
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mechanism has to be over 5deg/sec as it is stated in [54] in order to deal with the majority of 

them. With pitch regulation a wind turbine generally operates very close to the optimal value 

of power coefficient (equation 2.34). The yaw misalignment correction of the turbine 

relatively to the wind direction can be achieved by the same mechanism that constantly 

monitors for zero yaw error during normal operation. This method can easily reduce power 

production (as was already mentioned in paragraph 2.3) when needed but it introduces 

additional unsteady aerodynamic loads and has lower reaction time due to the high inertia of 

the rotating rotor.  

Finally, the variable speed wind turbines are allowed to run at different rotational 

speeds other than the rated, in order to achieve the optimal tip speed ratio for each wind 

inflow velocity. This is aerodynamically efficient on one hand but it requires the use of a 

frequency converter connected to the generator and so increases complexity and introduces 

electrical related losses that could be higher than those caused by the sub-optimal operation of 

a constant speed turbine (with wind speeds that lead to non optimal tip speed ratios). 

The research field of wind turbine control is still active and concepts already applied 

to aircrafts and rotorcrafts are questioned for their effectivity in wind turbines. These ideas 

refer mainly to aerodynamic surfaces or devices that affect the flow field over the blades and 

thus the aerodynamic forces. The activation of these features is performed by an integrated 

system equipped with actuators and sensors that operate in a closed – loop and constantly 

monitor the wind turbine parameters. These systems define the “smart rotor” control concept 

and an extensive overview is found in [72] and [79]. However, the benefits of such concepts 

have to be carefully weighted along with the drawbacks that they introduce. Typical 

disadvantages are additional weight to the turbine and blades, increased complexity, added 

maintenance requirements, increased cost of energy, possible failures and the need of 
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developing fail-safe mechanisms. On the other hand, typical advantages are the high potential 

of changing total loads or the distribution of loads while occupying relatively low space or 

area of the blades (usually placed at the blade tip area).  

Smart rotor concepts are on the foreground due to the evolution of new materials like 

the shape memory alloys, piezopolymers or piezoceramics and the development of new 

sensors like accelerometers, strain sensors and LVDT sensors. Shape memory alloys can 

recover to their original shape after up to 10% deformation [72] while piezo – materials 

induce displacements or deformations when electric energy is applied to them. 

Accelerometers are used to measure vibrations on different parts of the structure, strain 

sensors to measure the strain of blades due to loads and Laser Doppler Velocimeter (LDV) 

sensors to measure the velocity field of the incoming wind. The major challenge is to create a 

control system that is capable of counteracting the unsteady loads. To do so the actuators of 

the control system have to react at least with double frequency of that of the unsteady loads 

[72]. The operation of all components of the control system are under the authority of the 

controller which could follow a classic closed loop feedback design such as Proportional – 

Integral (PI) and Proportional – Integral – Differential (PID) [80] or a feed forward design 

combined with the use of an LDV sensor. In brief the most common PI and PID controllers 

are algorithms that provide a control signal which is the sum of a proportional to the error 

term and a proportional to the integral of the error term. The error is the difference of the 

desired value from the real value. The PID controller includes an additional term proportional 

to the error rate of change. More advanced active control methods like (LQR, LQG, H2, H∞), 

focused on oscillatory disturbances are reviewed in [81]. Modern design control methods 

utilize the following features in order to change on demand the aerodynamic loads on the 
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blades as a response to power output disturbances or off-limit states and to increased fatigue 

loads or load exceedances.  

Flaps are the most common aerodynamic devices used in aircraft wings and act by 

means of shifting the Cl-α curve up (deployment towards pressure side) or down (deployment 

towards suction side). Concerning wind turbine blades it is more feasible to consider trailing 

edge flaps either as a separate surface supported by a hinge or a deformable surface as part of 

the main blade structure. The latter resembles to camber morphing which is a separate 

concept. Flaps can be distributed in the spanwise direction at strategic points and improve the 

distribution of loads or decrease fatigue loads by small individual changes in the deflection of 

the flaps during operation. The major advantage of this concept is that small deflections of 

flaps lead to large alterations in loads especially when installed at the tip area which produces 

the highest percent of the overall rotor torque and is subjected to the largest deflections 

compared to the rest of the blade. The flap configuration is a big issue for the designer who 

has to choose between adding weight with a separate surface and a mechanism to move it or 

compromise with a change in the structural rigidity of the blade by adding flexible trailing 

edge surfaces on some points across the blade and additional equipment to deflect them. In 

[82] the implementation of flap concept on the 5MW NREL reference wind turbine has been 

investigated with the use of DU-SWAMP engineering model. In [83] the potential for fatigue 

load reduction of a turbine with variable trailing edge geometry at yaw conditions was sought, 

including wind tunnel experiments on a small wind turbine in TU Delft and showed that large 

dynamic load reduction is attainable. Full scale experiments were also conducted on a Vestas 

V27 wind turbine, for a modified rotor equipped with one trailing edge flap covering 5% of 

the total blade span and significant blade root bending moment reduction was measured [84].  

Figure 2.22 shows an application of the flap concept with the introduction of a prototype 
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deflectable flap consisting of small chambers that give the desired deformation by applying 

pressurized air or fluid in the upper or lower side. 

 

Figure 2.22 Controlled Rubber Trailing Edge Flap or CRTEF: [85] 

 The use of microtabs is another concept of aerodynamic control on wind turbines and 

has been investigated by Van Dam [86] & [87]. It refers to small surfaces (with length in the 

order of boundary layer thickness) that can be deployed vertically to the wing’s surface and 

change the lift characteristics of the blade in accordance to the spanwise position that they are 

placed. If they are deployed near the trailing edge, on the pressure side, the Kutta condition 

(equation 2.9) point is translated, the effective camber of the airfoil is changed and lift is 

increased. If they are deployed in the suction side and near the boundary layer transition point 

they can cause flow separation and thus lift reduction. The advantages of these devices is that 

they induce large aerodynamic changes in relation to their size, they are light and easily 

deployed with an electro-mechanism. On the other hand, they are usually used in “on-off” 

mode (not mid positions) which limits the control authority and efficiency. 

 The idea of camber morphing through smart materials which are embedded in the skin 

of the blade or adapted in its structural box is a promising concept as it poses changes to the 

airfoil section shape and thus its aerodynamic characteristics. One facet of this concept is the 
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use of a deformable trailing edge. However, as it was already mentioned the added weight of 

the mechanism or the reduced rigidity of the blade design in order to cause or allow the 

desired camber change is an important issue. Recently, research in the field of active 

morphing of airfoils the Fish Bone Active Camber (FishBAC) morphing structure has been 

proposed, with promising results in terms of aerodynamic efficiency increase [88]. In 

addition, research has been conducted concerning optimization of camber controlled rotor 

airfoils for vibration reduction in helicopters [89]. Similar to this concept in terms of not 

adding aerodynamic devices is the active twist control. Control is achieved through torsion of 

the blade which in turn changes the blades’ design twist angles (figure 2.11 ). So, it energizes 

bending – torsion or tension – torsion coupling in order to control the loads. It does not 

change the shape of the airfoil but it does change the torsion characteristics of the blades 

which poses questions for development of aeroelastic phenomena. The twist control is 

possible with smart materials (like piezoelectric fiber composite actuators) and has been 

investigated on helicopter rotors for noise – vibration reduction and extends to improvement 

of performance and rotor stability [90].  Yet the application in wind turbines of large size and 

thus inertia is still a big challenge. 

Finally another form of active rotor control can be considered with boundary layer 

control strategies. This concept was adopted in the early wing designs of aircrafts and consists 

of suction/blowing jets, synthetic jets and vortex generators that control the wing’s boundary 

layer. Suction of air through small orifices in the suction side near the trailing edge of the 

airfoil leads to reattachment of the boundary layer whereas blowing of air in specific points of 

the suction side reenergizes the boundary layer and retards the separation. Synthetic jets are 

produced from the same fluid that runs past the airfoil through small membranes that vibrate 

inside a cavity and add momentum to the flow thus reenergizing the boundary layer. Vortex 
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generators are small surfaces that protrude from the airfoil’s surface, placed in specific points 

and introduce vortices into the boundary layer in order to make it more resistant to separation. 

The obvious drawback is that they increase drag forces of blades. Vortex generators are 

usually met in fixed configuration but there has also been research for active control of them 

in [91].  

Apart from the aforementioned active control methods which are essentially 

considered modern there have also been investigated passive control methods in the late 

years. Stall regulation was already analyzed before and belongs to the traditional control 

methods. Newer passive methods utilize the coupling of usually two degrees of freedom 

whereas changes in loads are counteracted by the aeroelastic response of the blades. Typical 

cases of aeroelastic adaptation are tension-torsion coupling, bending-twist coupling and 

sweep-twist coupling. In the first case, under the effect of tension forces that occur at 

increased rotational speeds the tip is twisted towards feather or a spring – loaded mechanism 

turns a part of the blade towards feather resulting in load reduction (figure 2.23 ). This passive 

concept is met in the Dutch FLEXHAT programme [92] and an improvement was proposed 

by Joose and Kraan with “Tentortube” [93]. In the second case the blade twists towards 

feather when it bends under the influence of high aerodynamic loads. This is feasible in the 

construction phase by orientating off the pitch axis the composite fibers and was investigated 

by Lobitz Veers et al [94].  

In the third case the blade is sweptback (or else curved) so, the aerodynamic point is 

placed behind the elastic point, causing a moment about the pitch axis to develop and reduce 

the aerodynamic loads (figure 2.24 ). This concept was originally proposed by Liebst [95] and 

showed promising results in the direction of reducing bending moment and tip deflections 
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during gusts. Finally, another way of passive control of wind turbines is through addition of 

flexibility to blade root which was also considered in the FLEXHAT program [92] leading to 

noteworthy load reductions. 

 

Figure 2.23  Tension-torsion coupling through a spring loaded mechanism source [54] 

         

Figure 2.24 Sweep-twist coupling: source [96] 
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Passive control concepts are usually more simple in the design and construction phase, 

more light and also less expensive to maintain and manufacture in contrast to the active 

control concepts. However, they are inherently open-loop and thus designed to work 

efficiently for a specified operating envelope (wind inflow, fatigue load spectrum) whereas 

some cases may not have been taken into account. In particular the operation of HAWTs in 

the unsteady and also challenging environment, which was presented in paragraph 2.4, cannot 

be controlled in the best possible way by passive means – steady devices [81].    

2.6 Sweeping of blades as a rotor control concept 

The term “swept wing” is used to describe the angled direction of wing root to wingtip 

beyond the spanwise axis [97]. Sweep angle is commonly referred as «Λ» (figure 2.25 ). Aft- 

sweeping of wings was introduced in aircrafts, in order to improve their aeroelastic behavior 

(flutter, buffeting), stability and also to let them break the speed of sound barrier by reducing 

the occurrence of shock waves. Fore-sweeping was also considered and improved low-speed 

handling as stall started from the wing root and not the tip (where ailerons are placed), in 

contrast to aft swept wings. However, this design was prone to aeroelastic phenomena and led 

to heavy constructions in order to ensure higher wing stiffness. Moreover, variable swept 

aircraft wings (such as F-14 Tomcat) were used in order to expand the flight performance 

envelope and lately the “raked” tips (tips which are swept beyond the sweep angle of the 

wing) which are used in modern passenger aircrafts such as Boeing 787, have been proven to 

improve fuel efficiency. As far as rotorcrafts are concerned, mainly aft sweeping was utilized 

at the blade tip area with many different configurations (figure 2.26 ). Among others, the 

Westland BERP rotor blade (figure 2.27 ) is a characteristic design of tip-modified rotors for 

improved aerodynamic efficiency. The tip area of rotor blades plays a crucial role to rotor 
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performance as it is subject to high Mach Numbers and dynamic pressure due to shock waves 

[36]. Sweeping of rotors not only reduces the Mach number seen by the tips but also affects 

the formation of tip vortices in the direction of reducing induced drag. The sweeping angle of 

rotors however, does not exceed 20 degrees in order to avoid the influence of sweep - twist 

aeroelastic coupling [36]. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.25 Swept wing design in aircrafts: source [97], [98], [99], [100] 
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Figure 2.26 Different designs of tip swept rotor blades: source [36] 

 

Figure 2.27 Westland BERP tip: source [36] 

Due to its proven ability to improve the aerodynamic and aeroelastic performance of 

aircrafts and helicopter rotors the tip sweeping concept, was adapted in wind turbine blades, 

too. With the current size of rotors compressibility effects are not encountered at the tip area 

as happens to helicopter rotors but it is not unlikely to see in the near future larger rotors 

installed at offshore wind turbines that will face tip speed velocities near 0.3Mach (after 
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which compressibility effects are considerable). So, tip – sweeping was investigated as a 

passive load control strategy, tip deflection reduction mechanism and also tip vortex 

formation improvement feature. 

Sweep – twist adaptive blade rotor (STAR) development program is the most 

representative implementation of the geometric feature of sweep in wind turbines. This 

project began in 2004 and after 4 years of research and bench testing, the prototype blades 

were fabricated figure (2.29 ) and field tests on a Zond 750 KW - 50m diameter  wind turbine 

took place in the Tehachapi Mountain area of California (from April 2008 to June 2008) 

[101]. For evaluation, 4 different blade planforms with different characteristics were initially 

prepared and after detailed design led to the STAR 6 blade. The goal was to increase Annual 

Energy Production AEP by 5% -10% without exceeding the design loads. In order to achieve 

that, the curved blades were increased in length from 25m to 28m for the Z-50 turbine, so that 

the below rated energy capture would be increased accordingly. In [102] there is a comparison 

between the STAR 6 rotor (aft – swept blades 56m diameter), the BASE 6 rotor (straight 

blades 56m diameter) and the Z-50 (straight blades 50m diameter) turbine rotor. It is seen that 

the average power capture is increased in the order of 5%-10% for the STAR6 blade in 

contrast to the Z-50 blade, though it is slightly lower than the energy capture of the BASE6. 

STAR6 and baseline rotor tip deflections were on the same level. Moreover, STAR6 peak flap 

bending loads were 20% lower than that of the BASE6 but slightly higher than the baseline Z-

50. In [96] advanced engineering models (such as FAST) are used to analyze swept rotor 

concepts and up-scaling this idea to rotors of higher diameter than the Z-50 is sought. In this 

work there is also a parametric study of sweep in terms of torsional stiffness, the exponent of 

sweep curve and the amount of sweep at the tip. It is concluded that higher sweep reduces 

fatigue loads without meaning that it also reduces tip deflections. In addition it is of high 
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importance to reduce the torsional stiffness of the blades in order to reduce fatigue loads and 

deflection. As far as the up-scaling idea is concerned, the author used as baseline the 

WindPACT [103] models of 1.5MW and 3.0 MW wind turbines and concluded that without 

changing the torsional stiffness of the blades and with relatively lower tip sweep, flap bending 

loads were reduced, yet there is no relief for the edge bending loads which are significant for 

large wind turbines [96].  

                           

Figure 2.29 Field testing of STAR rotor (left). STAR blade construction phase (right): 

source [101] 

 Similar investigations have also been conducted for even larger wind turbines by Riso 

utilizing its aeroelastic simulator known as “HAWC2”. In [104] the effects of sweeping (aft 

and fore) the rotor blades of the reference 5MW NREL pitch controlled wind turbine, are 

studied. In particular 120 different swept blade configurations for a wide wind speed range (4-

26 m/s) and 2 different control pitch controllers (the original one by NREL and one 
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implemented by Riso). For the aft swept blades it is concluded that flap-wise fatigue load 

reduction up to 10% and extreme load reduction up to 15% can be achieved. In addition, there 

is a significant reduction for the tower base and shaft yaw tilt fatigue loads. However, power 

output is lower in below rated conditions and edge-wise blade root fatigue loading is 

increased as was also concluded in [96]. Blade root torsion fatigue was significantly affected 

and led to a maximum of 400% increase for both controllers. Back swept blades reduced the 

NREL pitch controller activity despite the fact that the pitch angle travel was increased. For 

Riso’s controller generally the activity was reduced along with the pitch angle travel. 

Conversely, fore sweeping of blades led to increased fatigue loads, extreme loads and also 

pitch angle travel. In some cases though fore swept blades caused instabilities in controller’s 

operation.    

Another interesting investigation concerning aft swept blades was conducted by 

NTUA for various configurations as seen in figure 2.30  utilizing the GENUVP free wake 

code. Once again it was proven that load reduction is achieved accompanied by a reduction in 

power output which varies according to blade curvature (b value) or tip offset (a value) [105]. 

The other interesting conclusion is that BEM codes compared to free wake codes lack the 

ability of taking into account correctly the effects of blade sweeping. 
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Figure 2.30 Parametric study for various swept blades. source [105] 

The goal of this thesis is to fill in the gap of active wind turbine control methods 

through the investigation of varying blade tip swept rotor blades that has not yet been 

considered, according to the author’s knowledge and current literature. The accomplishment 

of this goal with the use of a model based on a simple theoretical background (like BEM) is a 

challenge but, it will be shown that it is feasible with the implementation of suitable 

modifications.     
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Chapter 3. Methodology 

In this chapter, the methodology used in this research work is outlined first and then a 

schematic diagram is presented which explains the intermediate steps of the study that led to 

the results.    

3.1 Computational Methods 

In this research work neither experiments were conducted, nor results from other 

experiments were used. So, in order to obtain an as much as possible clear picture, for the 

effect of tip sweeping on rotor blades, the use of different methods was essential. 

Computational methods were utilized first, in the form of Computational Fluid Dynamics 

(CFD) simulations. The CFX module of ANSYS software [20] provided the platform and the 

logic sequence (figure 3.1 ) in order to calculate the aerodynamic loads on fixed swept wings. 

However, the geometric design for the parametric study of various sweep configurations was 

performed at Solidworks software [106] because of its higher capabilities and the author’s 

familiarization with the program. Simulations referred not only to steady cases but also to 

moving geometries, namely the variable swept tip. CFD simulations provided analytical 

solutions for the examined cases, consistent with the corresponding results derived later from 

numerical methods and intended to fill in the gap of the absence of experiments. Nevertheless, 

the high computational needs which characterize those CFD simulations, render the method 

practical only for simple cases concerning fixed wings with variable tip sweep geometry. In 
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specific, typical simulations for the moving geometry cases took approximately 3 days each, 

despite the fact that a powerful desktop was available (Intel i7 3,2 GHz / 16GB RAM / SSD 

Hard Drive). If investigation is to be extended to rotating blades and wind turbine applications 

the use of a cluster is mandatory. Thus, CFD simulations for wind turbine applications were 

not conducted. 

 

Figure 3.1 The simulation sequence in ANSYS CFX module for aerodynamic calculations 

3.2 Numerical Methods – Numerical algorithms 

Numerical methods refer to mathematical tools designed to provide solutions to a 

variety of problems and the subject of this research work is a typical example. The prescribed 

and free wake codes written in Matlab [107] for this thesis, are numerical algorithms based on 

steady and unsteady lifting line theory. They were used to calculate aerodynamic forces 

through an iterative process and a suitable convergence criterion. In particular, free wake 

models are also capable of calculating the wake formation behind rotating blades with the 

geometric feature of tip sweep and thus a more physically correct solution is obtained. The 

results of these algorithms were compared initially with the corresponding results of CFD 

simulations for the fixed wing and then these algorithms were modified in order to be used for 

wind turbines. The prescribed configuration of the codes needed few computational resources 

and it was proven that they perform as well as the free wake codes for the examined cases. On 
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the other side, free wake codes had much higher demands in computational resources 

comparable with those of  CFD simulations for the moving tip of a tip swept wing. Yet, in 

line with the present trend for fast computations free wake codes were further modified to run 

on Graphic Processor Unit (GPU) utilizing CUDA platform [108] (Appendix A.3) and its 

integrated support in Matlab and the process was accelerated up to 60 times. The results of 

these numerical models are of high importance as they were used as baseline in order to 

understand the influence of tip sweep in wind turbine performance and aerodynamic blade 

loads. In addition, they were considered for the development of the correction (for sweep) that 

was later incorporated into the engineering model based on BEM theory. 

3.3 Engineering models 

Engineering models were also used in this thesis. They refer to applied theory models 

which are developed for specific engineering problems. In the beginning of this research 

work, the aeroelastic simulation tool FAST [69] was used, so that the author could obtain a 

general idea about wind turbine loads and performance in turbulent environments. The 

turbulent wind inflow was determined by TurbSim simulator [109]. However, one of the 

major goals of this thesis was to incorporate variable tip sweep capability into the most 

common (to the field of wind turbine applications) engineering model of BEM. BEM model 

is based on simple theory as was already outlined in paragraph 2.3 and after the 

implementation of suitable empirical and semi – empirical corrections has become a useful 

engineering tool with the desirable accuracy. Nevertheless, the time varying trailed vorticity 

encountered in tip swept rotor blades is computed with a tip loss model which leads to 

inaccurate results due to the assumption of radial independence in the BEM model [110]. 

Thus, it was modified accordingly utilizing the lifting line theory based codes for swept rotor 
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blades as a guideline. The BEM model of this thesis was based on the aerodynamic part of 

DUSWAMP [72] developed in the Simulink module of Matlab and the major corrections are 

found in the tip loss factor calculation module. The demands in computer power are low for 

BEM and simulations took only minutes to complete. As for the sweep controller, which is 

analyzed in Chapter 7 a low order engineering model was developed and optimized using 

Simulink.  

3.4 Intermediate steps of the research work 

The steps that led to the results of this thesis are presented in figure 3.2 : 

 

Figure 3.2 Schematic diagram of the thesis intermediate steps 
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Chapter 4. Investigation On The Fixed Wing Case With Tip 

Sweep Capability 

In this chapter the unsteady aerodynamic effects of a variable swept wing tip, on a 

wing, are investigated through the utilization of a numerical model based on Lifting Line 

Theory and 2D steady state airfoil data. Firstly, the simplest case is modeled, with steady flow 

and wing characteristics, in order to examine the effect of tip sweep. In addition, the terms 

''tip sheared'' and ''tip swept'' are clarified. Thereafter, an unsteady lifting line vortex model is 

developed and it is used for cases where the sweep angle of the tip changes sinusoidally. The 

results of the above method are compared to results from CFD simulations, referring to the 

same cases and contribute to the understanding of the unsteady flow features. The theory of 

the two used methods (Computational and Vortex) were previously analyzed in chapter 2. 

4.1 Discretization of Sheared and Swept wings 

Since, the main characteristic of the problem is the modification of the blade tip in 

terms of sweeping it back or forward, it has to be a clarification between two similar cases 

that exist. Generally, the term ''swept wing'' is used to describe the angled direction of wing 

root to wingtip beyond the spanwise axis as was already mentioned in paragraph 2.6.  

However, sheared wing is the wing that is produced from the parallel movement of the 

airfoils, namely chordwise [111] and thus there is no change in their aerodynamic 

characteristics, no matter what is the angle. Of course, this isn't necessarily valid for the 
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aerodynamics of the whole wing. On the contrary, swept wings are pivoted around an axis 

which results in a change of the airfoil shape according to freestream direction that depends 

on the sweep angle ''Λ'' as it is seen in figure 4.1.  

 

 

Figure 4.1 : Clarification between tip sheared and tip swept wing 
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Specifically for the swept wings, flow velocity Vo, can be analyzed into two velocity 

components (figure 4.2 ) - one normal to the wing's leading edge Vn which equals Vo*cos(Λ) 

and the other parallel to it. Assuming that only Vn corresponds to wing's lift, simple 

mathematic calculations lead to the following equation [102]: 

2( cos ( ))sw oCL CL     

( 4.1 ) 
where: 

 swCL  is the Lift coefficient of the swept wing 

 oCL  is the Lift coefficient of the unswept wing 

 Λ is the wing’s sweep angle 

 
Figure 4.2 : Flow analysis over a swept wing. source: [112].  

Certainly the spanwise velocity component is also of great importance, because it is 

the source of 3-D phenomena that alter the stagnation point, by moving it further beneath the 

leading edge, and causing the tip segments - in the sweptback case - to stall early [97].  

4.2 Modeling the steady case of a tip swept wing 

4.2.1 Steady 2-D Lifting Line Vortex Model (Matlab code) 

The investigation of the effect of tip sweep angle on wing's lift, starts by developing a 

steady 2-D lifting line vortex model concerning a thin lifting surface for small angles of 
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incidences and a corresponding code was made using Matlab software. In this case, where the 

airfoil thickness is negligible and thus is not modeled, the sheared and swept cases coincide. 

Therefore, only the wing configuration - i.e. the percentage of tip sweep and magnitude of 

sweep angle - define the fluid dynamic loads which makes it a relative good, first approach of 

the problem. 

The method used [25], divides the wing planform in smaller elements, as depicted in 

figure 4.3 , which consist of the bound vortex element BC located at the quarter chord, two 

trailing vortices AB and CD and the far wake starting vortex AD. Additionally there is the 

collocation point, which is the point where induced velocities of the wing are calculated and is 

placed at the 3/4 of the chord and in the middle distance of BC segment. This location is the 

result of the implementation of the 2-D Kutta Condition on the trailing edge of a lifting flat 

plate that is represented by only one vortex Γ (or else lumped vortex element) [25].  

 
 

Figure 4.3 : A spanwise horseshoe vortex element of a swept wing. Source: [25]. 

Although, BC doesn't need to be parallel to y axis, at the tips of the element the shed 

vortex must be parallel to free stream, so that no force acts on the trailing vortices. Thus, the 
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vortex segment AD is placed in the far wake having negligible effect and parallel to local 

flow as shown in figure 4.3 .  

 

Figure 4.4 : Modeling the far wake. source[25].  

Figure 4.4 a shows the bent that has to be made in order to meet the above requirement 

and 4.4 b a simpler way to model the wake. Since in the current model only small angles of 

attack are concerned, the second case was applied.   

Therefore, the implementation of the aforementioned method to a thin wing planform 

including tip sweep leads to the following representation of the vortex model in figure 4.5 . 

Moreover in this figure, the way the induced velocity on every collocation point (defined as *) 

is calculated from the developed wake, is shown. 
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Figure 4.5 : Steady Lifting Line Vortex Model for a tip swept wing (Backswept and 

Forwardswept) 

After the separation of the wing into horseshoe elements the next step is to calculate 

the bound vortex strength Γ dustribution. For this reason an initial assumption is made for the 

vortex strength Γ of every horseshoe element which is set to 1. Then two influence 

coefficients 'a' and 'b', are calculated for every collocation point. The first influence 
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coefficient 'a' is calculated by taking into account all vortex segments (of strength 1) and 

practically represents the induced velocity caused by the segments.  

So, by applying the zero normal flow condition described in equation 4.2 on every 

collocation point, the vortex strength distribution Γ is computed. Accordingly lift force 

distribution is estimated by applying equation 2.9 and total wing lift results from the 

summation of individual lift of every horseshoe element.  

0b iw w U a     

( 4.2 ) 

where:   

 bw  is the normal velocity component induced by bound vortices 

 iw  is the normal velocity component induced by the wake (trailed vortices and shed 

vortices – shed vortices neglected when placed in the far wake) 

 U a  is the normal velocity component induced by the free stream (α is the angle of 

attack and for small angles sinα ~ α) 

Accordingly, influence coefficients 'b' are calculated by taking into account only the 

trailing segments (AB & CD) of vortex strength 1 and when multiplied with Γ distribution 

give the wake induced velocity wind on collocation points. Subsequently, equation 4.3 is 

applied and the value of induced drag force is specified: 

( * * * )ind ind j jD w y     

( 4.3 ) 

where: 
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 ρ is the air density 

 indw  is the wake – induced downwash on the wing 

 j is vortex strength of every segment  

 jy  is the segment bound vortex bound vortex projection normal to the free stream  

The induced velocities mentioned before, are calculated from the application of Biot 

Savart law on collocation points concerning only straight vortex filaments (figure 2.2 ), which 

is valid for all segments ABCD of the current model. The equation that describes the Biot 

Savart law was mentioned on chapter 2 as equation 2.10.  

In order to avoid induced velocities of infinite value and simultaneously acquire a 

smooth decrease to zero, for those collocation points that are located close to vortex filaments, 

a cut-off radius is introduced to the filament and equation 2.10 is modified to equation 4.4 . It 

is suggested by Van Garrel though, that for bound vortex calculations the cut off radius value 

should be about 0.01% of the vortex filament size [26] & [113]. 
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( 4.4 ) 

where: δr is percentage of vortex filament size L 

Thus, induced velocity near vortex filament with increasing cut-off radius takes the 

following form in figure 4.6 . 
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Figure 4.6 : Incorporation of Cut-off radius to a vortex filament 

4.2.2 Results of the steady cases  

The case examined with the aforementioned model concerns a 10m x 1m flat (no 

camber) wing, at 5 degrees angle of attack, 30m/s of freestream velocity. The variables are: 

 Number of elements for swept and unswept part 

 Percentage of tip sweep 

 Sweep angle  

Number of elements are examined first, in terms of code sensitivity to element 

distribution and it is essential in defining the more efficient one. Figure 4.7 shows that 

convergence is achieved in the increasing direction of elements on both parts. Of course, it is 

desirable that unswept and swept elements have the same length for uniformity reasons. 

Consequently, for a 30% tip swept wing with the above dimensions, a choice of 35 elements 

for the unswept part and 15 for the swept part is quite efficient in terms of uniform 

distribution and lift convergence. Accordingly, for 20% tip sweep percentage a good choice is 

40 and 10.  
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Figure 4.7 : Code sensitivity in element distribution for a 10m x 1m flat wing at 5 degrees 

angle of attack and 30m/s flow velocity 

Since the distribution of elements is determined, the influence of the other two 

variables can be examined. For practical reasons the values of tip sweep percentage and 

sweep angle where chosen to be feasible for applications concerning blades - wind turbines 

blades for instance. 

So, the tip sweep percentage was ranged from 5% to 30% of wing span and sweep 

angle from 40deg forward-swept to 40 degrees backswept. The effect of those variables on 

lifting force is presented on the following figures 4.8  & 4.9 , in terms of percentage to the 

lifting force of the unswept wing. 

Figure 4.8 shows that increasing tip sweep percentage causes lift force to decrease and 

even linearly, for all angles of sweep. In addition, the strength of the effect (in other words the 

slope) is higher for higher angles of sweep and the symmetry observed seems to be inherited 

from the symmetry of the geometry of the problem. 
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Figure 4.8 : Effect of tip sweep percentage on lift (expressed as percentage of unswept lift)    

The effect of sweep angle is displayed in figure 4.9 and the results are similar with 

those of figure 4.8 . Lift is proportional to 2cos ( ) and thus, it has the form of 2cosy x

.Symmetry is obvious again and the effect is stronger for higher percentages of tip sweep.   

 

Figure 4.9 : Effect of sweep angle on lift (expressed as percentage of unswept lift) 

Moreover, it has to be mentioned that the lift loss for the cases examined does not 

surpass 7% of the unswept lift which is a suitable value, for small corrections of wing forces. 
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However, lift distribution is of even more importance when practical applications are 

concerned such as helicopter blades or wind turbine blades. Subsequently, typical charts of Γ 

distributions for representative cases of tip sweep percentage and angle are presented in figure  

4.10 . This distribution of course, is analogous to lift distribution from equation 2.9 and can be 

used as a qualitative approach. 

 

 
Figure 4.10 : Distribution of vortex strength Γ per unit length for a 30% - 30degrees tip swept 

wing  

It is obvious that for both cases of sweep, the area under the curve is reduced but with 

a different way. The reduction of course occurs mostly at the swept part and it is smoother for 

the backswept case. 

Finally, another useful result obtained from this model is the wake induced velocities 

on collocation points (at 3c/4) which are used to calculate the third component of drag force - 

the induced drag from equation 4.3 (friction drag and pressure drag are the other two 

components).  Figure 4.11 displays the corresponding downwash created by the Γ distribution 

and clearly shows that near wingtips, where |dΓ(y)/dy| is the largest, that two concentrated 
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trailing vortices can be formed and force the wake to roll up. Likewise, the sweep cases show 

a similar but opposite behavior at the beginning of the swept region, introducing a kink to the 

downwash.  

 
Figure 4.11 : Distribution of -wake induced velocity  for a 30% - 30degrees tip swept wing  

 
Figure 4.12 :  Effect of sweep angle on Total induced drag force 

Accordingly, figure 4.12 displays the effect of sweep angle on total induced drag for 

different percentages of sweep. As it is seen, induced drag force is higher for backswept and 
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lower for the forward-swept wings compared to the unswept case. This can be explained by 

the rise of induced velocities ( indw ) that is observed for the ones in figure 4.11 . 

4.3 Modeling the steady case on ANSYS CFX 

Although the results of the numerical approach seemed to be reasonable, a comparison 

with a CFD approach is thought to be useful. For this reason, a different approach of the 

problem was attempted by setting up CFD simulations for the aforementioned cases of tip 

sweep , using the ANSYS CFX software. It is true that CFD computations provide a better 

picture of the problem as they include boundary layer and 3-D effects which play an 

important role on swept wings and were not included at all previously. So, an assessment of 

the influence of the effects can be used for further assessment of the steady Lifting line vortex 

model.  

CFX is based on the finite volume technique, in which the area of interest is divided 

into small sub-regions, called control volumes and the Navier - Stokes equations are solved 

iteratively for each of them in order to evaluate variables such as velocity and pressure in 

specific points. Thus, a full picture of the flow behavior is acquired and fluid dynamic loads 

on the wing are determined [20]. The sequence followed for the solution was presented earlier 

on figure 3.1 . The first two modules - geometry and meshing - can be generated separately 

with use of different software and the other three software modules (Setup – Solution - 

Results) define the physics of the problem, solve the equations and provide post processing 

tools to analyze and visualize the simulation results.    

The geometry of the problem was defined with the use of Solidworks software and the 

corresponding files were imported to ANSYS CFX. Wing span, chord and hinge point (c/4) 

were kept the same and a NACA 0012 airfoil was chosen as being more suitable to model the 
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thin airfoil of the lifting line model. Modification at regions of swept part rotation, such as 

small fairings, were necessary in order to eliminate gaps. The control volume was designed in 

such a way, that allows the development of a high quality mesh by the CFX mesh module, 

minimizes wall effects and lets a reasonable distance for the wake to form. Thus, the inlet 

surface was made circular, the walls were placed 10 chords away from the wing edges and 20 

chords from the trailing edge as it is seen in figure 4.13 .    
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Figure 4.13 : Geometry of the wing (NACA 0012) created on Solidworks (Typical examples 

Back sheared - Forward swept - Unswept wing) 

Thereafter, an unstructured mesh with boundary layer inflation was created for the 

domain and the following settings were incorporated. A face sizing of 1.6m was chosen for 

the wall faces (excluding the side walls) and 1.8cm ''mapped face meshing'' for the wing. The 

mapped face sizing setting was determined in accordance with the wing's trailing edge face 

size, which is the smallest. In addition, inflation of elements for the control volume was 
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adopted, with the airfoil face being the boundary. The transition ratio was set to 0.2 and 

determines the growth rate of adjacent elements. Growth rate was set to 1.2 and determines 

the relative thickness of adjacent inflation layers and maximum layers was set to 10. The 

inflation algorithm was selected to Pre and thus the surface mesh was inflated first and then 

the rest of the volume [20]. Care was taken, in order to ensure that mesh shape is maintained 

through the wing's ''rotation'' region and up to the wingtip.  A typical view of the resulting 

mesh is displayed in figure 4.14 . 

 

Figure 4.14 : Geometry of the wing (NACA 0012) created on Solidworks 

As far as physics of the problem are concerned, a K-epsilon turbulence model was 

chosen at low turbulence intensity (~1%), for two freestream velocity magnitudes - 20m/s and 

30m/s. In particular, two velocity vectors in X and Y direction were introduced so that by 

summation a vector of 5 degrees angle with the required magnitude (20 or 30) is created. Of 

course this angle coincides with the airfoil's AOA because its chord lies in the X axis. 
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4.3.2 Results of the steady cases - Swept wings 

The swept cases are of even greater interest because they incorporate a change in the 

geometry of the airfoil relative to flow direction, while the sweep angle changes. In addition, 

sweeping causes the tip to change in shape, as it was depicted earlier in this Chapter (figure 

4.1 ) and potentially impose important changes on the wing's aerodynamic features. 

Therefore, CFD simulations will reveal the significance of those changes and thus the 

weaknesses of Lifting Line theory. Nevertheless, a different approach to the swept problem 

was chosen for reasons explained in paragraph 4.6.       

Figure 4.16 refers to the produced lifting force for sweep angles of -17deg to 23deg, 

freestream velocity of 20m/s and tip sweep percentage of 10% to 30%.  

 

Figure 4.16 : Swept Wing CFX - Effect of sweep angle on lift (expressed as percentage of 

unswept lift) 

The above results indicate a slightly different but still similar behavior compared to 

the corresponding ones of sheared wings. More specifically, lift drop is higher on back sweep 

angles compared to their opposites and for 10% of tip sweep percentage lift is even higher 
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than the unswept's wing lift. Of course, the effect of sweep is still stronger as tip percentage 

increases. 

4.4 Discussion of results from CFD to results from Lifting Line theory 

Based Model 

Having in mind that Steady Lifting Line model and CFD for sheared wings results 

refer to the same tip shape, tip configuration (angles - percentage) and freestream velocity 

render them comparable. Figure 4.17 displays the results in the same diagram for comparison: 

 
Figure  4.17 : Comparative diagram of Steady Lifting Line and CFD for Sheared wings results 

First of all, it has to be mentioned that lifting force is shown in percentage of the 

absolute lift for both approaches. In CFD approach, lift of unswept wing was 8.5% lower of 

that calculated by Steady Lifting line model and so, in every case lift is divided by the 

corresponding value. The diagram indicates that results of back sheared angles are in very 

good agreement between both approaches although more steep on CFD. However, for 

opposite angles the behavior is slightly different with the Steady Lifting Line Model 

predicting higher lift than CFD. In addition, results from the model show that lifting force is 
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also higher for forward angles than for their opposites which happens to agree with CFD 

results on swept wings (figure 4.16 ), although they refer to different wind speeds and tip 

configurations. 

4.5 Modeling the unsteady case 

4.5.1 Unsteady Lifting Line Theory (Matlab code) 

After having a sense of physics that are met on thin airfoil wings with tip sweep (or tip 

shear), the next step is to examine them on unsteady conditions. From the previous results it 

seems that the governing factor is geometry, whereas in the following approach an additional 

factor will play active role and this is the unsteady wake formation induced by variations of 

the wing's geometry.  

The method used in the steady case and described in paragraph 4.2.1, was a direct 

method and the bound vortex was calculated by imposing the zero normal flow condition 

(equation 4.2 ) on the wing's collocation points (3c/4). However, for the unsteady case a 

different method will be used which matches the lift force calculated with Kutta - Joukowski 

theorem (equation 2.8) to the lift associated with the local flow direction through an iterative 

process as described in paragraph 2.2. With the unsteady approach the wing is separated as 

before (paragraph 4.2.1) but a new point is introduced, called control point. The control point 

is placed in the middle of BC section at c/4 (or else c/2 ahead of collocation point – figure 4.2  

) and stands for the point where the induction and the angle of attack is calculated [26] & 

[113]. 
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4.5.2 Discretization of the wake 

It was earlier mentioned in paragraph 2.2, that the wake can be either prescribed or 

free to develop according to bound vortex distribution of every time step. In the first case 

which is the simplest, the wake geometry is divided in fixed nodes and quick calculations can 

be derived. Every time step, the first nodes are released at 25% of the distance traveled with 

the free-stream velocity [26] & [113] and consequently have the wing's geometry of the 

previous step and the rest travel with the current free stream velocity. 

On the other hand, free wake approach is more accurate and reflects the shed vorticity 

transportation which in turn affects the unsteady aerodynamic response of the wing. First 

wake nodes are released with the same way but the rest of the nodes travel with the vectorial 

sum of free stream velocity and calculated induced velocities on them from the wake vortex 

lattice. This leads to a more physically correct result that is displayed below in comparison to 

the prescribed wake. With this method roll up of the trailing vortices is successfully 

represented. 

 

Figure 4.18: Prescribed wake geometry 
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Figure 4.19: Free wake development 

The main boundary condition for the solution of the entire system of the wing and the 

wake is Kelvin Helmoltz theorem which states that total circulation within the domain, 

defined by the wing and its wake, remains constant in time [113]. 

0D
Dt

   

( 4.5 ) 

The strength of the trailing and shed vortex filaments that are released during each 

time step depend on the span-wise distribution of the bound vorticity (ΓB) at the current and 

previous time-step. Bearing in mind that the total circulation in the domain should remain 

constant, equations 2.12 and 2.13  are derived for the shed and trailing vortex strengths [113]. 

4.5.3 Modeling specific aspects of the swept case 

There are four points in the swept case that need special consideration: 

 Wing tip should change shape more realistically in contrast to the simplified 

consideration of steady Lifting Line model of paragraph 4.2.1 (figure 4.5 ). Therefore, 
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a transformation matrix which rotates all points of swept part around the selected 

hinge point (c/4) was utilized rather than a lone rearrangement of swept elements, 

ignoring the wing tip shape. 

 Lift calculated for the swept elements only, should be in accordance to the physics of 

swept wings, so equation 4.1  was taken into account and equation 2.14 was modified 

to read: 

2 21 cos
2Blade Blade LV V C c        

( 4.6 ) 

 During the rotation of the swept part about the hinge point (c/4) horseshoe elements 

are rearranged in such a way that the last wake node doesn't leave from the correct point. 

Therefore, corrections were applied as it is seen on the following figures. More specifically, in 

the first case the last element is stretched so that the outboard node leaves from the tip where 

in the other case the node is forced to leave from the intersection of the last element (CD 

section) and wing tip segment. 
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Figure 4.20 : Corrected release of last wake node for Forwardsweep (left) and Backsweep 

cases (right)  

 However, the above modifications lead always to overestimation of last element's lift 

because every time larger surface than that of the tip's surface is covered. Therefore, 

the correction applied into the Matlab code takes into account only part of the last 

element's lift by calculating an approximate ''effective chord'' for that element. Of 

course, lift produced from a forward half of an airfoil (backswept cases) is intuitively 

more than the aft's half (forward - swept cases), but this is not modeled separately. 
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4.5.4 Configuration of Unsteady Lifting Line Code & Sensitivity investigation 

The development of a ULL model after the utilization of the aforementioned theory 

and implementation of useful modifications, requires sensitivity investigation to the 

incorporated parameters. Suitable values should provide fast and stable calculations that 

expose in the best way possible, the physics of the problem.  

 The discretization of the wing was more scattered compared to the steady model for 

reasons of time efficiency. The dividing distance value was chosen at 0.33m against 

0.2m of the steady case and the behavior was not considerably altered. This distance is 

translated into a total of 30 elements against 50 of the steady case. 

 The cut-off radius δ of equation 4.4 , for the bound vortex filaments was 0.01% of 

their length as mentioned in paragraph 4.2.1 and 10% for the rest filaments, without 

considerable differences for lower values of the latter, up to 1%. 

 The damping / underelaxation factor D of equation 2.15 was set to 0.3 for all elements, 

because higher values render the solution divergent where lower values in the order 

0.05 lag notably the convergence.  

 The convergence criterion (equation 2.16) for the solution was set to 1% and tested for 

0.5% without considerable differences. 

 The time step was set to 0.05sec where higher value of 0.1sec gave similar results and 

lower values close to 0.01sec showed ''unstable'' behavior. 

 Tip corrections introduced before on paragraph 4.5.3 seem to improve the results 

without changing the code's behavior. 

 In terms of time efficiency, a cutoff distance was introduced in order to consider only 

the wake nodes that induce measurable velocities to the control points. Thus, a 
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suitable distance for the cases studied and described in the next paragraph was 50 

chords away from the wing's trailing edge.    

 The code ran for the two types of wake discretization free wake and prescribed wake. 

Additionally, the free wake case was parted into two sub-cases where in the first, 

initial nodes emanated from the wing's trailing edge with 25% of freestream velocity 

(paragraph 4.5.2) and in the other with the calculated induced velocity from all vortex 

filaments. Simulations showed that free wake - first sub case - and prescribed wake 

results have very good correlation, which is of great importance because prescribed 

wake code runs much faster than the free wake code. However, the second sub - case 

of the free wake code produced unstable results but still, maintained an equivalent 

response. 

4.5.5 Results of ULL Model on steady conditions – Comparison with CFD 

Although the model was developed for unsteady conditions, it was useful to set a few 

simulations on steady conditions in order to validate the results with the corresponding ones 

on CFD (figure 4.16 ). However, the wing tip was not initially swept but was chosen to reach 

the required sweep angle, gradually. This was also the scenario of the CFD steady cases due 

to reasons explained later at paragraph 4.6 The results in figure 4.21 refer to freestream 

velocity of 20m/s (zero turbulence) and equal values of sweep angles. 
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Figure 4.21 : Comparative diagram of Unsteady Lifting Line and CFD for Swept wings 
results 

Figure 4.21 shows that there is a qualitative agreement between ULL model and CFD 

model. The fact that lift drops more on backsweep cases is possibly because the hinge is 

placed at c/4 causing greater surface overlap during movement of tip. In addition, tip sweep 

percentage seems to have stronger effect on ULL model for backsweep angles and in contrast 

to CFD after the value of 17deg, lifting force drops with higher rate. Nevertheless, taking into 

account the differences that exist between the two approaches on geometry (thickness not 

modeled on ULL), discretization (horseshoe elements VS mesh), physics (lifting line theory 

VS Navier - Stokes equations) and the fact that results are in the same order of magnitude, it 

can be stated that ULL is in good agreement with CFD for steady cases. 

4.5.6 Results of ULL Model on unsteady conditions - Sinusoidal tip movement 

In order to obtain a qualitative sense of the physics that govern the unsteady case, a 

sinusoidal movement of the wing tip was chosen for reference. The wing planform had the 

same geometric characteristics of the steady cases, the freestream velocity was set to 20m/s, 
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the angular frequency was set to π rad (or 2 seconds for a complete cycle), sweep angle 

amplitude to 17deg and sweep percentage to 30% of the overall wing span. It has to be 

mentioned though, that freestream velocity and angular frequency values were chosen so that 

unsteady effects can be highlighted - in other words velocity of tip movement has to be in the 

order of freestream velocity. 

The following figure depicts lift variation as a response to tip movement. The wing is 

initially unswept for adequate time (0.7sec) so as to develop lift and its wake becomes 

stabilized. Then, tip is suddenly excited to a sinusoidal movement with the specified 

characteristics (frequency and amplitude). Sweep angle curve and lift curve are shown 

together, for clarity reasons. Moreover, the doted curves stand for the produced lift by the 

wing in steady conditions and configuration i.e. 0 degrees / Amplitude / - Amplitude. 

 

Figure 4.22: Unsteady lift predicted from ULL (30% tip sweep, 17deg Amp & π radial 
Frq) 

It is obvious that there is a phase lag between sweep angle and lift response. It seems 

that maximum lift is achieved when tip moves toward forward angles and falls to minimum 

when it stops for an instant at maximum backsweep angle. Both statements are rational and 
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indicate that lift is strongly dependent to velocity of the wingtip and secondarily to wing's 

geometry. In addition, a lift overshoot is observed when tip passes from neutral position (0 

degrees) moving towards forward angles which is in the order of 2.82% compared to the 

unswept wing's produced lift. On the other hand, minimum lift is observed short after the tip 

passes from neutral position but with the opposite direction. Its value though, is equal to the 

value of the 17deg backsweep steady case. 

Of course, it is useful to calculate whether lift leads or lags tip sweep angle variation 

and how much. For this, embedded Matlab functions were utilized to calculate cross power 

spectral density, coherence function and phase lag from the two ''signals'' - sweep angle and 

Lift response. It has to be noted though, that the number of values for both signals deriving 

from ULL, where multiplied manually in order to amplify their coherence. The function 

CPSD (Cross Power Spectral Density) that was used in Matlab calculates the value of angular 

frequency ω that the two signals have the best coherence. The following figures show the 

results: 

Figures 4.23 and 4.24 show that sweep angle and lift signal have the best coherence at 

angular frequency of 0.1565(rad/sec). This implies that they are best correlated for sampling 

Period of Ts = 2*π/0,1565 =40.148 samples (~40) or 40 * timestep(0.05s) = 2seconds. This of 

course is the period of the sinusoidal tip movement. However, phase lag is acquired from 

Figure 4.25 which shows that Lift - Sweep Angle equals -2.208 rad i.e. Lift lags 126.5 

degrees  
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 Figure 4.23: Cross Power Spectral Density VS Angular Frequency (max at 0.1565 
rad/sec) - ULL 

 

Figure 4.24: Coherence Function VS Angular Frequency (max: at 0.1565 rad/sec) 
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Figure 4.25: Phase Lag of Lift - Sweep Angle (-2.208rad at 0.1565 rad/sec) 

Another useful result for many applications such as wind turbines, is the calculation of 

the induced velocity field behind the wing. In figure 4.26 , the calculated induced velocity 

field refers to the wing's control points (c/4) for the outmost sweep angles during the wing tip 

motion. 
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Figure 4.26 : Induced velocity field calculated at control points - ULL  

It is seen that only in the wing tip area the velocity field is notably altered and a kink 

is formed at the hinge point (7m) with opposite direction for opposite angles. 

In terms of flow visualization the next figure displays how tip movement affects wake 

formation: 

 

Figure 4.27: Wake formation due to variable sinusoidal tip sweep angle variation 
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As before, it is seen that only in the vicinity of the moving tip the wake is notably 

disturbed. In addition, a wave seems to be formed behind the hinge which is strongly related 

to the sinusoidal tip sweep angle variation.  

4.6 Modeling the unsteady case on ANSYS CFX 

The methodology applied for the unsteady case on CFX was basically the same with 

the one described in paragraph 4.3 except for the movement requirement of the wingtip. This 

implies that an equivalent function should take over remeshing of the domain as the wingtip 

rotates about the hinge point. A script from reference [114] was utilized which in principle 

deforms the mesh until the value of orthogonally-based quality will trigger remeshing of the 

domain. Of course, the initial mesh settings were identical to the settings of paragraph 4.3. 

Moreover, the remeshing script was also utilized on steady conditions with the wing initially 

unswept and gradually moved to the required sweep angle and let to stabilize. By this, 

comparison of unsteady and steady conditions can be made on exactly the same basis because 

every time the results refer to exactly the same geometry and mesh. However, sweep angle 

can not take values higher than approximately 23 degrees, because this leads to problems 

concerning mesh quality and a solution is not achieved. In addition, time step had to be 

reduced to the extent that cause the smallest possible deformations on the mesh and 

simultaneously produce stable solutions for the N-S equations at every step. Thus, time step 

value for CFX was chosen to be 0.005sec (10 times smaller than the ULL's approach).    

4.6.1 Results of CFX on unsteady conditions - Swept Wing 

In terms of validating the ULL model on unsteady conditions a same scenario was run 

on CFX with the methodology and settings described on paragraphs 4.3 and 4.6. 
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 Figure 4.28: Unsteady lift predicted from CFX (30% tip sweep, 17deg Amp & π radial 

Frq) 

The CFX results - similarly to ULL results - indicate a phase lag between Lift and 

sweep angle. Unsteady lift introduces an overshoot of 1.55% compared to the unswept wing's 

produced lift and a ''downward'' overshoot of 1.09% compared to the 17deg backswept steady 

case. 

The phase lag value was recovered with the methodology of the previous paragraph 

and the corresponding figures are introduced: 
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Figure 4.29: Cross Power Spectral Density VS Angular Frequency (max at 0.01534Hz) – 

CFX 

 

Figure 4.30: Coherence Function VS Angular Frequency (max:1 at 0.01534Hz) 
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Figure 4.31 : Phase Lag of Lift - Sweep Angle (-1.899 rad at 0.01534Hz) 

Similarly to the ULL phase lag analysis, lift response and sweep angle variation are 

best correlated at angular frequency of 0.01534 (rad/sec) or for sampling Period of Ts = 

2*π/0,01534 =409.6 samples (~400) or 400 * timestep (0.005s) = 2seconds. Thus, from figure 

4.31  phase lag magnitude is calculated at   -1.899 rad or 108.8 degrees. 

As far as the induced velocity field is concerned, a direct calculation at the points of 

the ULL cases was not possible due to the thickness of the airfoil on CFX simulations and the 

corresponding inability to define a line inside the wing to calculate those velocities. So, the 

field was calculated at points of the same spanwise distance and short behind the trailing 

edge. More specifically, the points were placed 10% of the airfoil chord away from the 

trailing edge in order to be far enough from the Kutta condition point (zero circulation) but 

still close enough to the model the flow disturbances. In addition, contours of the velocity 

field were made in CFX post to assist in the previous decision (figure 4.32).  
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It is seen that there is a kink in the hinge region with opposite direction for opposite 

sweep angles. However, the not so smooth line across the span is caused probably by 

turbulence behind the wing's trailing edge. 

4.6.2 Discussion and comparison of ULL and CFX results for unsteady conditions 

Figures 4.22 and 4.28 indicate that the two different approaches produce quite similar 

results for the wing's lift. Both of them predict: 

 Similar behavior in unsteady lift. 

 Similar behavior in wing induction. 

 Lift maximum or minimum for approximately the same sweep angle values. 

 Phase lag between lift and sweep angle variation. 

 Lift overshoot. 

But, on the other hand: 

 Absolute values of lift predicted by ULL are approximately 10% higher than of the 

CFX values. 

 Absolute values of induced velocities differ. 

 Lift overshoot is calculated 1.27% higher in the ULL approach. 

 ULL does not predict a ''downward'' overshoot as CFX. 

 Phase lag in ULL is by 16% higher of the CFX value. 

A figure that shows the results of both approaches normalized (by subtracting their 

mean value) follows: 
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4.7 Summary and Conclusions 

In this chapter a first attempt to model the aerodynamics of a tip swept wing on steady 

and unsteady flow conditions, has been tried. At first, the relatively simple case of a tip 

sheared thin airfoil wing was modeled, by utilizing Lifting Line Theory and a code was 

written using Matlab software. The term sheared was mainly used to point out that all airfoils 

of the tip section were kept parallel to their initial orientation. The results showed that wing 

lift is reduced from 1% to 7% (for the specific cases examined), with increasing tip sweep 

percentage and sweep angle magnitude and also that lift loss was equal for opposite sweep 

angles. Moreover, diagrams of vortex strength and induced velocity on collocation points 

were made and the effect of tip sweep on induced drag force was determined. 

In terms of comparing the previous results with a more analytical model than the 

developed ULL theory based model, CFD simulations were carried out with the use of 

ANSYS CFX. The various wing cases were designed at Solidworks, and NACA 0012 was 

used to model the thin airfoil. The flexibility provided by Solidworks allowed the modeling 

not only of the sheared but also of the swept tip. As for the sheared tip configuration, the 

results of wing lift showed very good agreement and as for the swept tip configuration, the 

results were used to verify ULL Model. 

ULL is a method that models the unsteady effects of variable sweep by implementing 

wing tip rotation around a specified hinge point and also, the swept lift coefficient according 

to equation 4.1 . The methodology applied in order to calculate the unsteady lift is based on 

[26] and [113] and modified accordingly to fit the problem. However, its results were verified 

firstly at steady conditions with the corresponding CFD simulations and showed that a good 

agreement is achieved better on qualitative basis.  
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As far as unsteady conditions are concerned, a sinusoidal sweep angle variation 

scheme was chosen and showed qualitative agreement between ULL model and CFD 

simulations. Both of them, simulate wing's lift phase lag and the overshoot when the tip 

passes from zero angle at maximum speed. Of course, there are also slight differences which 

are described in paragraph 4.6.2.  Additionally, the induced velocity field behavior on control 

points predicted from ULL matches with that of the near wake calculated from CFX. 

Concluding, the ULL model seems to be a suitable tool for producing robust and even 

fast results for tip swept wings on unsteady conditions. Its main weakness though, appears to 

be in the wing geometry discretization. The key is to model in the best way possible the 

moving wing tip geometry, define its horseshoe element and thus the points from which the 

wake nodes stem into the flow.  

The originality that this chapter incorporates is the conduction of CFD simulations for 

a tip swept wing with variable sweep angle capability and the corresponding development of a 

robust ULL model which models this geometry feature for a thin airfoil wing and produces 

similar results. 
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Chapter 5. Investigation On The Rotor Case With Tip Swept 

Blades 

In this chapter, the investigation of the effect of variable tip sweep is extended to a 

three bladed HAWT with the use of an ULL theory based model, due to its proven good 

agreement with CFD simulations concerning the fixed wing case and its feasibility within the 

capabilities of a typical powerful desktop.  Firstly, the implementation of the theory and the 

specific aspects of the problem are described. Thereafter, an investigation and discussion 

about the differences of Free wake and Prescribed wake code configuration takes place. In 

addition, results of representative cases such as step changes of sweep angle and harmonic 

motion of the tip are presented. In the end, a parametric study concerning the effect of the 

harmonic tip motion for blade configurations of smaller tip sweep percentage is shown and 

useful conclusions are addressed. 

5.1 Implementation of Lifting Line Theory on a HAWT  

For this thesis the generic NREL 5 MW, 3 bladed upwind HAWT was chosen for the 

investigation of variable tip sweep capability on HAWTs. This is also the reference wind 

turbine for plenty of research works such as [105], [115], [116] and all necessary data are 

available from [117]. Table 5.1 shows its basic characteristics. Yet in terms of simplicity, it 

was considered that the blades had only one airfoil section (that of NACA 64618) across their 

entire span and the controller was set to off. The problem was built in two coordinate systems 
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- the inertial and the blade system which is continuously moving (figure 5.1 ). So, every term 

which was defined easier in the moving system, such as the rotating velocities of the blade 

elements (ω*r) or the position of them, later they were analyzed to the inertial frame by using 

the corresponding transformation matrix. 

 

Table 5.1: Main characteristics of 5MW NREL reference wind turbine 

 

Figure 5.1 : Inertial and moving coordinate systems. Source: [54] 

Rotor Orientation Clockwise rotation - Upwind
Control Variable Speed - Collective Pitch

Cut in wind speed (m/s) 4
Cut out wind speed (m/s) 25

Rated power (MW) 5
Number of blades 3

Rotor Diameter (m) 126,0
Hub Diameter (m) 3,0

Hub Height (m) 90,0
Rated Rotor Speed (rpm) 12,1

Rated Generator Speed (rpm) 1.173,7
Maximum Tip Speed (m/s) 80,0
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According to the theory all of the blades are divided into horseshoes elements and 

their corresponding control points. The dicretization is done on the basis of creating a high 

speed code that produces good and stable results for this specific problem. For this reason the 

earlier investigation on a similar problem concerning fixed wing (chapter 4) was taken into 

account and the blades were divided into 30 equal length elements. Of course, a distribution 

with denser elements near the tips of the blade and near the junction of the swept part with the 

un-swept part would be more preferable as it would model better the large gradients in bound 

vorticity there. However, it was proven from test runs of the code with this denser 

distribution, that the problem could not always converge to a solution especially when tip 

sweep was introduced. 

As the wake develops behind the three blades, a triple vortex lattice is formed and 

induced velocities on every control point are calculated from this wake scheme. The effective 

angles of attack that result from the vectorial summation of induced and free-stream velocities 

are used in a table that contains values of steady state lift and drag coefficients for a range of 

angles, concerning NACA 64618 (Appendix A.1). Corresponding lift and drag coefficient are 

determined through interpolation. Then, the iteration process described above is repeated until 

the convergence criterion is achieved on every blade. Suitable values for the damping factor 

and the convergence criterion were defined from the implementation of this code on the fixed 

wing case and thus were set to 0.3 and 1% correspondingly.  

In the case of tip-sweeping, the elements of the corresponding blade portion are 

reordered to their new positions according to the sweep angle. Now, this change in blade 

geometry and of course the rate of it, will have a direct effect on the wake development and 

will establish a new state on the blades which in turn will affect the performance of the 

turbine and its loads. In other words, time dependent wake related phenomena will show up. 
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The choice of the time step value is of great importance in order to uncover this dynamic 

behavior and 0.05 sec was proven to be convenient from previous tests on this code and the 

investigated cases of this chapter. In particular, it will be seen that in the cases where dynamic 

phenomena are introduced through the motion of the blade tip, with an angular frequency in 

the order of pi (or 0.5Hz), every complete motion is modeled with 80 steps by the model.     

5.2 Specific aspects of the variable tip swept rotor blades 

The application of tip sweep at the blades has to be modeled properly in order to 

achieve good predictions. Lifting line theory allows geometric modifications to the blades as 

there is no restriction for the bound vortex to be parallel to the span-wise direction. In this 

model the blades have 30% of their span linearly swept (aft or fore) with the "hinge" located 

at the quarter chord. 

 

Figure 5.2 : Aft tip-swept blades 12deg / Un-swept blades / Fore tip-swept blades 12 deg 

Three are the basic issues of a wind turbine with tip swept blades that play critical role 

in the prediction of its performance and loads. These are, modification of the lift coefficient of 
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the swept section, consideration of the in-plane blade velocity due to tip sweep and in addition 

rotor diameter reduction. The first issue is dealt with equation 4.1  2( cos ( ))sw oCL CL  , 

based on [102]. 

The second issue deals with the calculation of the resultant velocity on the blades. As 

sweep angle changes in time, every element of the swept section gains an additional in-plane 

velocity relative to the flow. This portion is superimposed to the induced and free-stream 

velocities and the effective angle of attack on every element is determined. The following 

equation is used for the calculation of the in-plane velocity: 

 

( 5.1 ) 

where: 

 sweepV  is the additional velocity of the blade sections due to sweep (figure 5.2 ) 

 ( 1)tX   is position on the x axis of the blade section in the next time step 

 tX  is the current position on the x axis of the blade section  

The third issue is more simple because the rotor diameter reduction is easily calculated 

geometrically and taken into account in the calculation of torque and root bending moments. 

Those issues are of great importance as they refer to sections near the tip where small 

modifications there, can create large errors in crucial terms like AEP or fatigue loads. 

( 1)t t
sweep

X XV
t
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5.3 Prescribed wake Vs Free wake code configuration 

Two configurations of the wake can be considered with either one having its own 

advantages and drawbacks. Generally it was already mentioned that free wake configuration 

creates a more physical result as it allows the wake to develop freely but makes the model 

much slower than with the alternative configuration. 

5.3.1 Prescribed wake configuration 

In this configuration wake nodes stem from the blades' trailing edge with velocity 

equal to 25% of the vectorial sum of free-stream and blade section velocity (ω*r) [26] & 

[113]. The rest of the nodes travel with 2/3 of the free-stream velocity which is an assumption 

that defines optimal operating conditions for the wind turbine by using the optimal axial 

induction factor derived from momentum theory [113]. Figure 5.3  depicts the wake formed 

from the NREL 5MW wind turbine that operated for a time period of 12 seconds from start 

up. As it seen the wake structure is determined only by the rotational velocity of the rotor and 

the convection speed of the nodes. 
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Figure 5.3 : Prescribed wake development after 12 sec simulation run, from start-up  
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5.3.2 Free wake configuration 

In free wake configuration a large number of additional calculations take place as 

every wake node is moved with the velocity induced from the triple vortex lattice. So, main 

effects like expansion, distortion and roll-up of the wake are modeled and more valid results 

are derived. Figure 5.4 depicts the development of the near wake for the NREL 5MW wind 

turbine after 12 seconds of simulation with all of the aforementioned effects included. It is 

worth to be noted that in the beginning of the simulation the wake doesn't expand as expected 

because the problem hasn't converged yet.  
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Figure 5.4 : Free development after 12 sec simulation run, from start up  

However, this free wake configuration does not take into account viscous effects in the 

wake which is another important part of the physics. Typically, because of them, vortex cores 

of all filaments should increase in time and the tangential velocities should decrease 

correspondingly. Furthermore, mixing of the turbine helical wake with the external flow 

should lead to a dramatic change of its shape somewhere in the far wake. Of course, there are 

plenty of theories to model viscous effects (mentioned in paragraph 2.2) but in this thesis the 

basic subject of study is the effect of tip sweep and the near wake phenomena that arise. 
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5.3.3 Results and Discussion 

As happens when seeking the most suitable theory to study the effect of sweep, 

between BEM theory, Lifting Line theory and Navier stokes equations (CFD) the same issue 

arises when seeking the proper configuration of the unsteady lifting line model. There is 

always a trade-off between computational resources and accuracy of the predictions which 

has to be balanced and adjusted by the researcher. 

The prescribed wake configuration code clearly loses in physics but it is much faster 

than free wake configuration. In specific, the real time needed to simulate the 12 first seconds 

of wind turbine operation is below 20 minutes while for the other configuration is 4 days (for 

the available desktop for the this thesis). In terms of this investigation, a fast and reduced 

order engineering model was needed to account for the sweep effect on the turbine and model 

the near wake phenomena. However, before using the fast configuration in order to study the 

effect of tip swept blades, a comparison with the free wake code was necessary. An agreement 

on blade lift and induced velocity distributions would be a very good indication of the validity 

of the prescribed wake results. In addition, more coarse values shall be compared as well, 

such as wind turbine power, thrust and root bending moments of the blades. 

The following figures depict the distributions of the z-axis (inertial frame) induced 

velocity, effective angle of attack,  circulation and thrust on every control point of blade 1 for 

both configurations of the code. The blade choice is random as the problem is axisymmetric. 

The results refer to the reference NREL 5MW wind turbine of table 5.1 with un-swept blades, 

operating at the rated speed of 12.1rpm and wind velocity of 11.4 m/s for 12 seconds from 

start up (or 2.5 revolutions) [117]. 
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Figure 5.5 : Induced z- axis Velocity distribution on control points of Blade 1  

 

Figure 5.6. : Effective angle of attack distribution on control points of Blade 1 
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Figure 5.7 : Circulation distribution on control points of Blade 1 

 

Figure 5.8 : Thrust distribution on control points of Blade 1 

It is seen that there is a very good agreement between the two configurations of the 

code as far as the shape of the distribution is concerned. Clearly, the prescribed wake code 

models at least the basic physics of the wind turbine with the main part of numerical 
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differences located at the middle of the blade. Indeed, the average values of the relative 

differences lies between 3-8% except for the z-axis induced velocities which is 14.4% (higher 

values for the free wake code) . This means that the latter parameter is mostly affected by the 

wake formation and the speed that is convected downstream. The difference in the shape is 

shown in figure 5.5 and the average speed of the wake nodes of the free wake configuration is 

calculated at 77% of the free-stream velocity in contradiction with the prescribed 

configuration which was set to 66% - ideal induction factor assumption (0.3).  Furthermore, it 

should be mentioned that the differences between the two code configurations in qualitative 

basis are also found in another code based on the lifting line theory and a possible explanation 

is that: " the first shed vortices possibly remain a bit closer to the blade in the free wake code, 

which causes locally higher induced velocities" [113].  

It is obvious that the wake plays a key role to the predictions of the lifting line model. 

In addition, the presentation of the above figures is in line with the sequence of the 

calculations within the code. Starting from the z-axis induced velocity on the blade control 

points, it is seen that the setting of the wake convection velocity to 66% of the free-stream 

results in, lower values than the free wake configuration. This in turn produces in average 8% 

lower effective angles of attack on the blade for the prescribed wake configuration, as the 

previous parameter plays an important role in these calculations (see also figure 2.11 ). 

Eventually, the loads of the blade are underestimated with respect to the free wake 

configuration and so does the thrust distribution (Figure 5.8 ).  

Figures 5.9 and 5.10 depict the development of the wind turbine's performance and 

loads for 12 seconds from start up and wind speed at 11.4 m/s: 
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Figure 5.9 : Wind Turbine Power Development for a time period of 12 sec from start up 

 

Figure 5.10 : Wind Turbine Total Thrust Development for a time period of 12 sec from start 

up 
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Figure 5.11. : Wind Turbine Total Lift of Blade 1 for a time period of 12 sec from start up 

The similarity in shape between the prescribed and free wake code for these coarse 

parameters is obvious again and as the wake is developed a constant difference is obtained. 

The large peak during the early steps is due to the abrupt start of the wind turbine. As 

mentioned before, the prediction of lower angles of attack results in lower loads which affects 

of course and the above magnitudes. At this point though, a paradox is observed : Despite the 

fact the wake is moving slower in the prescribed wake code than the free wake code the 

power and total thrust of the wind turbine are lower. According to the 1-D momentum theory 

a slower moving wake means that a larger amount of energy from the actuator disc of the 

wind turbine is captured. In this case this was explained earlier and is related to the 

calculation of the wake z- axis induced velocities. 

At last, it is worth to be mentioned that the power calculated from the model is close 

to the rated power of 5MW of the NREL Wind Turbine (14% higher for the prescribed and 

24% for the free wake configuration). In specific, the codes ran only for 12 seconds of 
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simulation, at the rated rpm and wind speed in ideal conditions without wind shear, yaw 

misalignment, tower shadow effects and vortex decay phenomena which should further lower 

the power output.   

5.4 Results of step and harmonic motion with prescribed wake  

The basic subject of this chapter is to examine the effect of tip swept blades on wind 

turbine performance and loads by utilizing a model based on Lifting Line Theory. Previously, 

the presentation of the methodology took place, the specific aspects of the problem were 

defined and a choice concerning the configuration of the wake was to be made. Plainly, the 

prescribed wake is the most suitable choice because it is orders of magnitude faster and gives 

very similar results to the free wake which incorporates "more physics". This choice is 

supported by previous studies which showed that the effect of wake roll-up (one of the most 

basic features of the free wake) on the unsteady response was found to be minimal [115] & 

[118].  

The results presented below refer to the wind turbine of paragraph 5.1 and are 

separated into two parts: step and harmonic variation of the blades' tip sweep angle. In all 

cases the turbine operates at rated conditions (speed and wind inflow) and before the 

introduction of variations, a period of 20 seconds from start-up, for convergence is allowed. 

As it is seen from figure 5.9 , convergence is already visible from the 12th second. The 

examined parameters are power output, total thrust, Lift of blade 1, root bending moment of 

blade 1 and distributions of z- axis induced velocity and circulation Γ (only for the step 

responses). 
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5.4.1 Step response scenario  

The turbine response in a step change of sweep angle suggests a good first insight into 

the dynamics of the problem. This scenario is presented in figure 5.12 where the tip sections 

obtain an initial velocity sweepV  at time step "0" and at time t+dt the blades are swept Λ=Λ1 

and the section velocities due to sweep fall to zero ( 0sweepV  ). But, in order to actively 

support the choice of the prescribed wake configuration a special comparative test to the free 

wake code is presented concerning the first moments of the response. Then, two step cases 

(only in prescribed wake configuration) are examined - a small step of 5 degrees and a larger 

step of 12 degrees both for Aft and Fore - sweep.  

 

Figure 5.12 : Step change of tip sweep angle scenario 

5.4.2 Step response -  Prescribed wake VS Free wake code 

The special comparative case, refers to the turbine described in this chapter, and a step 

of 5 degrees aft sweep for every blade is experienced after 12 seconds (not 20) of 
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convergence, because of the large computational needs with respect to the available computer 

power.  

 

Figure 5.13 : Power Response of PW and FW code after a 5 deg aft sweep step (12 sec 

convergence) 

      

Figure 5.14 : Total Thrust Response of PW and FW code after a 5 deg aft sweep step (12 sec 

convergence) 
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Figure 5.15 : Blade No1 Lift Response of PW and FW code after a 5 deg backsweep step (12 

sec convergence)  

Figure 5.16 : Blade No1 Root Bending Moment Response of PW and FW code after a 5 deg 

backsweep step (12 sec convergence) 
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From the above figures it is obvious that the differences between the codes are 

negligible. The dynamic behavior of all parameters is practically the same. In fact, only the 

power curve of the free wake code has more visible oscillations than the prescribed, but still 

not significant. The calculated drop, for the prescribed code, in percentage to the value just 

before the step-change is -0.183%, -13.4%, -13.1% and -18.1% respectively, whereas for the 

free wake is -0.197%, -13.26%, -12.96% and -18%. This means that the initial velocity of the 

tip sections due to sweep, causes considerable alterations in the effective angles of attack (in 

this case they rise) and in the effective resultant velocity which lowers. Of course, these 

alterations affect total lift of the blades and in turn, root bending moments of the blades and 

total thrust of the turbine. However, power seems to drop more, in the second time step 

compared to the reduction of the first time step, after the step change in sweep angle, having 

values of -2.31% and -2.44% which means that rotor diameter reduction due to sweep plays a 

more important role on this parameter by reducing the torque. 

Moreover, it is also useful to compare the span-wise distributions of circulation and z-

axis induced velocity at the end of the simulation - in this case 1.5 seconds after the step.  
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Figure 5.17 : Circulation Distribution of PW and FW code 1.5 seconds after a step of 5 deg aft 

sweep 

 

Figure 5.18 : Z-axis Induced Velocity Distribution of PW and FW code 1.5 seconds after a 

step of 5 deg aft sweep 

These distributions validate the statement that the prescribed wake code "catches" all 

the physics concerning dynamic phenomena. Still, the differences are expressed only as an 
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offset in the middle blade area and have practically the same offset values of the steady case 

(paragraph 5.3.3). Furthermore, the effect of the aft-swept blade tip is visible in both 

induction distributions and is uttered as a ''bump'' in the swept area. So, it can be said that the 

prescribed wake code is a suitable tool for prediction of the performance and loads of a 

HAWT which experiences sweep variations in the blade tips.  

5.4.3 Step response in Aft and Fore Sweep - Prescribed wake code 

In this paragraph the changes in wind turbine's parameters concerning a step of sweep 

angle in the blade tip area, are examined by utilizing the prescribed wake code. The 

parameters are allowed to converge for 20 seconds from start-up and another 20 seconds after 

the introduction of the step. Two cases are presented: 5 degrees and a large step of 12 degrees. 

The target is to show the influence of sweep direction and the influence of the step magnitude 

to the turbine. 

 

Figure 5.19 : Power Response after a sweep angle step of 5 deg aft and fore with prescribed 

wake code 
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Figure 5.20 : Power Response after a sweep angle step of 12 deg aft and fore with prescribed 

wake code 

 

 

Figure 5.21 : Total Thrust Response after a sweep angle step of 5 deg aft and fore with 

prescribed wake code 
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Figure 5.22 : Total Thrust Response after a sweep angle step of 12 deg aft and fore with 

prescribed wake code 

 

 

Figure 5.23 : Blade No 1 Lift Response after a sweep angle step of 5 deg aft and fore with 

prescribed wake code 
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Figure 5.24 : Blade No 1 Lift Response after a sweep angle step of 12 deg aft and fore with 

prescribed wake code 

 

 

 

Figure 5.25 : Blade No 1 Root Bending Moment Response after a sweep angle step of 5 deg 

aft and fore with prescribed wake code 
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Figure 5.26 : Blade No 1 Root Bending Moment Response after a sweep angle step of 12 deg 

aft and fore with prescribed wake code 

It is seen that the direction of sweep plays an important role mainly at the moment of 

sweep angle change, where the additional velocity (figure 5.2 ) is maximum. Starting from the 

power curve a double peak response is observed in the fore sweep case where in the aft sweep 

only one. This fact can be explained as follows: At the time when the swept part of the blade 

obtains a forward velocity (relative to the movement of the blade), a reduction in their 

effective angles of attack and a rise in their resultant velocities is induced. According to figure 

2.11 , torque is proportional to the sinus of the angle of attack and so it is largely affected by 

its reduction and drops accordingly. In the next step, when the tip has moved to its new 

position and the angles have recovered, power rises again and then starts to converge in a new 

value which is slightly lower to that before the step. This happens because of the swept tip 

and the reduction in the distances of the swept sections relative to the axis of the turbine. In 

the aft-swept case the backward velocity of the tip, leads to a rise in the angles of attack and 

fall to the resultant velocities. So, power drops accordingly at this stage and when the tip 

sweeps back to its new position power rises again and converges to a lower value of that 

before the step due to the same reasons of the forward case. 
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 It is concluded that the direction of sweep affects the dynamic response of power in a 

different way. In both cases power initially falls but for different reason - in the first case due 

to angle of attack reduction and in the second case due to resultant velocity reduction. The 

strength of the resultant velocity is higher and explains the large drop in the aft - sweep case 

and the absence of a second peak during the  recovery. Of course, the higher the sweep angle 

step the higher the effect and it seems to behave in a non - linear way. In particular, the 

percentage of reduction for the forward cases of 5deg and 12 deg are respectively -1.62% and 

-5.29% and for the backward cases -2.48% and - 17.97%. However, it has to be mentioned 

that in the 12 deg aft-sweep case (with this specific configuration of the wind turbine) the 

angle of attack of the most far blade section reaches a value of 79.9 deg during the step - deep 

into the stall area. In this area this model cannot take into account dynamic stall phenomena 

and so needs to be modified accordingly. Finally, as for the converged power value the 

different direction of sweep - which allocates accordingly the swept elements - and the fact 

that the ''hinge'' is set to the quarter chord (1/4c) leads to a slight difference in the order of 

0.33% and 0.75% respectively. 

 Taking a look to the other figures it is seen that lift, thrust and blade root bending 

moment respond in an opposite way for opposite sweep directions. According to figure 2.11 

thrust is largely connected to blade Lift and so does the root bending moment which is equal 

to the thrust of every section multiplied by its distance from the turbine axis. So, same 

dynamic behavior is met for these three parameters. In specific, when the tip sweeps forward 

the angles of attack reduce and the resultant velocity increases and vice versa. The percentage 

of rise for the 5 degrees forward step is 13.53%, 13.49% and 18.52% where for the 12 degrees 

step is 34.2%, 33.85% and 46.65% respectively. In addition, the percentage of drop for the 5 
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degrees backward step is -13.3%, -12.8% and -17.95% where for the 12 degrees step -30.5%, 

-30.37 and -41.58% respectively.  

Therefore, it is seen that the percentage of change for every parameter is larger with a 

larger step and root bending moment is the most affected parameter. Also, every of them 

converges quickly to its new value with minor differences between forward and backward 

steps (in the order of 0.5%). Although these results suppose a linear behavior of the problem, 

large steps must be treated according to dynamic stall theory and define the limits of this 

linearity. 

 

 Figure 5.27 : Z-axis Induced Velocity Distribution 20 secs after a sweep angle step of 5deg 

Fore and Aft 
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Figure 5.28 : Z-axis Induced Velocity Distribution 20 secs after a sweep angle step of 12deg 

Fore and Aft 

 

 

 

Figure 5.29 : Circulation Distribution 20 secs after a sweep angle step of 5deg Fore and Aft 
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Figure 5.30 : Circulation Distribution 20 secs after a sweep angle step of 12deg Fore and Aft 

The above figures clearly show the effect of tip sweep on z-axis induced velocity and 

in turn on circulation distributions 20 seconds after a step in tip sweep. This effect is obvious 

mainly in the swept part area and a few meters before the "hinge" and is stronger for larger 

steps. It has opposite results for opposite directions with the forward case introducing higher 

loads in the hinge area and the backward case introducing higher loads in the tip area. Still, 

the overall loads lie below that of the un-swept case and as shown earlier the differences 

between the two cases is minimal yet, the distribution of them is always of higher importance 

in such applications. 

5.4.4 Harmonic response - Prescribed wake code 

A more analytical picture about the dynamic response of a wind turbine concerning 

blades with variable tip sweep can be gained through a harmonic motion of this part of the 
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blade, in this case 30% of the overall span. Equation 5.2  is the equation of the examined 

harmonic motion: 

0 sin t    

( 5.2 ) 

where: 

 Λ is the sweep angle of the swept tip (positive for backsweep and negative for 

forward sweep) 

 Λ0 is the amplitude of the harmonic motion  

 ω is the angular velocity of the swept part 

In the following cases the amplitude of oscillations was set to 5 degrees and the 

angular velocity ω, to pi/4, pi/2 and pi in accordance with the requirement for absent dynamic 

stall phenomena. The parameters depicted with this variation scheme on the blade tips are 

power and thrust of the turbine and lift  - root bending moments of blade No1. The figures are 

sorted by increasing frequency and a snapshot of a complete motion is shown 8 seconds after 

its start. Also, positive sign of sweep angles stands for backward sweep and vice versa.  
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Figure 5.31 : Power Development for one complete harmonic tip sweep angle variation with 

5deg Amplitude and Period T=8sec 

 

Figure 5.32 : Power Development for one complete harmonic tip sweep angle variation with 

5deg Amplitude and Period T=4sec 
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Figure 5.33 : Power Development for one complete harmonic tip sweep angle variation with 

5deg Amplitude and Period T=2sec 

The power curve seems to change dramatically with the tip's sweeping frequency. 

When the motion is slow, the additional tip velocities are small and the rotor is allowed to 

follow the changes. Thus, the power is continuously dropping to achieve a new equilibrium 

governed mainly by the blade tip position (not the additional velocity) and a characteristic 

phase lag is observed during all phases of motion. When the tip oscillates faster, lead - lag 

phenomenon starts to show up. In particular, during the backward movement power seems to 

lead and during the forward movement to lag. In the faster case though, (T=2secs) the 

governing factor is the additional velocities and the shape of the curve has changed a lot. 

Local peaks are only seen when the tip passes the un-swept position with forward direction 

(i.e. with the maximum additional velocity) which results in equivalent blade's lift raise. On 

the other hand, valleys are observed when the tip passes the un-swept position but with the 

opposite direction.  
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Figure 5.34 : Thrust Development for one complete harmonic tip sweep angle variation with 

5deg Amplitude and Period T=8sec 

 

Figure 5.35 : Thrust Development for one complete harmonic tip sweep angle variation with 

5deg Amplitude and Period T=4sec 
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Figure 5.36 : Thrust Development for one complete harmonic tip sweep angle variation with 

5deg Amplitude and Period T=2sec 

The Total thrust diagrams uncover a more definite picture about the behavior of this 

parameter in respect to the sweep angle variation frequency. As mentioned before, when step 

response was examined, this parameter is highly depended upon lift which converges faster 

than power. In specific, local peak occurs at the un-swept position of the blade with forward 

direction of movement and local valley at the same position with opposite direction. In the 

two cases of T=4sec and T=2secs were additional velocity is the predominant factor a phase 

lag is clearly seen. However, in the slow case T=8sec were the position (i.e. the tip sweep 

angle) plays also an important role, the local valley doesn't occur at the un-swept position but 

a few time steps later.  

Of course, it is useful to calculate how much is this phase lag. So, embedded Matlab 

functions were utilized to calculate cross power spectral density, coherence function and 

phase lag from the two ''signals'' - sweep angle and Total Thrust response. It has to be noted 

though, that the number of values for both signals deriving from ULL, where multiplied 

manually in order to amplify their coherence. The following figures show the implementation 

of this methodology to calculate the phase lag for the T=2sec case:  
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Figure 5.37 : Cross Power Spectral Density Thrust VS Sweep angle for the T=2sec case  

 

 

Figure 5.38 : Coherence Function of Thrust VS Sweep angle for the T=2sec case  
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Figure 5.39 : Phase Difference between Thrust and Sweep angle for the T=2sec case  

It is seen that these signals have the best coherence at angular frequency 

0.1595Hz(rad/sec). This implies that they are best correlated (i.e. coherence function equals 

unity) for sampling Period of Ts = 2*π/0,1595 =39.39 samples (~40) or 40 * timestep(0.05s) 

= 2seconds. This of course is the period of the sinusoidal tip movement. However, phase lag 

is acquired from figure 5.39 which shows that Thrust - Sweep Angle equals -1.563 rad i.e. 

Thrust lags 89.55 degrees. Accordingly, in the T=4sec case Thrust lags 87.49 degrees and in 

the T=8sec case phase lag is 81.3 degrees. 
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Figure 5.40 : Blade No1 Lift Development for one complete harmonic tip sweep angle 

variation with 5deg Amplitude and Period T=8sec 

 

 

 

Figure 5.41 : Blade No1 Lift Development for one complete harmonic tip sweep angle 

variation with 5deg Amplitude and Period T=4sec 
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Figure 5.42 : Blade No1 Lift Development for one complete harmonic tip sweep angle 

variation with 5deg Amplitude and Period T=2sec 

As expected, it is seen that Blade Lift has the same behavior as Wind Turbine Thrust. 

The phase lag for the cases of T=2sec, T=4sec and T=8sec are calculated at 89.66 degrees, 

87.6 degrees  and 81.36 degrees respectively. 

 

Figure 5.43 : Blade No1 out-of-plane Root Bending Moment Development for one 

complete harmonic tip sweep angle variation with 5deg Amplitude and Period T=8sec 
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Figure 5.44 : Blade No1 out-of-plane Root Bending Moment Development for one complete 

harmonic tip sweep angle variation with 5deg Amplitude and Period T=4sec 

 

 

Figure 5.45 : Blade No1 out-of-plane Root Bending Moment Development for one complete 

harmonic tip sweep angle variation with 5deg Amplitude and Period T=2sec 

Of course, neither the root bending moment of the blades can have different response 

from Blade Lift, because they are highly depended upon it. In other words it equals lift 

multiplied by the arm of the sections. Phase lag is calculated at 87.72 degrees, 84.62 degrees 
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and 77 degrees respectively. The minor differences of these values, compared to Lift phase 

lag values, are due to alterations to the length of the section arms during this motion scheme 

(paragraph 5.2 third issue).  

A diagram presenting the phase lag versus the period of the oscillatory motion for 

Total thrust would be useful: 

 

Figure 5.46  Period of oscillatory motion VS Phase lag of Thrust - Sweep Angle  

The thick line represents the results from the examined cases where the dotted line is 

an extrapolation that corresponds to the stationary blade tip (T = ∞ and frequency =0) where 

the phase lag equals 90 degrees. This is presumed from figures 5.21 and 5.22 that show a 

reduction in Total thrust for either sweep angle direction (positive or negative). So, total thrust 

is maximum when sweep angle is zero (Λ=0) and thus phase lag between them equals 90 

degrees. It is also seen in figure 5.46  that as the frequency of the moving tip is increased, the 

phase lag value initially drops and then tends to reach 90 degrees for a second time. This  

supports the statement that for low frequencies, tip sweep angle (i.e. the position) is the 
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predominant factor of the Wind Turbine performance and as it gets higher, lead lag effects 

start to show up until the additional velocities to the swept blade tips (due to their motion) 

create an obvious phase lag scheme.  

5.5 Parametric study concerning the harmonic tip motion 

In terms of obtaining an even better picture about the effect of tip sweep in a three 

bladed HAWT (in this case the 5MW reference wind turbine), the research extends to blade 

configurations of smaller tip sweep percentage, such as 10% and 20%. The simulations are 

performed on the same ULL model modified for the aforementioned configurations and focus 

on the harmonic tip motion (equation 5.2 ). In particular the amplitude of sweep angle Λ0 is 

set to 10 degrees and the angular velocities are set to pi/4, pi/2 and pi. The effect of sweeping 

motion on three basic wind turbine parameters, Power, Thrust and Blade No1 Root Bending 

moment, is addressed through the non-dimensional variable Nratio against the non-dimensional 

variable of fratio defined by equations (5.3 ) and (5.4 ). 

0

( )s
ratio

Amp xN
X

  

( 5.3 ) 

where: 

 ( )sAmp x is the amplitude of the examined x  parameter (power, total thrust or root 

bending moment of blade No1) that results from the harmonic tip motion.  

 0X is the value of the same parameter in stable conditions (11.4m/s wind speed in this 

case) and un swept blade configuration (Λ=0). 
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sw
ratio

rot

ff
f

  

( 5.4 ) 

where: 

 swf  is frequency of the sweeping motion of the blade tip.  

 rotf is rotational frequency of the rotor. 

Figure 5.47  presents the effect of harmonic sweeping motion of the blade tip on three 

basic wind turbine parameters and figures 5.48 , 5.49  and 5.50  show the same effect 

individually. 

 

Figure 5.47  Nratio VS fratio for Power Total thrust and Blade No1 root bending moment 

concerning a 10%, 20%, 30% tip swept rotor at rated operation (V=11.4m/s) and sweep angle 

variation according to Λ=10sin(ωt) for ω = pi/4, pi/2, pi  
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Figure 5.48  Nratio VS fratio for Power concerning a 10%, 20%, 30% tip swept rotor at rated 

operation (V=11.4m/s) and sweep angle variation according to Λ=10sin(ωt) for ω = pi/4, pi/2, 

pi  

 

 Figure 5.49  Nratio VS fratio for Total thrust concerning a 10%, 20%, 30% tip swept rotor 

at rated operation (V=11.4m/s) and sweep angle variation according to Λ=10sin(ωt) for ω = 

pi/4, pi/2, pi  
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Figure 5.50  Nratio VS fratio for Blade No1 root bending moment concerning a 10%, 20%, 30% 

tip swept rotor at rated operation (V=11.4m/s) and sweep angle variation according to 

Λ=10sin(ωt) for ω = pi/4, pi/2, pi  

 As expected, every parameter is affected from the sweeping motion, with Blade No1 

root bending moment being the most affected one. The same conclusion was obtained in 

paragraph 5.4.3 concerning the step changes in sweep angle. In addition, power seems to have 

a different behavior compared to Total thrust and Blade root bending moment in terms having 

Nratio increase direction. In particular as sweeping motion increases in frequency, the 

amplitude of power decreases. However, all parameters increase with higher tip sweep 

percentage of the rotor blades. The maximum Nratio value for every parameter is accordingly 

2.34%, 8.65% and 11.74% for a 30% tip swept rotor and fratio 39.4% - namely for a sweeping 

motion frequency about half the rotational frequency of the rotor. 

 Thus, it is concluded that tip swept rotors have a higher impact on out of plane loads 

(namely Thrust and blade root bending moment which is directly connected to thrust – 

equation 2.45) rather than in plane loads (namely power 2.46). So, if variable blade tip sweep 
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is to be developed as a control feature it is presumed that it would be more suitable for load 

reduction rather than power improvement. 

5.6 Conclusions 

In this Chapter the implementation of Unsteady Lifting Line Theory on the reference 

Wind Turbine NREL 5MW which incorporates tip swept blades is performed. The basic goal 

is to uncover the influence of variable blade tip sweep angle on the wind turbine's loads and 

performance. However, only the aerodynamic impact of this geometric feature is examined. 

The results can be used as reference in developing an active control device with the ability to 

compensate for fatigue loads on blades during unsteady conditions or to maximize energy 

capture. In addition, useful conclusions can be drawn for conventional wind turbines whose 

flexible blades undertake edgewise oscillations during operation and result in tip sweep - like 

variations. 

The geometric feature of tip - sweep is modeled through a blade whose tip has the 

ability to pivot backwards or forward about a vertical axis that passes through the quarter 

chord. The effect of this feature on the wind turbine performance is expressed as a reduction 

in lift generated by the swept blade sections and governed by equation 4.1 ,as a modification 

in the resultant velocities of the swept blade sections expressed with equation 5.1 and as a 

reduction in rotor diameter. 

Results of the model are obtained through an inviscid code written in Matlab, in two 

configurations. Both are based on the Unsteady Lifting Line Theory however the wake can be 

either prescribed or free to develop and reveal a physical result expressed as wake roll - up, 

distortion and expansion. It is proven though that in this type of oscillation the prescribed 

wake configuration generates very similar results to the free wake configuration while 
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maintaining considerably low demands on computational resources. So, the prescribed wake 

code is an efficient choice to study the dynamic response of the reference wind turbine 

concerning blades with variable tip sweep. 

The dynamic behavior is separated into two cases: The introduction of a small (5 deg) 

and a large (12deg) sweep angle step change with forward / backward direction at the blade 

tips and the harmonic variation of sweep angles there with three different frequencies. 

Starting from the step case, the parameters under study are power, thrust, Lift of blade 1, root 

bending moment of blade 1 and the distributions of induction and circulation of blade 1 20 

seconds after the step. It is shown that in the beginning of the step power drops regardless of 

the direction of sweep but for different reason. Then, power converges to a new value - which 

is lower of that before the step - and in a manner which depends upon the direction and 

magnitude of the step. Furthermore, the converged value is practically equal for the forward 

and backward sweep. As for the other parameters (thrust - Blade Lift - Blade Root bending 

moment) opposite direction of sweep causes opposite peaks and larger sweep angles cause 

larger peaks which converge quickly to a new value. In fact wind turbine thrust and root 

bending moment are directly related to blade lift. The root bending moment is found to be the 

most affected parameter (in percent) by the sweep step. As for the induction and circulation 

distributions, it is seen that mainly the swept part of the blade and only a few meters of the 

un-swept blade are affected. Again opposite direction of sweep step generates opposite 

distribution in that area which is more altered as the step becomes larger. Of course, in wind 

turbine applications these distributions gain a more important role especially when the tip is 

included in the affected area.   

The same parameters are studied, in the case of a harmonic sweep angle variation (of 5 

degrees amplitude) at the blade tips in three different frequencies (ω=pi/4, pi/2, pi). The 
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power curve which converges slower than wind turbine Thrust, Lift and root bending moment 

of blade 1 is studied first. It is seen that at lower frequencies the predominant factor is the 

position of the blade and power has valleys when sweep angle value reaches maximum 

(forward or backward) and peaks when tip passes through the neutral position (sweep angle 

=0). As frequency becomes larger additional velocity gains more strength which causes the 

second peak (neutral position with backward direction) to reduce. In the fastest case examined 

(T=2 sec) lead-lag phenomenon is also observed. Lag refers to the most forward sweep angle 

and lead to the most aft. The rest three parameters (Total Thrust - Lift of blade No1 - Root 

Bending moment of blade No1) which generally converge faster than power present a more 

straightforward picture. The curves indicate a definite phase lag in respect to the tip sweep 

angle and in the order of 88 degrees which increases with increasing oscillating frequency.  

Finally, a parametric study for three blade configurations (10%, 20% and 30% tip 

sweep percentage) is performed utilizing the same ULL based model with the suitable 

modifications for a harmonic sweeping motion of the blade tip and useful conclusions are 

obtained. The variable blade tip sweep feature has a higher impact on out of plane loads rather 

than in plane loads and thus it is more suitable for load reduction (fatigue or peak loads) rather 

than power improvement.    

The originality that this chapter incorporates is the development of a robust ULL 

theory based model for a three bladed HAWT capable of modeling the effects of variable tip 

swept rotor blades on wind turbine parameters. 
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Chapter 6. Application Of BEM Method To Swept Bladed Rotors 

In this chapter, a modified Blade Element Momentum (BEM) theory based model is 

presented for a three bladed HAWT (Appendix A.2). The innovation that this model 

incorporates is variable blade tip sweep capability. Firstly, the modeling of tip sweep in a 

BEM code is introduced. Thereafter, a comparison with a more accurate method in that case, 

an Unsteady Lifting Line (ULL) theory based model, uncovers the inherent inability of BEM 

to model correctly this blade geometric feature. In the end, the modification to the BEM code 

is presented along with results of representative cases which depict the improvement. The 

correction is obtained through a new Prandtl & Glauert based tip - loss correction adapted to 

tip swept blades and as such extends the applicability of BEM based models.  

6.1  Introduction into the problem of correcting a BEM code according to 

tip swept rotor blades 

Blade Element Momentum (BEM) theory is the basis of the most common 

engineering codes used by industries. The implementation of the theory in aeroelastic design 

codes constitute an integrated tool with very good accuracy and speed. However, since the 

development of the method many corrections have been implemented that take effectively 

into account trailing vorticity from the blades modeled by a tip loss factor, unsteady rotor 

wake dynamics modeled by a dynamic inflow model and unsteady airfoil aerodynamics 

modeled by Theodorsen theory [64], [119]. A recent work [110] based on the Near Wake 
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model originally proposed by Beddoes is a representative example of the current state of the 

art of high fidelity BEM codes. Every modification incorporated in BEM codes is derived 

either from experiments, simulations based on alternative methods or theoretical approaches. 

All of them contributed to the overcoming of BEM theory limitations. 

One of the basic assumptions of BEM theory is that there is no radial flow interaction 

between the discretized annular regions of the rotor disk. In addition unsteady effects are 

often modeled independently for each region such as dynamic inflow and unsteady airfoil 

aerodynamics [110]. This implies that turbulent flows are not modeled correctly. It also 

implies that geometric features like tip sweeping of rotor blades cannot be modeled correctly 

because of the large radial changes in lift and velocity triangles that are induced due to partial 

movement of the blade. As an alternative vortex methods like ULL theory create a more 

physical result because of their embedded ability to account for wake structure phenomena 

[25]. The wake calculated by this theory is a vortex lattice (figure 2.1 )  which consists of 

shed and trailing vortices. The shed vortices include the history of the blade loads as 

parameters change (such as inflow velocity, blade pitch angle) and their effects are mainly 

local [36]. On the other hand trailing vortices account for the span-wise bound circulation 

distribution and play a more important role to the calculation of the blade loads. Among the 

trailing vortices that are produced from the discretized wing, the tip vortex has the greatest 

effect and this is accounted for by a tip loss factor correction.   

Thus a suitable way to study the effect of tip swept blades and then incorporate the tip 

sweep capability in a BEM-based code for a three bladed wind turbine is through a Lifting 

Line theory based model. Of course, there are also other more analytical vortex methods such 

as the Vortex Lattice Method (paragraph 2.2) and even the more analytical Computational 
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Fluid Dynamics (CFD) method [21] however their high demands in computational time 

render them less suitable for this approach. 

In this chapter, the idea of tip sweeping the rotor blades of a wind turbine is applied 

simultaneously to the three blades. Again the simulations refer to the 5MW NREL wind 

turbine of the previous chapter and the sweep configurations examined here are limited to 

engineering applications. In particular, one part of every blade tip (max 10% of the blade 

span) is able to pivot aft by the same degree of sweep angle (max 2 degrees) resulting in an in-

plane movement which is depicted in figure 6.1 . The axis of rotation is located in the quarter 

chord (c/4) of the blade and the case of the forward sweeping is not examined at all because it 

is proven to generally increase the wind turbine loads [120] so, renders it impractical for 

engineering applications. 

 

Figure 6.1 : Wind Turbine sweeping aft 

6.2 Comparison of ULL Vs BEM - sweep uncorrected code 

As mentioned before, the effect of variable tip sweep is examined through a ULL code 

with prescribed wake configuration that was presented in Chapter 5. This code was further 

improved in order to reduce the simulation time by utilizing CUDA platform [108] and its 

integrated support in Matlab.  The process was accelerated up to 60 times and the part with 
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the largest volume of calculations (calculation of induced velocities on the control points) was 

executed by the Graphic Processor Unit (GPU). The reasons that render this method suitable 

for this investigation are that wind turbine blades are of high aspect ratio that allows the 

transfer of bound vorticity of the lifting surface on a single line and that wing geometric 

features like sweep (or dihedral) can be modeled quite accurately with this method. It is also 

proven in Chapter 5 that the prescribed wake code models at least, the basic physics and 

dynamics of the sweeping wing tip so it is used as reference for the design of the necessary 

correction to the BEM - based model.  

As for the BEM based model (which is based on the aerodynamic part of DUSWAMP 

model [72] (Appendix A.2)) the following necessary improvements were implemented. The 

Prandtl - Glaeurt tip loss factor [51] to account for the trailing vorticity from the blades and a 

dynamic inflow model which considers an individual time constant for every radial distance 

were presented in [121] to model the unsteady rotor wake dynamics. However, unsteady 

airfoil aerodynamics analyzed in Theodorsen's theory [64], [119] are not considered because 

of the low reduced frequencies (equation 2.58) that are encountered in the cases studied in the 

current work. 

The cases are separated into two groups - the first refers to a smooth sweep angle 

change of 10 and 20 degrees with a duration of 2 seconds and the second to the oscillating 

case of the sweep angle with a 0.25Hz motion frequency and amplitude of 20 degrees. In 

addition, the results are for the typical cases of 10% and 5% tip swept blades of the reference 

5MW wind turbine operating at rated speed (12.1 rpm and wind of 11.4 m/s – Table 5.1 ) 

[117]. 
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6.2.1 Comparison of ULL VS Uncorrected for sweep BEM code - Sweep Angle Change 

in 2 secs 

At figures 6.2 ,6.3 and Figure 6.4 of rotor power, rotor thrust and total in-plane rotor 

force (raw parameters) are presented for the 10% and 5% respectively and then diagrams of 

induction distribution (blade parameter). The total simulation time in every case is 70 seconds 

with the first 60 seconds referring to the transient phase and only the seconds during sweep 

angle change are shown. 

  

Figure  6.2: Power  for ULL and sweep uncorrected BEM code 10 and 20 deg aft sweep 10% 

tip sweep 
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Figure 6.3: Thrust for ULL and sweep uncorrected BEM code 10 and 20 deg aft sweep 10% 

tip sweep 

 

Figure 6.4 : In-plane Rotor Force  for ULL and sweep uncorrected BEM code 10 and 20 deg 

aft sweep 10% tip sweep 
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Figure 6.5 : Power for ULL and sweep uncorrected BEM code 10 and 20 deg aft sweep 5% 

tip sweep 

 

Figure 6.6: Thrust for ULL and sweep uncorrected BEM code 10 and 20 deg aft sweep 5% tip 

sweep 
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Figure 6.7 : In-plane Rotor Force  for ULL and sweep uncorrected BEM code 10 and 20 deg 

aft sweep 5% tip sweep 

From the above diagrams it is seen that a good agreement is achieved between the two 

methods (BEM and ULL) despite the fact that they are based on different theoretical 

background. The basic difference is the offset which seems to be maintained during and after 

the sweep angle step proving that the BEM code performs also well in dynamic phenomena of 

this kind. Table 6.1 shows the percentage loss after a stabilization period of 8 seconds for the 

raw wind turbine parameters.  
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Tip sweep percentage 

5% 10% 

Degrees aft sweep 

10 20 10 20 

Code 

 
Loss % 

 
BEM 

 
ULL 

 
BEM 

 
ULL 

 
BEM 

 
ULL 

 
BEM 

 
ULL 

 
Power 

 
0,195 

 
0,25 

 
0,78 

 
0,82 

 
0,43 

 
0,54 

 
1,69 

 
1,78 

 
Thrust 

 
0,19 

 
0,21 

 
0,74 

 
0,83 

 
0,46 

 
0,52 

 
1,79 

 
1,97 

 
Finplane 

 
0,113 

 
0,03 

 
0,45 

 
0,43 

 
0,25 

 
0,28 

 
1,00 

 
1,17 

 

Table 6.1: Power -Thrust -In plane Force loss (%) after a sweep angle step for two different 

tip sweep percentages 

The following diagrams provide a more detailed picture about the differences of BEM 

and ULL by showing the blade induction distribution curve 10 seconds after sweep angle 

change.  
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Figure 6.8 : Induction Distribution for ULL and sweep uncorrected BEM code 10 deg aft 

sweep 10% tip sweep 

 

Figure 6.9 : Induction Distribution for ULL and sweep uncorrected BEM code 20 deg aft 

sweep 10% tip sweep 
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Figure 6.10 : Induction Distribution for ULL and sweep uncorrected BEM code 10 deg aft 

sweep 5% tip sweep 

 

Figure 6.11 Induction Distribution for ULL and sweep uncorrected BEM code 20 deg aft 

sweep 5% tip sweep 
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It is seen that in the blade level the differences after the sweep angle change are 

noteworthy. In particular the characteristic "kink" is not seen in the BEM code and 

additionally the tip area is not affected at all when sweep angle change doubles, as happens in 

the ULL model. The correct prediction of induction distribution is of high importance as the 

angle of attack in every blade section is calculated from this, then the aerodynamic loads and 

lastly the wind turbine parameters such as power, thrust, in-plane blade force. The fact that 

the discrepancy is located at the tip area where the distances from the hub are the largest 

heightens the need to implement an additional correction to the already calculated tip - losses 

and take into account more accurately the effect of tip swept blades for the BEM code. The 

calculated forces of the tip area are a large fraction of the total forces and an agreement there 

is valuable.  

6.2.2 Comparison of ULL VS Uncorrected for sweep BEM code - Oscillating blade tip 

Complementary to the smooth sweep angle change cases where agreement in 'weak' 

dynamic phenomena was discovered, in this section agreement between ULL and BEM is 

also sought in more aggressive changes of sweep angle. The tip is forced to oscillate with a 

frequency of 0.25Hz, amplitude of 20 degrees and only one direction of movement is allowed, 

so sweep angle values are between 0 and 20 degrees. Diagrams of power, thrust and in-plane 

total rotor force are presented for the two tip sweep percentages (10% and 5%) along with the 

corresponding ones of the un-swept rotor case. 
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 Figure 6.12 : Power for ULL and sweep uncorrected BEM code 20 degrees Amplitude 

0.25Hz for 10% tip swept rotor 

 

Figure 6.13: Thrust ULL and sweep uncorrected BEM code 20 degrees Amplitude 0.25Hz for 

10% tip swept rotor 
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Figure 6.14 : Total In-plane Rotor Force  for ULL and sweep uncorrected BEM code 20 

degrees Amplitude 0.25Hz for 10% tip swept rotor 

 

Figure 6.15: Power for ULL and sweep uncorrected BEM code 20 degrees Amplitude 

0.25Hz for 5% tip swept rotor 
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Figure 6.16: Thrust for ULL and sweep uncorrected BEM code 20 degrees Amplitude 

0.25Hz for 5% tip swept rotor 

 

 

Figure 6.17 : Total In-plane Rotor Force  for ULL and sweep uncorrected BEM code 

20 degrees Amplitude 0.25Hz for 5% tip swept rotor 
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The above diagrams indicate that the agreement of the two codes is maintained during 

dynamic phenomena. Besides the offset which is of the same order compared to the smooth 

sweep angle change, the behavior is almost the same. Discrepancies are expressed as 

negligible differences in the overshoots of the moving tip case at the un-swept positions 

(highest values) and a small phase lag between the two codes. Unsteady aerodynamics do not 

need to be modeled because in the 10% tip swept rotor case (which has the longest fraction of 

moving blade) the additional velocity of the outer section is not higher than 3.1 m/s and the 

corresponding reduced frequency equation 2.58 is below 0.05. 

6.3 Correction of the BEM code 

From the results of paragraph 6.2 it is clear that BEM performs fairly well with 

relatively few modifications (paragraph 5.2). But there is also room for improvement in the 

blade level and specifically the induction distribution which is a crucial factor as it affects any 

other calculated parameter of the wind turbine. It was already mentioned that mainly the tip 

area needs correction and this is rational because BEM codes do not take effectively into 

account trailing vorticity which is altered significantly by the aft sweeping blade tip. Thus, it 

is important to discover a parameter that is already calculated in the BEM code and changes 

according to sweep angle. A suitable parameter for the sweep correction is the radial bound 

circulation difference distribution (dΓ(r+1) - dΓ(r)) and this is depicted below in Figures 6.18 

and 6.19 : . Actually this difference causes the trailed vorticity which is not considered at all 

in the BEM code although it is calculated internally. 

An alternative choice for correction could be an establishment of a new theoretical 

model which is based on the new position of the stemming trailing vorticities as the blade tip 

sweeps aft and develop new factors or new time constants that affect the induction 
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distribution of the blade. A representative example is the further development of the near 

wake model originally proposed by Beddoes and the coupling of it with a far wake model 

[110] in order to provide a better tip loss correction. However, in this work the aim is to 

develop an engineering model which is fast, effective and collaborates well with the current 

BEM code configuration.   

 

Figures 6.18 & 6.19 : Radial bound circulation difference for Un-swept and 20deg Aft 

swept rotor - 10% (up) and 5% (down) sweep percentage 
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The above figures indicate that a "kink" is formed in the distributions of circulation 

difference as the blade tip sweeps aft and it is located at the hinge area. The same "kink" is 

discovered in figures 6.8 , 6.9 , 6.10 and 6.11  and thus, the induction distribution of the BEM 

code can be corrected utilizing this fact. However it seems that improvement can be pursued 

mainly on this small part of the blade because changes in circulation difference are not 

extended to the rest of the tip. So, an additional consideration for the rest of the blade tip 

should be made. A suitable parameter that changes noticeably as the tip sweeps aft is the 

distance travelled by the swept part of the blade in the plane of rotation. This distance is 

proportional to the distance of the blade element from the hinge and expresses the potential of 

the tip vortex as it changes stemming position.  

The philosophy of the correction in the induction distribution could be based on the 

Biot Savart formula (equation 2.10) that is already used to calculate the induction in the ULL 

model. 

In this work the proposed correction consists of two parts - the first focuses on the 

hinge area and the second on the rest of the blade tip. The following equation presents the 

general form of the proposed correction: 

 
(non-dimensional) 

( 6.1 ) 
 

where: 

 α , b           :  factors that accrue from tests and adjust the correction  

 g1 , g2     : factors that maximize the correction at the hinge area (g1) and also amplify 

the correction at the blade tip area (g2). The values of this factors accrue from the 

2 2 4
1 inf 2 inf/( 4 ) /(( 4 )diff low CpG diff lowG ag Circ V dr bg X Circ V dr   
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normal distribution curves of the blades' elements radial distances. G1 factor results 

from this normal distribution shifted to the hinge area and g2 shifted to the tip area 

accordingly. The following figures corresponds to the typical cases of 10 percent and 

5 percent tip swept blades. 

 

Figure 6.20 :  g factor calculation utilizing the normal distribution curve  

 Circ diff  : the bound circulation difference between adjacent blade elements in other 

words the trailed vorticity. (the value of the outermost circulation difference is the 

subtraction of the tip element bound circulation with zero) 

 CpGX      :  is the vertical distance travelled in - plane by the blade elements according 

to the sweep angle of the blade tip (in relation to the unswept blade) 

 dr             :  the blade element length 

The G factor of equation 6.1 is calculated for every blade element of all rotor blades 

and is applied directly to the already calculated and corrected for the tip loss phenomena axial 

induction factor in the form of: 
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( 6.2 ) 

However, in order to establish a correction that accounts only for the blade tip 

sweeping and thus would not interfere in the axial induction factor calculation when the 

blades remain un-swept factor k is subtracted from G (equation 6.3). i.e. 

 

( 6.3 ) 

The k factor is calculated from equation 6.1 with the only difference that "Circ_diff" is 

the bound circulation difference between adjacent blade elements as if the blades are un-

swept. So on one hand, there is no correction when the blades are un-swept (for example 

during the stabilization phase of the wind turbine parameters) because G=k and on the other 

hand correction is applied to the aif only when the blades sweep. In this case the correction 

results from the difference in the trailed vorticity of the current blade configuration in relation 

to the trailed vorticity for the un-swept configuration G≠k. 

6.3.1 Corrected BEM VS Uncorrected for sweep BEM code - Sweep Angle Change in 2 

secs 

In this paragraph diagrams of the same parameters and blade configurations of 

paragraph 3.1 are shown (rotor power, rotor thrust and total in-plane rotor force for 10% and 

5% tip swept blades) for the modified BEM code (red color) and the un-modified BEM code 

(blue color) in order to quantify the correction. 

if ifa a (1 )G 

if ifa a (1 )G k  
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 Figure 6.21 : Power for sweep modified and unmodified BEM code 10 and 20 deg aft 

sweep 10% tip sweep 

 

Figure 6.22: Thrust for sweep modified and unmodified BEM code 10 and 20 deg aft sweep 

10% tip sweep 
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Figure 6.23 : In-plane force  for sweep modified and unmodified BEM code 10 and 20 deg aft 

sweep 10% tip sweep 

  

Figure 6.24 : Power for sweep modified and unmodified BEM code 10 and 20 deg aft sweep 

5% tip sweep 
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 Figure 6.25: Thrust for sweep modified and unmodified BEM code 10 and 20 deg aft 

sweep 5% tip sweep 

 

Figure 6.26: In-plane force  for sweep modified and unmodified BEM code 10 and 20 deg aft 

sweep 5% tip sweep 
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From the above diagrams it is seen that the applied modification to the BEM code 

results only in an offset change of the examined parameters while keeping the dynamics 

unaffected. Additionally the correction is only significant for sweep angle changes of the 

order of 20 degrees and nearly twice as much for 5% blade tips compared to the 

corresponding 10% blade tip case. This is due to larger differences that are created in the 

bound circulation distribution (which is the main parameter of the characteristic correction 

equation [equation 6.1 ]) as sweep angle increases and the swept blade tip length decreases. 

Moreover, the correction concerns mostly the in plane rotor forces and subsequently the rotor 

power and quaintly is not in the direction of reducing the offset between ULL model and 

BEM code. However, the following diagrams show the effect of the applied modification to 

the BEM code concerning the axial induction factor (aif) which is a crucial parameter in the 

calculation of the above parameters. The aif distributions in red color refer to the modified 

BEM code and beneath every distribution diagram the corresponding difference of the aif 

resulting differences following sweep angle changes between BEM and ULL code is shown. 

The cases once again refer to 10% and 5% swept blade tips and sweep angles of 10 and 20 

degrees.    
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Figure 6.27: Induction distribution  curves for sweep modified and unmodified BEM 

code 10 deg aft sweep 10% tip sweep 

  

Figure 6.28 : Induction difference (BEM-ULL) distribution  curves for sweep 

modified and unmodified BEM code 10 deg aft sweep 10% tip sweep 
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Figure 6.29 : Induction distribution  curves for sweep modified and unmodified BEM code 20 

deg aft sweep 10% tip sweep 

 

Figure 6.30 : Induction difference (BEM-ULL) distribution  curves for sweep modified and 

unmodified BEM code 20 deg aft sweep 10% tip sweep 
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Figure 6.31: Induction distribution curves for sweep modified and unmodified BEM code 10 

deg aft sweep 5% tip sweep 

 

 

 

Figure 6.32 : Induction difference (BEM-ULL) distribution curves for sweep modified and 

unmodified BEM code 10 deg aft sweep 5% tip sweep 
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Figure 6.33: Induction distribution curves for sweep modified and unmodified BEM code 20 

deg aft sweep 5% tip sweep 

 

 

 

Figure 6.34 : Induction difference (BEM-ULL) distribution  curves for sweep modified and 

unmodified BEM code 20 deg aft sweep 5% tip sweep 
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In the ideal case of total agreement in the calculation of the aif distribution between 

BEM and ULL code the right diagrams should show a straight zero line and the applied 

modification to the BEM code points to this direction. This is obvious in the aif distributions 

(figures 6.27 , 6.29 , 6.31  & 6.33 )  which have the characteristic kink in the hinge area and 

increased aif values in the tip area (figures 6.8 - 6.11 ). As expected the correction is 

significant for the 20 degrees sweep angle change and stronger for the 5% blade tip. 

6.3.2 Comparison of ULL VS corrected for sweep BEM - sweep corrected code 

oscillating blade tip 

The diagrams below refer to the same case of paragraph 6.2.2 (20 degrees amplitude 

and 0.25Hz frequency) and represent more aggressive sweep angle changes while maintaining 

the reduced frequency value low in order to exclude unsteady aerodynamics.  

 

Figure 6.35: Power for BEM modified and unmodified code 20 degrees Amplitude 0.25Hz for 

10% tip swept rotor 
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Figure 6.36: Thrust for BEM modified and unmodified code 20 degrees Amplitude 0.25Hz 

for 10% tip swept rotor 

 

Figure 6.37: In-plane force for BEM modified and unmodified code 20 degrees Amplitude 

0.25Hz for 10% tip swept rotor 
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Figure 6.38 : Power for BEM modified and unmodified code 20 degrees Amplitude 0.25Hz 

for 5% tip swept rotor 

 

Figure 6.39 Thrust for BEM modified and unmodified code 20 degrees Amplitude 0.25Hz for 

5% tip swept rotor 
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Figure 6.40: In-plane force  for BEM modified and unmodified code 20 degrees Amplitude 

0.25Hz for 5% tip swept rotor 

Differences between modified and un-modified BEM code (red line and blue line 

respectively) are only obvious for sweep angles greater than 10 degrees and of the same order 

compared to the corresponding smooth sweep angle change cases (paragraph 6.3.1). In 

addition the dynamic response does not seem to be affected at all. 

6.4 Conclusions 

In this chapter the incorporation of a three bladed rotor (in particular the 5MW NREL 

wind turbine) with tip sweep capability in a BEM based code is presented. The corresponding 

results of a more physically correct model based on the ULL theory were used as a guideline. 

The latter code is based on the ULL model of Chapter 5 but it was modified and accelerated 

up to 60 times utilizing CUDA platform of Matlab. The incorporation of this feature is 
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modeled according to the three considerations of paragraph 5.2 and are implemented in both 

codes.   

The results that are produced indicate a good agreement between the two codes in 

stabilized and dynamic conditions except for an offset which is possibly due to the different 

theory that are based on that leads to different converged values of rotor power, total thrust 

and total in-plane force. Nevertheless, a discrepancy in the calculation of axial induction 

factor distribution by the BEM based code is discovered which is focused at the tip region 

where the expected change is not seen as the blade tip sweeps aft. Thus, a modification is 

applied to the BEM code utilizing parameters that are already calculated, such as Circulation 

distribution, and improve this distribution. This correction is stable within the BEM code 

(aerodynamic part of DU SWAMP [72]) and it is noteworthy for sweep angle changes over 10 

degrees and for swept blade tips of smaller blade span percentage. The correction is basically 

seen in the prediction of the in-plane forces and thus the rotor power and its value is in the 

order of 0.25% (for power) which is relatively small but can become significant in the 

calculation of AEP of rotors with variable tip sweep capability. 

The originality that this chapter incorporates is the development of a BEM theory 

based model for a three bladed HAWT capable of modeling the effects of variable tip swept 

rotor blades on wind turbine parameters and the introduction of a corresponding correction 

that leads to better estimations of the axial induction factor. 
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Chapter 7. Optimization Of Annual Energy Production And 

Load Reduction 

In this chapter, the benefits that can be acquired from a typical wind turbine 

configured with variable tip sweep capability are demonstrated. The results refer to the 5MW 

NREL wind turbine and the simulations are performed within the modified - for tip sweep - 

BEM model which was analyzed in the previous chapter. However, the benefits are examined 

only from the aerodynamic point of view which is the first step for making a reliable 

assessment about the order of magnitude of the benefits. Improvement is sought to the 

following three key parameters: power production, fatigue loads and gust loads. These 

parameters play an important role to the efficiency of a wind turbine and contribute to the 

reduction of the energy. 

7.1 Annual Energy Production (AEP) Improvement 

The majority of either the implemented control methods or those which are currently 

under investigation at the Research and Development (R&D) laboratories of the industries 

aim to increase the wind turbine’s energy production. Of course the introduction of a control 

method to a wind turbine has to be designed carefully in order not to raise extensively the cost 

of energy. The production cost of the device has the largest share of the overall cost and the 

maintenance cost the second largest share. AEP improvement is a more complicated task than 

the other two tasks examined later in the chapter. The increase is highly dependent upon the 
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wind characteristics of the site where the device is installed. This means that a control method 

may be more efficient for one site where there are larger periods of below – rated operation 

than another site with shorter periods over the year.  

Nevertheless, power increase may be pursued from three different directions: 

 Increase of the Power coefficient (Cp) which is translated to more efficient 

operation. According to figure 2.8 Cp is maximized when axial induction 

factor equals 0.3. So, the target of the controller could be the improvement of 

the axial induction factor of the wind turbine. 

 Increase of the swept area A of the rotor. According to equation 2.29 this 

would increase the available power. However, this inevitably leads to higher 

loads experienced by the structure. 

 Selection of the best site. According to equation 2.29 the site with the best 

wind characteristics which means wind velocities close to the rated operation 

for the most period of time throughout the year increases the AEP. 

AEP is calculated with the use of the wind’s probability density function (PDF) which 

depends on the location of the site. PDF is usually given by a Rayleigh or a Weibull 

distribution and represents the probability that wind velocity is between Vi and Vi+1 . So, after 

calculating the Power (in MW) for wind velocity between Vi and Vi+1  and multiplying this 

with the corresponding probability (that wind velocity lies between Vi and Vi+1) and 8760 hrs 

/ year, yields the power production in MWH for this wind margin. Total AEP results from the 

summation of all individual margins of the operational envelope of the wind turbine (Vcut-in– 

Vcut-out) and is given by equation 7.1  [4]. 
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( 7.1 ) 

where: 

 ( )P V  is the power produced by the wind turbine in MW  

 PDFP is the probability density function of wind velocity V, given from a Rayleigh or a 

Weibull distribution   

 1( )i if V V V   is the probability that wind velocity lies between Vi and Vi+1  and it is 

given from a Rayleigh or a Weibull distribution 

It is already obvious from Chapter 6 that loads and power are reduced when the blade 

tips are swept aft (figures 6.21 - 6.26). In addition, from figures 6.29 and 6.33  (looking at the 

red lines) it is deduced that the axial induction factor does not have a unidirectional change 

along the span of the swept part). There is an opposite behavior in the hinge area and the rest 

of the blade tip, when the blade tip sweeps. Thus, the only solution is to increase the swept 

area A while maintaining the same loads on the blades. This was also the case for the STAR 

development program explained earlier in paragraph 2.6 of this thesis. So, two different blade 

design recommendations are made next both of which increase the blade span 5%. 
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7.1.1 Blade design 1 – 5% blade span extension with 5% tip swept part 

The extension of the wind turbine blades is a task that requires a small scale 

parametric study in order to achieve the maximum AEP increase while keeping the loads 

close to the design values, at the same time. In addition, it is preferable to introduce as less as 

possible changes to the geometry of the baseline blade (5MW NREL wind turbine) so that the 

adoption of the geometric feature of tip sweep would be an attractive project for further 

research and development tasked by the industries. Figures 7.1  and 7.2 present the 

recommended design in terms of chord and twist angle spanwise distribution in contrast to the 

baseline blade and table (7.1 ) contains the exact values. In addition, figure (7.3 ) is provided 

for better understanding of the new design.  Specifically, the blade geometry is modified after 

point “C” (at rotor radius 58,9m), with the chord length following a linear reduction and the 

twist angle remaining constant to the designed value. The blade modification results in a rotor 

radius of 66,075m instead of 63m of the baseline rotor. 
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Table 7.1: NREL Vs Blade design 1 chord and twist angle distribution 

 

Figure 7.1 : NREL Vs Blade design 1 chord length distribution 

R (m) THETA (deg) CHORD (m) R (m) THETA (deg) CHORD (m)
2,8667 13,3082 3,5416 2,8667 13,3082 3,5416

5,6 13,3082 3,854 5,6 13,3082 3,854
8,3333 13,3082 4,1666 8,3333 13,3082 4,1666

11,75 13,3082 4,5573 11,75 13,3082 4,5573
15,85 11,4798 4,6519 15,85 11,4798 4,6519
19,95 10,1625 4,4584 19,95 10,1625 4,4584
24,05 9,0113 4,2492 24,05 9,0113 4,2492
28,15 7,7949 4,0069 28,15 7,7949 4,0069
32,25 6,544 3,7481 32,25 6,544 3,7481
36,35 5,3613 3,5021 36,35 5,3613 3,5021
40,45 4,1878 3,2561 40,45 4,1878 3,2561
44,55 3,1251 3,0101 44,55 3,1251 3,0101
48,65 2,3194 2,7641 48,65 2,3194 2,7641
52,75 1,5259 2,5181 52,75 1,5259 2,5181

56,1667 0,8631 2,3131 56,1667 0,8631 2,3131
58,9 0,3704 2,0858 58,9 0,3704 2,0858

61,6333 0,1064 1,419 62,5 0,3704 1,1
62,3 0 1 64,8 0,3704 0,4

63 0 0,01 65,5 0,3704 0,2
66,075 0,3704 0,01

NREL NEW DESIGN
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Figure 7.2 : NREL Vs Blade design 1 twist angle distribution 

 

Figure 7.3 : Visualization of the blade design No1 Vs NREL blade design 
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 As it was already mentioned earlier in the paragraph the increase of rotor radius, leads 

inevitably to higher loads (expressed as out of plane root bending moment). So, tip sweeping 

of the blades could be the solution to this side effect and with relatively small sweep angles 

considering the arm of the tip area from the rotor hub. The chord and twist angle distribution 

of blade design 1 was proven to be the best among 9 other designs examined, in terms of 

increasing the percentage of power more than the percentage of out of blade root bending 

moment. From this parametric study it is also concluded that higher sweep angles result in 

higher differences between power increase and load increase for every examined wind 

velocity (between cut – in and rated) . Thus, the concept of active control of tip sweep would 

not provide more benefits compared to the passively controlled tip swept wind turbine. The 

required mechanism does not have any use if the blade has to be swept as much as possible. 

The value of 30 degrees aft sweep for the modified blade tips, is considered a feasible idea 

and according to the following table leads to slighly higher power increase than load increase 

for the rated wind speed 11.4 m/s and the under-rated 6 m/s (steady – no shear). 

 

Table 7.2 : Power and Out of plane root bending moment percentage increase for blade design 

No 1 for two different constant wind speeds 

 However, calculation of AEP is a more reliable index of the expected benefit from this 

concept and it is calculated according to equation (7.1 ). The wind range is set between 4m/s 

(cut – in speed) and 11.4m/s (rated operation) which corresponds to the range where the pitch 

Max Difference
Vinflow (m/s) 0 20 25 30

Power 6,30% 5,81% 5,57% 5,30%
Loads 6,35% 5,78% 5,48% 5,14% 0,17%
Power 6,84% 6,31% 6,04% 5,74%
Loads 6,71% 6,10% 5,79% 5,42% 0,32%

11,4

6

Power and Root bending moment Percentage Increase
Sweep angle in deg
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controller of the NREL wind turbine is not activated (see also figure 2.21 ). Many concepts 

focus on this area as it represents the sub-rated operation of the wind turbine and so there is 

room for improvement. The probability 1( )i if V V V    is calculated from the following 

equation according to the Weibull distribution: 

 

( 7.2 ) 

where: 

 k is the shape parameter of the Weibull function and can be evaluated from local 

meteorological data, obstacles and landscape [4], [76]. It is set to 2 and according to 

[76] in this case the Rayleigh function is identical to Weibull function. 

 A is the scale parameter of the Weibull function and can be evaluated from local 

meteorological data, obstacles and landscape [4], [76]. It is equal to 2* /aveV  , 

where aveV  (annual average wind speed at hub height) equals 0.2*Vref [76] for 

standard wind turbine classes and Vref = 42.5m/s (reference wind speed average over  

10 min) according to Table 1 of the [76] for a Class II wind turbine. 

Figure (7.4 ) shows the energy capture improvement in steady conditions for the 

aforementioned wind speed range and according to equation (7.1 ) the percentage AEP 

increase is calculated at 5.68%. However, the maximum percentage load increase for this 

design is calculated at 5.44% and thus, new calculations and possibly structural modifications 

will be necessary not only for the blades but also for other parts, of the wind turbine. 

Obviously it will lead to heavier structure and the AEP increase will be considered 

insufffcient to cover the higher manufacturing cost.  

1
1( ) exp( ( ) ) exp( ( ) )k ki i

i i
V Vf V V V
A A
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Figure 7.4 : Power production increase for Blade design No1 and steady conditions 

7.1.2 Blade design No2 – 5% blade span extension with 10% tip swept part 

In an effort to achieve AEP increase with a smaller “penalty” in loads the 

recommended design is modified only in terms of blade tip sweep percentage. In particular 

10% (and not 5%) of the extended blade is allowed to sweep 30 degrees in aft direction. This 

results in a 6.6m swept tip of an overall 66.075m rotor that has the chord and twist angle 

distribution of Table 7.1 .  
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Figure 7.5 : Visualization of the blade design No1 Vs NREL blade design Vs blade design 

No2 

 Preliminary tests at rated and sub – rated constant wind speeds indicate more 

promising results and are presented in Table 7.3 . 
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Table 7.3 : Power and Out of plane root bending moment percentage increase for blade design 

No 2 for two different constant wind speeds 

 Thus, after applying equation 7.1 for blade design No2, in the same way as in blade 

design No1, the percentage AEP increase is calcuated at 4.28%. Meanwhile, the maximum 

percentage load increase for this design is calculated at 2.77%, rendering this design a more 

conservative recommendation but also, a more feasible concept. Figure 7.6 shows the energy 

capture improvement in steady conditions for the same wind speed range of blade design No1. 

 

Figure 7.6 : Power production increase for Blade design No2 and steady conditions 

Max Difference
Vinflow (m/s) 0 10 20 30

Power 6,29% 5,93% 5,04% 3,91%
Loads 6,34% 5,85% 4,51% 2,52% 1,39%
Power 6,84% 6,46% 5,53% 4,38%
Loads 6,71% 6,20% 4,81% 2,76% 1,62%

Sweep angle in deg
Power and Root bending moment Percentage Increase

11,4

6
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7.2 Fatigue load reduction 

In Chapter 2 the unsteady operating environment of HAWTs was analyzed and most 

of the investigated control concepts were reviewed. Fatigue load reduction is the main 

motivation for every concept as they are intended for use in large wind turbine rotors where 

unsteady load reduction is something more than necessary. The benefits from this 

achievement are translated either to extended service life of the wind turbine or lower 

production cost through lighter components. In this paragraph, fatigue load reduction is 

investigated through a variable tip swept wind turbine rotor with the recommended design 

geometry No2 of the previous paragraph. The purpose of this investigation is to disclose the 

capabilities of this control concept to wind turbine rotors of this class (NREL 5MW 63m 

rotor). But first, the proposed control method for fatigue load reduction is presented. 

The proposed controller is based on a closed loop feedback system that monitors the 

numeric average root bending moment (Mx) of the 3 blades which then passes to a high pass 

filter (HPF) where only the dynamic effects are included. The average root bending moment 

(MeanMx) is the input to the controller. The high pass filter transfer function is shown in 

equation (7.3 ) and represents a simple Proportional high pass controller. Then this value is 

multiplied with a suitable gain K which commands an actuator to make a collective change to 

the blades’ sweep angle values.  

 

( 7.3 ) 

where: 

 G(s) is the transfer function of the HPF 

( )
* 1
sG s

tau s
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 s is the Laplace operator 

 tau is the time constant of the HPF 

 The sweep commands, as an output to the sweep actuator, are filtered by a low pass 

filter (1/τ) with a time constant τ, of 0.5 sec, in order to simulate a realistic response of a 

mechanical tip sweep system during a step response. Of course, a careful study on the 

structural and dynamic characteristics of an actuator that should pivot the blade tips to the 

desired sweep angle will specify this parameter. In addition, a separate module maintains a 

stable operation during the start up phase in which the controller behaves aggressively 

because of the large gradients that appear and the “abs “ module is used to prevent fore sweep 

commands. The following figure illustrates the proposed control scheme:  

 

Figure 7.7 The control method for fatigue and extreme load reduction. 

The control system performance in load reduction is tested first for an extreme 

operating gust (figure 7.12 ). During this test case, the optimum values of the controller's HPF 

time constant tau and controller gain K that maximize blade load reduction, are determined. 

This process is performed with the aid of the response optimization toolbox in Matlab- 

Simulink and the values of tau and K are used for the fatigue and the extreme load reduction 

(next paragraph) test cases. 
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For the fatigue load test case of this thesis, a 3-D turbulent wind input field of 10% 

turbulent intensity according to Kaimal spectrum (Appendix A.4), is considered for the 

modified NREL wind turbine equipped with blade design No2 blades. The average wind 

speed is equal to the rated speed (11.4 m/s), for which the wind turbine loads are maximum. 

So, the potential for fatigue load reduction of the proposed controller is investigated in a high 

load operational environment. 

The wind field is generated in TurbSim software [109] which uses a statistical model 

to create time series of three components velocity vectors at points in a two-dimensional 

vertical rectangular grid that is fixed in space [figure (7.8 )]. Spectra of velocity components 

and spatial coherence are defined in the frequency domain, and an inverse Fourier transform 

produces time series [109].  

 

Figure 7.8 Turbulent 3-D wind field created in TurbSim, source: [109] 

Figure 7.9 refers to the three wind velocity components at the wind turbine’s hub 

height, during a 650 second period, generated in TurbSim for the examined test case. The 
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modified BEM code of this thesis finds the closest to the blades grid points, in every time 

step, and through interpolation determines the actual wind speed seen by the blades.  

 

 

Figure 7.9 The three wind velocity components at hub height for the examined test case 

In figure 7.10  it is seen in practice, how the controller responds to the unsteady wind 

environment of figure 7.9 . The controller operates constantly as a response to the unsteady 

wind input with a maximum tip sweep angle command of 18 degrees. In addition, the 

maximum additional tip speed (outmost blade element) due to the controller commands, is 

2m/s which means that there are not any abrupt changes that are translated to high inertia 

loading of the control mechanism.  

In figure 7.11 the root bending moment of blade 1 is shown with and without the 

controller and it is seen that it operates in a way that lowers the peak loads during the 
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turbulent wind input but it is not as effective during the load “valleys”. This is explained by 

the controller settings (responds when loads increase) and generally by the operating principle 

of the tip sweeping concept; aft tip sweeping concept decreases the loads for every sweep 

angle and thus, it is not so efficient in raising the loads when they tend to decrease due to 

wind speed drops.  

 

Figure 7.10 Tip sweep angle response during a turbulent wind input for the modified NREL 

wind turbine. 
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Figure 7.11 Fatigue load reduction during a turbulent wind input for the modified NREL wind 

turbine. 

The fatigue load reduction is estimated with the use of the MCrunch engineering tool, 

developed by NREL [122]. MCrunch is a set of scripts initially developed for processing 

wind turbine test and simulation data, but it can be used for other applications, too. In this 

case, the blade root bending moment, is rainflow counted (using MCrunch) for the 650sec 

simulation test of the modified wind turbine, with and without the controller operating at the 

3-D turbulent wind field of figure 7.9.  From the rainflow counting process the signal of the 

root bending moment is discretized into cycle amplitudes and the corresponding number of 

them. Then, the Damage Equivalent Load (DEL) is calculated for this two cases and the 

percent decrease in fatigue loading, yields.  
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The calculation of DEL is not always a simple process especially for the wind turbines 

as different materials are met in the blades. The cylindrical part near the root is made out of 

steel and the rest of the blade skin is made out of fiberglass, which means different Miner S-N 

slopes (Stress – Number of cycle). Miner’s rule [123] gives the damage fraction of a material 

that is subjected to a set of cyclic loads with a specific load range. An expression for the DEL 

is given in [72]: 

 

( 7.4 ) 

where: 

 in  is the number of cycles for each stress amplitude 

 iD  is the stress amplitudes 

 m is the inverse S-N slope of the material  

 f is the frequency of the reference signal , usually 1Hz 

 T is the time period of the reference signal (same as stress time duration). 

In this work, the calculated DELs for the controller off and on cases, do not represent 

the actual equivalent loads, as the reference signal contains the root bending moments. 

However, the calculated number is directly connected to the damage equivalent load (as the 

stress is load divided by the cross section area which is not modified) and the corresponding 

percentage reduction is a reliable measure of the benefit. It should be noted that the first 50 

seconds of the simulation are not taken into account because they refer to transient operation.  
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So, the calculated percentage fatigue load reduction is 3.2% (excluding the first 50 

secs of the simulation test) with the controller on and this is a noteworthy improvement 

considering the high loading operation of the wind turbine, at rated wind speed and turbulence 

intensity of 10%. A full scale fatigue analysis for the entire envelope of the wind turbine 

would determine the total benefit. 

7.3 Gust Load Reduction 

One of the design requirements of a wind turbine according to [76] is tolerance to an 

extreme operating gust (EOG). EOG refers to the event of an abrupt rise in wind speed value, 

(not direction) that lasts for some seconds. This consequently leads to peak loads that may 

compromise the integrity of the turbine’s structure. The concept of a variable tip swept rotor 

could help alleviate those peak loads with a suitable control system that is capable of 

sweeping the blades in the case of an EOG event. So, in this paragraph the load reduction 

margin is calculated for the unmodified 5MW NREL wind turbine configured with a 10% and 

a 5% tip swept rotor that is exposed to an EOG during its rated operation at 11.4m/s uniform 

wind speed and 12.1rpm.   

The gust is given by the following equation in accordance with paragraph 6.3.2.2 of  

[76]: 

 

( 7.5 ) 

where: 

1
1

1

1.35( );3.3
1 0,1

gust e hubV Min V V
D
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 gustV  is the velocity of the EOG 

 1eV  is 80% of the V50 extreme wind speed with a recurrence period of 50 years 

 hubV  is the velocity at the hub height 

 1  equals 0.11 hubV and is calculated from equation (7.6 ) 

 D  is the rotor diameter 

 1 is the longitudinal turbulence scale parameter and is equals 42m for hub height 

over 60m (in this case hub height equals 90m) 

 

( 7.6 ) 

where: 

 1  is the turbulence standard deviation 

 ref is the wind turbine class according to table 1 of [76] equal to 0.14 for this 

case 

Equation (7.7 ) defines the wind speed variation in relation to time for a period of 

T=10.5sec which is also depicted at figure 7.12 : 

 

( 7.7 ) 

where: 

 ( )V z  is equal to 11.4m/s assuming a uniform wind inflow 

1 (0.75 )ref hubV b   

 , ( ) 0.37 sin(3 / )(1 cos(2 / )gustV z t V z V t T    
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 gustV  is calculated from equation (7.5 ) 

 T equals 10,5 sec according to [76] 

 

Figure 7.12 An extreme operating gust according to IEC 61400-1 [76] on the 5MW NREL 

wind turbine 

 The following results refer to the 10% and 5% tip swept 5MW NREL wind turbine 

which is subjected to the extreme operating gust of figure 7.12 while operating at rated wind 

speed (11.4 m/s). The controller’s design and characteristics was explained in the previous 

paragraph. 
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Figure 7.13 Tip sweep angle response during an EOG for 10% tip swept rotor. 

 

Figure 7.14 Out of plane root bending moment of Blade No1 during an EOG for 10% tip 

swept rotor. 
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Figure 7.15 Wind Turbine Power Peak reduction during an EOG for 10% tip swept rotor. 

 

Figure 7.16 Tip sweep angle response during an EOG for 5% tip swept rotor. 
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Figure 7.17 Out of plane root bending moment of Blade No1 during an EOG for 5% tip swept 

 

Figure 7.18 Wind Turbine Power Peak reduction during an EOG for 5% tip swept rotor. 
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Figures 7.13 and 7.16 show in practice how a wind turbine with active tip sweep 

control capability can lower the blade loads during an extreme operating gust of Figure 7.12 . 

In specific the controller doesn't react at the beginning of the gust (t=50sec) when the velocity 

drops and the blade loads tend to drop accordingly. However, when the opposite phenomenon 

sets in it successively sweeps the rotor blade tips in order to lower the blade root bending 

moment. Then, the acceleration of wind velocity excites once again the controller but in a 

more gentle way as it recovers fast to the value of 11.4m/s. The authority of the controller for 

both cases is set to the value of 25 degrees and the gain and time constant of the high pass 

filter are found from the optimization process. It is noteworthy that load reduction is achieved 

through smooth and small deflections of the blade tips (in the order of 2m) which implies low 

inertia loads experienced by the control device.  

The maximum load reduction for the 10% and 5% tip swept rotor is 2.63% and 

1.188% accordingly which is an important result considering the small part of the blade that is 

swept. The capability of the controller in reducing the extreme loads could be taken into 

account in the design phase and lead to lighter blade structure. In addition, a reduction in the 

power peak, in the order of 1%, is observed which is beneficial in terms of introducing lower 

energy spikes into the grid.  

7.4 Summary 

The capabilities of the active tip sweep concept in terms of increasing power 

production and reducing fatigue and extreme loads were outlined in this paragraph. The 

results have as reference the NREL 5MW wind turbine. It was concluded that power increase 

is only possible through increase of the rotor diameter, similar to the STAR project (paragraph 
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2.6). An active controller was not useful in this case as power production decreases 

monotonically with increasing sweep angle of the blade tips. So, after a small case study the 

adoption of a new rotor with 5% longer blades and 10%, of the overall blade span, swept 

blade tips in a 30 degrees angle results in a 4.28% AEP increase while increasing by only 

2.77% the blade loads. The same design was tested for fatigue load reduction, in a turbulent 

wind field with an average wind speed of 11.4 m/s, with the use of a simple closed loop 

feedback controller and the damage equivalent load was decreased by 3.2%. During this 

study the modified BEM code was also verified for stable operation in an unsteady wind field. 

Lastly, the extreme load reduction potential for the baseline NREL wind turbine equipped 

with 5% and 10% actively controlled (same controller) tip swept rotor blades reduction was 

investigated during an EOG and the maximum loads were decreased by 2.63%. Overall, the 

controller achieves these results, when activated, through small collective tip deflections and 

in a smooth way.  

The adoption of an actively controlled tip swept rotor gave promising results for a 

typical 120m rotor wind turbine and could potentially give more for larger rotors which 

encounter higher loads. The implementation of an active control mechanism of this kind is 

part of a complete study which is undertaken by research and development departments of the 

wind turbine industries. A full scale aeroelastic study and related experiments would 

determine the exact trade – off between the benefits and the disadvantages accompanying the 

modification and / or addition of a  sweep control mechanism to the  rotor blades.  

The originality that this chapter incorporates is the investigation of active blade tip 

sweep concept as an innovative control method aiming to improve the performance of three 

bladed HAWTs. 
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Chapter 8. Conclusions 

8.1 Summary and Concluding Remarks 

The subject of controlling wind turbines in order to improve their performance is more 

apropos than ever, considering the current trend for offshore and bigger structures that are 

capable of producing rated power in the order of 10MW [124]. The rotor diameter of these 

prototypes have already overcome 180m and now the designers face new challenges. The 

blade loads increase along with the tip deflections and tower-hit issues arise. The tip speeds 

tend to reach 100m/s and thus compressibility effects may appear and influence the 

aerodynamic performance of the blades. The development and construction of these new 

longer blades, the reinforcement of the other components and the design of the generator 

properties is more demanding than ever. 

Active control of wind turbines can help the designers in this effort, by increasing the 

power coefficient CP in sub – rated operating range, by reducing the fatigue loads and with the 

introduction of safety mechanisms that will ensure the integrity of the wind turbine during 

extreme events that take place occasionally in offshore installations. The contribution of 

active control features to the industry of wind turbines is generally expressed as extended 

service life, lighter structures and eventually lower cost of energy.  

In this work many different methods for controlling aerodynamic blade loads were 

reviewed and some of them have taken their final form and they are gradually get 
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commercialized. Focusing on the blade tip area where higher loads are met is tempting, as 

small modifications there could have significant influence to the overall performance. Tip 

sweeping the rotor blades has only been investigated as a passive control concept with 

beneficial results in reducing the loads and increasing power production if a suitable extension 

to the blades is considered. This thesis is a first approach to the active control concept of wind 

turbines through variable blade tip sweep and fills in a knowledge gap in the research field. 

The investigation was carried out with numerical and computational methods and a 

step by step analysis of the problem was performed. It started with the identification of the 

influence of tip sweeping on a fixed wing and a lifting line theory based code was developed 

for this reason in Matlab software. The results of this code were compared to the 

corresponding results obtained from CFD simulation (in ANSYS CFX software module). The 

test cases referred to constant tip sweep angle configurations and harmonic sweep angle 

variations and convergence was observed. Then the code for fixed wing was upgraded for the 

5MW NREL three bladed wind turbine and was accelerated 60 times, by utilizing CUDA 

platform and its integrated support in Matlab. The results of this model were considered 

reliable due to the convergence with CFD results (only for the fixed wing case) and due to the 

physics that are included in Lifting Line theory.  

However, one of the main targets of this thesis was to incorporate the variable tip 

sweep feature in a more simple engineering BEM code. The main inability of the BEM 

theory, is to take into account trailed vorticity, which affects the overall blade aerodynamics 

and in the case (tip sweeping), the shortcoming is more obvious. So, suitable modifications to 

the BEM code were made based on the developed Lifting Line code and a semi-empirical 

correction in the tip area was developed that takes into account trailed vorticity. In this way 

axial induction factor, which is one of most important parameters, is calculated more correctly 
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and more reliable results are acquired. It is worth to note that the correction is more efficient 

for sweep angle values over 10 degrees and more efficient for small tip sweep percentages. 

Without the correction, power production is slightly underestimated (in the order of 0.2%) but 

this can impose larger differences in the AEP calculations.  

After the development of the customized BEM code for tip sweep, the active control 

concept was considered. The concept was investigated in terms of power production increase, 

fatigue load reduction and extreme load reduction during a wind gust, for the reference 5MW 

NREL wind turbine. It was concluded that active tip sweep will not be useful for power 

production increase and a new design of the blades was recommended after a small case study 

- this statement was already obvious from preliminary results of a parametric study in the 

ULL model (paragraph 5.5). The 5% extended blades configured with 30 deg aft swept tips 

measuring a length of 10% of the overall span, resulted in a 4.28% AEP increase with only 

2.77% increase of the maximum blade loads.  

For the other two cases, of fatigue load reduction and extreme load reduction, a 

suitable controller was developed that is scheduled to reduce the root bending moment of the 

blades through collective sweep angle commands. A fatigue load reduction of 3.2% was 

calculated for the reference wind turbine configured with the new blade design. The device 

was subjected to a 3-D turbulent wind field of 10% turbulence intensity and 11.4m/s average 

speed. Lastly, the unmodified reference wind turbine equipped with the same controller, was 

subjected to an EOG according to Design Regulations [76] and the calculated extreme load 

reduction was 2.63% and 1.82% for the 10% and 5% tip swept rotors accordingly. It is 

noteworthy that the aforementioned improvements are obtained through small and smooth tip 

deflections. 
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The results indicate that the active control concept of variable tip sweep is worth to be 

investigated in depth. The improvement is noticeable and could be more significant for larger 

wind turbines that experience higher tip speeds and deflections. The variable tip sweep 

concept could be considered not only as a constant load regulator but also as a safety feature, 

during extreme operating conditions (gusts, high turbulent wind fields). In addition, the 

conclusions drawn about the power increase with standard tip swept blade tips could be useful 

to industries in terms of improving the performance of in – service wind turbines with the 

addition of extended swept tips (tip sleeve) with a slight increase of the blade loads [125].  

8.2 Future Work 

In this work, the effort was focused on the development of a corrected BEM code that 

will be also used for the study of the active control concept through variable tip swept blades. 

Despite the fact that a reliable lifting line theory based model was already developed, a BEM 

code was preferred and corrected accordingly, due to its simplicity, low computational 

demands, and its wide acceptance and use from industries and research laboratories. The 

correction for tip sweep provided a noticeable improvement to the axial induction factor 

calculations and thus, it could be tested in similar blade tip modifications (winglets). 

Also, as part of the future work, the BEM code is worth to be coupled to an elastic 

model and more accurate predictions about the overall benefits and drawbacks could be 

drawn; for example, increase of the critical speed to flutter, impact to torsion loads, impact to 

aeroelastic phenomena. It could be improved further with the incorporation of a dynamic stall 

model for better predictions of the aerodynamic loads, despite the fact that in the test cases of 

this study the blade tips did not enter the stall area. Moreover, more efficient controllers could 
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be tested for the fatigue load reduction case that could “cut” not only the peaks but also the 

valleys through suitable sweep angle commands. 

Last but not least, the design of the sweeping mechanism will be crucial to an integral 

evaluation of the concept. The use of rods, gears or pneumatic actuators that will rotate the 

blade tips and special fairings at the hinge area of the blade tip would determine the overall 

characteristics of the wind turbine, the added cost of the concept and the reduction of the cost 

of energy. 
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-21 -0.934 0.204 0.0649 
-20 -0.958 0.1785 0.0508 
-19 -0.982 0.1534 0.0364 
-18 -1.005 0.1288 0.0218 
-17 -1.082 0.1037 0.0129 
-16 -1.113 0.0786 -0.0028 
-15 -1.105 0.0535 -0.0251 
-14 -1.078 0.0283 -0.0419 

-13.5 -1.053 0.0158 -0.0521 
-13 -1.015 0.0151 -0.061 
-12 -0.904 0.0134 -0.0707 
-11 -0.807 0.0121 -0.0722 
-10 -0.711 0.0111 -0.0734 
-9 -0.595 0.0099 -0.0772 
-8 -0.478 0.0091 -0.0807 
-7 -0.375 0.0086 -0.0825 
-6 -0.264 0.0082 -0.0832 
-5 -0.151 0.0079 -0.0841 
-4 -0.017 0.0072 -0.0869 
-3 0.088 0.0064 -0.0912 
-2 0.213 0.0054 -0.0946 
-1 0.328 0.0052 -0.0971 
0 0.442 0.0052 -0.1014 
1 0.556 0.0052 -0.1076 
2 0.67 0.0053 -0.1126 
3 0.784 0.0053 -0.1157 
4 0.898 0.0054 -0.1199 
5 1.011 0.0058 -0.124 
6 1.103 0.0091 -0.1234 
7 1.181 0.0113 -0.1184 
8 1.257 0.0124 -0.1163 

8.5 1.293 0.013 -0.1163 
9 1.326 0.0136 -0.116 

9.5 1.356 0.0143 -0.1154 
10 1.382 0.015 -0.1149 

10.5 1.4 0.0267 -0.1145 
11 1.415 0.0383 -0.1143 

11.5 1.425 0.0498 -0.1147 
12 1.434 0.0613 -0.1158 

12.5 1.443 0.0727 -0.1165 
13 1.451 0.0841 -0.1153 

13.5 1.453 0.0954 -0.1131 
14 1.448 0.1065 -0.1112 
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14.5 1.444 0.1176 -0.1101 
15 1.445 0.1287 -0.1103 

15.5 1.447 0.1398 -0.1109 
16 1.448 0.1509 -0.1114 

16.5 1.444 0.1619 -0.1111 
17 1.438 0.1728 -0.1097 

17.5 1.439 0.1837 -0.1079 
18 1.448 0.1947 -0.108 

18.5 1.452 0.2057 -0.109 
19 1.448 0.2165 -0.1086 

19.5 1.438 0.2272 -0.1077 
20 1.428 0.2379 -0.1099 
21 1.401 0.259 -0.1169 
22 1.359 0.2799 -0.119 
23 1.3 0.3004 -0.1235 
24 1.22 0.3204 -0.1393 
25 1.168 0.3377 -0.144 
26 1.116 0.3554 -0.1486 
28 1.015 0.3916 -0.1577 
30 0.926 0.4294 -0.1668 
32 0.855 0.469 -0.1759 
35 0.8 0.5324 -0.1897 
40 0.804 0.6452 -0.2126 
45 0.793 0.7573 -0.2344 
50 0.763 0.8664 -0.2553 
55 0.717 0.9708 -0.2751 
60 0.656 10.693 -0.2939 
65 0.582 11.606 -0.3117 
70 0.495 12.438 -0.3285 
75 0.398 13.178 -0.3444 
80 0.291 13.809 -0.3593 
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Α.2   BEM code in Matlab / Simulink - representation 

 

General View of the BEM model in Simulink 
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The module that calculates the position of the blade elements and the additional velocity due 

to sweep angle variation for every time step 

 

 The module that controls sweep angle of the blade tips according to the mean value of 

Blade No1 Root Bending Moment 
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The module that calculates the blade aerodynamic forces and moments 

 

 

 

The module that calculates rotor loads and rotor power 
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 The module that calculates Prandtl’s correction and correction for blade tip sweep 
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Α.3   Acceleration of ULL code written in Matlab by utilizing CUDA 

 

Application of a function, in this case “Smooth_VORT_BOUND”, on an array of points 

utilizing CUDA in order to calculate induced velocities on specific points. 

Α.4   The IEC Kaimal Model in TurbSim  

Standard deviation σ of the three velocity components are calculated by the following 

equation: 

2

0
( )S f df


   

where: 

 σ is the standard deviation of the velocities 

 S is the Spectra of the velocities 

The Spectra for the three wind velocity components u,v,w is given by  
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2

5
3

4 /( )
(1 6 / )

K hub
K

K hub

L uS f
fL u




 

where: 

 f is the cyclic frequency and LK is an integral scale parameter. According to IEC 

61400-1 the integral scale parameter is given by: 

 LK = 8.1Λu  for K=u 

 LK = 2.7Λu  for K=v 

 LK = 0.66Λu  for K=w 

where: 

 Λu is the turbulence scale parameter 

and 

Λu=0.7min(60m,Hubheight)  where min(x1,x2) is the minimum of x1 and x2 

The standard deviations of the three velocity components are related according to: 

 σv  = 0.8 σu 

 σw  = 0.5 σu 

The velocity spectra are assumed to be invariant across the grid. Only a small variation in u 

component occurs due to the spatial coherence model. 
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